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goodbye. This is the 11th Essex Birding that steve and 
i have edited, and we have really enjoyed making the 
changes over the years to bring the journal up to date, 
most especially having full colour throughout which 
has allowed us to use so many wonderful photos 
taken by our members.  Most of you will not know yet, 
but this is the last one we personally will produce.  
our last change to this journal was obviously one too 
many – introducing the use of ioc bird names, a 
change that had been agreed by the committee.  we 
both feel strongly that the society should be 
encouraging younger birders to join as they will be the 
future of this society, and one way for this would be 
for our publications and website to be up to date with 
bird names.  sadly, as a few members emailed in 
against this, the committee decided to reverse their 
decision.  as we did not feel that we have the support 
of the members, or the committee, for the ideas we 
have had to help the society move forward, we 
resigned from all our positions and have left EBs. 

so, as this is our swansong issue, let’s start with 
taking you to warmer climates with the second part 
of our own birding trip to The gambia and also John & 
diana camp’s trip to andalucía.  Back to the uK and, if 
you are considering joining in one of the EBws field 
trips, you may be interested in reading up on our 
planned trip to western solent, normandy Marsh to 
Keyhaven Marsh on 19th May.  sadly, you wont get to 
hear about our birding in canada this year, but there 
are a few photos on this page to whet your appetite, 
and if you find yourself going there we can highly 
recommend dan (danielarndt@hotmail.com) for 
calgary and Melissa hafting (mhafting@hotmail.com) 
for Vancouver.

Paul Bray has written an interesting article to get us 
thinking about, and supporting, Birders against 
wildlife crime.  The committee have a stock of the 
leaflet that can be taken with you when bird watching, 
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just in case you see anything that should be 
reported.  The annual hen harrier day is also 
organised by Bawc, and EBws had their stand at 
rainham Marshes again this year, gerry has written 
a short piece about this.  we can all help make a 
difference, we just need to be aware of what we can, 
and should, do.

Paul davis asked us to help publicise his event for 
world curlew day in april this year, our only 
stipulation was an article, and so he provided us with 
two!!  one on the event itself and one on the work 
he is undertaking with the rsPB on little Terns.

dawn Balmer BTo tells us about weBs counts, 
some history behind them, what the data shows and 
is used for and finishing with a plea for more 
volunteers to help with this important work in Essex.

one of the society objectives is conservation. 
Earlier this year steve presented a cheque to david 
wilkinson towards the cost of his nets and rings at 
Two-Tree island. More recently the committee 
agreed to financially support Paul roper of north 
Thames gull group & southern colour ringing 
group with satellite tracking Brent geese in Essex.  
John smart updates us on the swift initiatives that 
EBws are involved in with the Essex wildlife Trust, 
and we also feature an update from steve Baines on 
the Kestrel nest boxes that he has been putting up 
and monitoring for the past few years.  There must 
be more bird conservation projects in Essex that 
would like some financial support but, following 
numerous requests from Vice-chairman steve 
collins for suggestions of where the society can help 
with funds, once again there has been no support 
forthcoming from our 500 plus members.

finally, we would really like to say thank you to the 
artists that we have used over the years for our front 
covers, and especially to sam shippey who has once 
again produced something spectacular for this issue.  
and our thanks also to swallowtail Print, and more 
especially to Kaarin who has that magic gift of 
transforming the articles and photos we send her 
into the magazine that arrives on your doorstep! 

 
Take care and happy Birding,
lesley & steve collins

Please note that opinions expressed in this publication do not necessarily reflect those of 
the society, Trustees, officers or Executive committee.
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well it has been another very interesting six months 
for the society since the summer/Autumn issue 132 
of Essex Birding.  firstly, i am pleased to advise that our 
new society President simon wood has also taken up 
the position as Editor of the Essex Bird Report for two 
years initially to see how things go. Mark Bridges 
recently volunteered to assist, and simon has recruited 
young Max Hellicar as another sub-editor, sean nixon 
as art Editor and subsequently galvanized all parties 
together that have an input to produce the reports. 
Together senior recorder Mick tracey and the team 
have agreed a tight programme to produce three 
reports, for 2016, 2017 and 2018, by the end of 2019. 
as challenging as this is, it will be a fantastic 
achievement by simon and the team, and once back on 
track, the reports will be considerably more 
meaningful. Please note the new dedicated e-mail 
address for the senior recorder Mick Tracey where all 
sightings and data should now be submitted - 
eBwsrecorder@gmail.com 

Vice chairman stephen Collins and secretary Lesley 
Collins stood down for personal reasons from their 
positions at the end of september 2018. They also 
stood down as Trustees and joint Editors of Essex Birding 
following the publishing of this issue. The society 
wishes to thank them both for everything they have 
undertaken and contributed to help make the society 
what it is today, especially the advancement of our 
excellent magazine over the past 5½ years and making 
the conferences so successful. we all wish them well for 
the future.

Members of the Executive committee have already 
’stood-up-to-the-plate’ to fill positions and have 
indicated that they are prepared to nominate to fill 
these positions permanently at the next annual general 
Meeting (agM). steve grimwade has taken on Vice 
chairman and Editor of the newsletter; emma 
robinson has taken on secretary while also looking 
after the website and peter dwyer has taken on 
facebook posting. i thank everyone for their support 
extended to me and the society during these enforced 
mid-year changes. it is much appreciated. 

however, moving into our 70th year we are looking 
for an Editor(s) of this superb Essex Birding magazine 
and someone to publicise the activities we take part in 
and what we do, through the regular county media 
outlets. The society would therefore be pleased to 
receive nominations from members for any of the 
positions on the Executive committee or to become a 
Trustee of the society. Especially younger members 
with fresh and new ideas are important and encouraged 
to nominate to complement the senior members 
currently in office. all nominations must be received at 
least 14-days prior to the agM which is on friday 1st 
March 2019. details of what each position entails can 

be obtained from secretary Emma robinson.
should any member wish to receive the monthly 

e-mail newsletter or to contact the society for any 
reasons, the secretary Emma robinson can be reached 
at the new shorter e-mail info.eBws@gmail.com  

it is with great sadness that i report that Vice 
President Malcolm Chettlburgh passed away at home 
on 21st september 2018 following a short spell in 
hospital, just a month prior to his 86th Birthday. 
Malcolm was also chairman of Bradwell Bird 
observatory (BBo) and has always been a staunchly 
loyal supporter of the BBo in so many ways and 
encouraged the ringing and recording undertaken there 
over many years; it is hoped that this continues in his 
memory. Malcolm will be greatly missed by all that 
knew him at Bradwell and came in contact with him. 

subsequently Anthony Harbott has been voted by 
the BBo members, to be the new chairman of the 
observatory. anthony has been a loyal supporter the 
BBo since 1958, longer than any of the members that 
attend the observatory. The Executive committee 
congratulates anthony and we wish him well in this 
new position at BBo where important regular data is 
collected by the members to form part of the annual 
Bird report.   

Throughout 2018 the society supported youth 
groups interested in wildlife as well as a number of 
conservation projects. These included sally Brierley at 
the southend high school for girls wildlife club; Bird 
ringing on Two-Tree island by young david wilkinson 
with the British Trust for ornithology’s constant Effort 
scheme; awareness of our swifts decline throughout 
Essex by John smart and paul roper for the colour 
ringing of Brent geese by the southern colour ringing 
group (formally the north Thames gull group) at Blue 
house farm EwT reserve. This is a new and very 
interesting project where much will be understood 
about Brent geese movement throughout the crouch 
estuary and during migration to and from arctic russia. 
we look forward to again supporting more worthy 
conservation projects in 2019, especially with 
youngsters.

To lower the society’s ‘carbon footprint’ and 
unwanted plastic waste members and guests are 
invited to bring their own mugs for the refreshments at 
the indoor Meetings. By doing this it will reduce using 
the single use throw-away polystyrene cup. you will 
also note that paper envelopes are now being used to 
mail our publications to members rather than clear 
plastic sleeves. Thank you for your cooperation.

i do hope that members enjoyed the long, hot 
summer and the beautiful autumn of 2018 which 
attracted a number of great white Egret, cattle Egret, 
spoonbill and glossy ibis to Essex. i wish everyone 
another excellent birding year in 2019.

Chairman’s watchpoint
 gerry Johnsonn 

information & Correspondence

dear editors, as a volunteer at the national Trust’s hatfield 
forest, i was very pleased to see the reference in the last Essex 
Birding to the large flocks of hawfinches seen at the forest 
over the autumn/winter of 2017-18. 
it was a real pleasure to show visitors where they could be 
found - conveniently close to the main entrance car park. at 
the forest, we will now be keeping a close watch later this year 
to see if there is a return!
There is also a mention of hatfield forest in Mark Bridges’ 
helpful and thoughtful article on birding for the less mobile. i 
should add that the forest has an all-terrain Tramper mobility 
scooter available for use by visitors. Before coming, it is best to 
book the Tramper by phoning the Estate office on 01279 
870678 to ensure that it is available. full instruction for its use 
is given on arrival.  There is no charge. a manual wheelchair can 
also be borrowed.  
winifred and i were very pleased to receive Essex Birding 132 
in a paper envelope. it’s good to see the society doing its bit to 
help the environment! 
david simmonds

Hi gerry, sorry we didn’t get chance to speak to you last 
evening, just a quick email to say what a great evening 
meeting we had. it really typified the EBws ‘family’, what a 
nice atmosphere and steve’s talk was great.
hopefully steve can be encouraged to do another talk, 
although doubtless you didn’t let him out of the door until 
he’d agreed!
Marilyn and Mark

website
our new website is now up and running, 
there have been a few teething problems but 
andrew ducat has been fantastic at working 
with everyone involved to sort these out 
quickly.  we would like to thank andrew, 
steve grimwade, Emma robinson and a few 
unnamed helpers, in putting this together.  
we hope you like it and find it easier to use, 
it is great to have a fresh new look as i am 
sure you will all agree. any comments, 
compliments or complaints please email 
with ‘website’ in the subject to the new 
email address - info.ebws@gmail.com 

declaration forms
Thank you to everyone that has returned 
these.   
We have sadly not been able to contact 
everyone that we would have liked to for 
the photographs in the Bird Reports 
section, as they have ticked that we can 
only contact by post.  If you usually have 
some photos in this section and we have 
not contacted you, then maybe you would 
like to reconsider and send in a new 
Declaration giving permission to email you.

1. apologies for absence
2. Minutes of the annual general Meeting 

held on 6th april 2018
3. Matters arising from the annual general 

Meeting 2018 
4. report of the Executive committee for 

2018, presented by the chairman
5. Presentation of the 2018 accounts, 

presented by the Treasurer
6. Election of hon. auditor for 2019
7. Election of hon. legal advisor for 2019
8. Election of hon. President for 2019
9. Election of officers for 2019
10. Election of up to ten additional members 

as assistants to the Executive committee

11. Election of new Trustees 
12. Proposal(s) for adoption, if any, by the members
13. address by society President   
14. close of annual general Meeting, followed by the 

evening’s talk
if any members wish to nominate for any of the 
positions on the Executive committee, or as an 
assistant, or as a Trustee, or to help at events please 
advise the general secretary by e-mail to  
info.eBws@gmail.com which must be received no 
later than fourteen days prior to the date of the agM 
(i.e. by 15th february 2019 latest).

The evening’s illustrated talk will be about Goshawk 
and Whinchat by Dr Ian Henderson, senior research 
ecologist with the BTO.

notice of 2019 Annual general Meeting
to be held on Friday 1st March 2019, in the Hall at the Quaker Meeting House,  

rainsford road, Chelmsford, CM1 2QL - Commencing at 19:30

AgendA tOpiCs
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tuesday 14th november 2017
after breakfast it was good to see Baba return with a 
different coach as our usual one had broken down 
the night before!

we headed straight for Pirang forest where we 
met up with local guide who led us into the dense 
part of the woodland. on the way several Orange-
cheeked waxbills flitted by and, in the large palms, 
a Violet turaco was seen before flying off.

reaching our spot, we found somewhere to settle 
in for the wait as Kawsu began mimicking the 
white-spotted Flufftail.  within minutes it started 
calling although distant. it came closer then went 
away but although we all heard it, only Jon and 
Ebrima were lucky enough to get a brief sighting of 
this skulking rail.  whilst waiting for the flufftail, 
some of the group had brief views of a Bar-breasted 
Firefinch and a red-bellied paradise Flycatcher. 

Back at the forest clearing we watched a pied-
winged swallow fly through and a few saw a 
red-necked Falcon. we carried onwards deeper into 
the woods where, high in the trees, was a Verreaux’s 
eagle Owl. Through scopes we could watch as it 
lifted its diagnostic pink eyelids and look down at us.  
we also noted Brown-throated wattle eyes in this 
area and Ebrima and steve c were the only two to 
see an African pied Hornbill and an Oriel warbler.  
we stopped off at a drinking pool to watch 
Black-necked weavers, Blue-spotted wood doves 
and an African pygmy Kingfisher.  with the scope 
we also had a grey-headed Bristlebill. 

on the way back to the bus we had a brief glimpse 
of Little greenbul. arriving at farasuto we had a 
wonderful view a pair of greyish eagle Owls sitting 
together in the tree.  a bit further on and we also 

found a northern white-faced Owl sitting on a 
nest, we could see its ear tufts and white face 
markings. at a nearby marsh we walked down the 
track we watched northern red Bishops in the 
reed-beds, and splendid sunbirds flying overhead.  
Back at the drinking pool lamin produced a freshly 
cooked lunch and we watched a flock of Blackcap 
Babblers feeding at the ranger station.

Pirang shrimp farm was our last port of call for the 
day and on arrival, we enjoyed a flyover African 
sacred ibis and lots of pied Kingfishers, also added 
to our list were pied Avocet, Black-winged stilts 
and Marsh sandpiper.  a single slender-billed gull 
was flying with a few grey-headed gulls.  as it was 
getting late in the day, we headed back to the hotel. 

wednesday 15th november 2017
next morning, we added pallid swifts while waiting 
for our transport of the day to arrive.  once on board 
we headed off to the lamin rice fields, green 
sandpiper, whimbrel, Common redshank, 

the gambia
 Lesley Collinsn

Common snipe and Little ringed plovers were 
added to our lists.  a Lanner flew over whilst Lizard 
Buzzard, shikra, grey Kestrel and Hooded Vulture 
were all added within a few minutes. striated & 
squacco Herons, Black Crake, senegal Coucal, 
green wood-Hoopoe and western plantain-
eaters were also seen.  we crossed over the road and 
the trees were full of piapiacs as we entered 
through the entrance to the famous nature reserve 
in The gambia, abuko, we also enjoyed our best 
views of several Broad-billed rollers sitting in dead 
trees.  we walked round to an area known as the 
crocodile pool and there we found a 10ft west 
african crocodile!  we watched Fanti saw-wing 
taking insects over the water, and in the trees were 
red colobus Monkeys and a Violet turaco. 

we walked to a lovely open area of gallery forest 
where a grey-headed Bristlebrush and Little 
Bulbul were seen, steve was amongst the majority 
that got onto a snowy-crowned robin Chat while 
a few of us, including me, were attacked by ants that 
had a very nasty bite!

a Lesser Honeyguide and Yellow-breasted 
Apalis gave brief views to a couple of the group.  a 
Buff-spotted woodpecker and Collard sunbird 
stayed in the high canopy, but a red-bellied 
paradise Flycatcher kept low in front of us.  as we 
walked round, we also picked up swallow-tailed 
Bee-eater, Brown-throated wattle-eye, Lavender 
& Orange-cheeked waxbills and Bronze 
Mannikins.

it was then back to the bus for cold drinks that 
went down really well after a brilliant morning 
before moving onto lamin lodge for lunch. The 
entrance track saw us find our first Black-winged 
Bishop of the tour, the male showing rather well. 
lunch was a fine buffet overlooking the river and it 
was good to relax in the shade.  our afternoon 
session was spent at Tujerang, an open area of 
savannah grassland which we hoped would deliver 
some new species.  a few Little Bee-eaters and 
purple roller were watched in the afternoon 
sunshine.  whistling Cisticolas showed well and in 
the distance a Long-crested eagle perched on a 

bush. we also added our seventh species of 
kingfisher with a lovely striped Kingfisher perched 
up for all to see and a Cardinal woodpecker was 
spotted in a dead tree.  further along we had 
white-fronted Black Chat and in the distance a 
Veilliot’s Barbet.

four African green pigeons, a Black-headed 
Lapwing and the Long-crested eagle flew over, and 
a distant Chestnut-backed sparrow weaver 
perched up before flying off.  a male red-winged 
warbler flitted around on a wall and after getting 
superb views, we left it to go back to its nest. as we 
got back near the van, three double-spurred 
Francolins were seen, including two males that 
sparred in the middle of the field.  

on the way back to the hotel we called into Tanji 
village where most of the group went down to the 
beach and were rewarded with a Kelp gull. Those 
who stayed with me on the bus saw a giant 
Kingfisher in the nearby creek.

thursday 16th november 2017
our birding site for the morning was the community 
woodland at Penjem where the locals are being paid 
to look after the woods, the entrance fees from 
birders being split between the village and the 
gambian bird guide association.  a few African 
green pigeons and senegal parrots flew around 
the open woodland. a Fine spotted woodpecker 

Above, from left to right: Abuko Reserve; Black-necked Weavers; Long-tailed Nightjar Above, from left to right: Broad-billed Roller; Fine Spotted Woodpecker; Greyish Eagle Owl; White-fronted Black Chat

Western Plantain-eaters  

 all PhoTos By ThE auThors

 all PhoTos By ThE auThors
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showed well on the side of tree. we had a good 
morning adding some new species to the list 
- Black scimitarbill, Brubru, Brownbacked 
woodpecker, Yellow-bellied Hyliota, western 
Violet-backed sunbird, white-crested 
Helmetshrikes and a senegal eremola.  raptors 
seen here were tawny & wahlberg’s eagle, 
shikra, Lizard Buzzard and Hooded Vulture.

with lunchtime approaching and the weather 
hotting up, we headed off towards Marrakissa and 
making a stop in an agricultural area yielded an 
African golden Oriole and a few Yellow-
throated Leafloves, but best of all a pair of 
pin-tailed whydah’s!  

after a good rest we wandered out to the 
neighbouring compound where the local guides 
had found an African scop’s Owl roosting and we 
managed to get the scope on this secretive bird. as 
we were finishing lunch, steve g found a spotted 
Honeyguide and we all managed to see it before it 
flitted off. it was then a drive to Ebrima’s local 

patch, Kotu creek. on arrival, we found Blue-
breasted & pied Kingfishers, white Crowned 
robin Chats and a singing Oriole warbler which 
not everyone saw.  Three Hadada ibis fed along 
the water’s edge and reed Cormorant, African 
Jacana, Black-winged stilt and wood sandpiper 
was seen.  we watched Black Heron feeding using 
their wings to form a canopy, and also had good 
views of a nile Monitor lizard walking across the 
road.  

it was time to head back to the hotel again, 
during our evening meal we were entertained by a 
gambian acrobatic group whose crazy antics 
went down well with the group.

Friday 17th november 2017
our last morning in The gambia and after 
breakfast an hour or so was spent wandering 
around the hotel grounds where the highlight was 
an African silverbill.  regular species included 
red-billed Firefinch, red-cheeked Cordon Bleu, 

white-billed Buffalo weaver and white-crowned 
robin Chat, along with Yellow-billed Kites and 
Hooded Vultures.

with an early evening flight ahead, we left the 
hotel and drove the short distance to Brufut where a 
walk was enjoyed in reasonably cool conditions.  
walking along a track we had good views of a 
Klaas’s Cuckoo as it perched for the group to see, as 
well as swallow-tailed & Little Bee-eaters and at 
a nearby drinking hole we watched Village 
indigobird, Little weaver and Yellow-fronted 
Canary.  The Palm trees yielded Fine-spotted 
woodpecker, Yellowthroated Leaflove, whistling 
Cisticola, tawny-flanked prinia and Yellow-
crowned gonolek.

we then spent time sitting on benches and 
watching several water containers put out by locals 
for the birds, here we watched Laughing, Black-
billed wood & red-eyed doves, Village weavers, 
Lavender & Orange-cheeked waxbills.  Violet 
turaco and western plantain-eater crashed 

through the trees and a single Yellow-billed shrike 
showed really well.

local guide aba then took us a few at a time into 
the woodland where, just six feet away amongst 
dead leaves on the ground, roosted a well 
camouflaged Long-tailed nightjar which simply 
amazed us all! it was then time to head over to 
Kanju’s garden via a grove of trees that held two 
northern white-faced Owls that showed much 
better than the bird we had seen previously.  lamin 
was late arriving with lunch, and as the hotel 
needed our rooms, we sadly had to eat and run. 

we arrived back at the hotel and had a short time 
to get changed before departing for the airport. 
check in was simple and it was good to spend some 
time in the air-conditioned terminal building. our 
flight left on time and we arrived in a chilly zero 
degrees, a 36-degree drop! 

in total 281 birds seen, and steve & i added 212 
full species (229 including sub-species) and one 
new country to our list. 

Top: Black-winged Bishops. Above, from left to right: Reed Cormorant; Striped Kingfisher; Swallow-tailed Bee-eater Top: Namaqua Dove.  Above, from left to right: Pied Kingfisher; Violet Turaco; Yellow-billed Shrike
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wood’s warblings
 simon wood, eBws president n 

‘Wisdom begins with putting the right name on a 
thing’(old chinese proverb)

so what is in a name? Homo sapiens love to be able 
to give things names – there you go, i began this 
sentence with the name that defines us as human. 
To give something a name means we can study it, 
learn about it and understand it. i have a name, you 
have a name. simple. Birds and beast have names, 
and here lies a tale. in fact birds and many animals 
have two very different types of name, a latin 
binomial name and an English name (of course i am 
conveniently ignoring the fact that every language 
has its own names for birds; that is another story 
entirely).  Thus most of us British birders will know 
the latin Erithacus rubecula is a robin, or is that 
common robin or European robin, or come to think 
of it robin redbreast or even robert and if you go 
back a long way in time, ruddock? and every birder 
should know which species Stercorarius parasiticus 
and Gavia immer relate too? But move away from 
latin names and ‘English’ names begin to ‘blur’. how 
about arctic skua and great northern diver, or 
should that be Parasitic Jaeger and common loon if 
you are not from around ‘ere?

The fact is that latin names are understood, 
unambiguously, around the world but English bird 
names are, not surprisingly, somewhat more 
parochial and variable. and why not? why shouldn’t 
american birders call their birds Jaegers and loons 
and why shouldn’t we call ours skuas and divers.

well, there is no reason why we can’t, and we do!
however, i have never liked seeing these 

‘americanised’ names being used in uK books and 
literature. i cringed when i saw the names in the 
collins Bird guide for the first time; the only 
negative thing i could find in an otherwise 
remarkable book. however, i have always been in 
favour of following the British ornithologist’s union 
(Bou) British list, which is in turn now following the 
international ornithological congress world Bird 
list 2017. This world Bird list tries to standardise the 
‘English’ names, using what it refers to as 
‘international English’ (e.g. Parasitic Jaeger) names. 
The Bou list uses what it calls the ‘British 
vernacular’ names (e.g. arctic skua) but also gives 
the ‘international English’ (e.g. Parasitic Jaeger) 
name if different from the ‘British vernacular’ one. 
confusing? well, possibly…

now, the society ‘experimented’ with the new 

‘international English’ names in the last Essex 
Birding and it prompted the largest postbag i can 
ever remember in my 30 or so years involvement 
with the society, which suggests some strong 
feelings amongst the membership about the 
subject (and yes, i wrote in). of the 20 letters 
received about the issue only one was in favour of 
the new names (not me). clearly the society 
needed to look hard at the decision again, and it 
did ultimately reverse it, which is never an easy 
thing to do. so you will see ‘British vernacular’ 
names (arctic skua, great northern diver etc.) 
once again in Essex Birding and they will be used 
throughout the Bird Report, although both names 
will be included in a new section entitled the 
‘official Essex list and submission of records’.

so, was it the right outcome? i like to think so, 
although i cannot help looking back to the 1950 
Essex Bird Report and noting the use of sheld-duck, 
oyster catcher and hedge sparrow and 
wondering whether we ought to just take a deep 
breath, accept the new, and move on…

Essex Birdwatching society spent an interesting & 
enjoyable morning with david wilkinson down at EwT 
Two Tree island nature reserve. david is a skilled and 
enthusiastic ringer, today he and his colleagues 
managed to ring common whitethroat, Eurasian reed 
warbler, Eurasian Blackcap and even a great spotted 
woodpecker. it was an honour for the 
Essex Birdwatching society to present 
a cheque to help with the upkeep of 
his nets and other equipment.

Funding update

PhoTos By lEslEy collins
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ThE wETland Bird surVEy

Back in 2016 i was given the opportunity to begin bird ringing 
operations at the Essex wildlife Trust’s reserve on Two Tree island 
in the Thames Estuary, tucked neatly between the pretty seaside 
town of leigh-on-sea and the large settlement of canvey island. 
The site had historical populations of common nightingale, now 
thought to be victims of the huge decline in the species over the 
past few decades. Today, the site’s dense brambles, light woodland 
and nettle patches make great habitat for some of Britain’s more 
familiar summer visitors, most notably Blackcaps and common 
whitethroats. The nettles and trees provide the perfect home for 
the countries more familiar resident species, whilst a carefully 
managed plot of seed mix provides food for finches such as 
European goldfinches and the much rarer common linnet. 

it is thus, with much excitement, myself and a trainee put plans 
into action in the autumn of 2016. Bird ringing is one of the most 
accurate and reliable forms of surveying that there is, first used for 
scientific purposes in 1899 by danish scientist hans christian 
cornelius Mortensen to study common starlings. it was then 
further established in germany in 1903, hungary in 1908 and 
then in the uK as early as 1909. Birds are normally caught in fine 
mesh mist nets strung between two poles, though other methods 
include everything from ground traps, cannon netting (where nets 
are fired over large groups of birds such as gulls) or even catching 
birds by hand! ringing involves fitting a lightweight, uniquely 
coded metal ring, to the leg of the bird, taking some key 
biometrics and releasing the bird back into the wild.  Today, 
ringing of birds provides crucial information on movement, 
longevity, breeding success, population trends and even their 
health.  all things that, without individualising birds, would be 
almost impossible to monitor to the same degree. The data 
gathered allows conservationists to better target their efforts and, 
of course money, towards more effective projects and measures 
around the country and the world. Knowing where our birds go to 
in winter allows organisations, working across borders, to look at 

the wetland Bird survey (weBs) is the 
monitoring scheme for non-breeding 
waterbirds in the UK, which aims to provide 
the principal data for the conservation of their 
populations and wetland habitats.
The uK is of outstanding international importance 
for waterbirds. lying on some of the major flyways 
for arctic-nesting species, large numbers of 
waterbirds are attracted, especially during winter, by 
the relatively mild climate and extensive areas of 
wetland, notably estuaries. The uK thus has both 
moral and legal obligations to conserve both these 
waterbirds and the wetlands upon which they 
depend.

we have just celebrated 70 years of monitoring 
waterbirds, which is a fantastic achievement. in the 
1940s, growing concern regarding a possible decline 
in wildfowl populations, and the inability to assess 
with confidence the likely impact of an increasing 
number of developments upon wetlands, made 
conservationists acutely aware of the need to collect 
and publish data on the distribution and numbers of 
waterbirds. Thus in 1947, a national scheme to count 
wildfowl in Britain was pioneered by the wildfowl 
inquiry committee of the British section, 
international council for Bird Preservation. The initial 
objectives of the scheme were to determine the 
status of wildfowl in great Britain and to assess 
whether any long-term trends in numbers were 
occurring. over the years, the scheme has expanded 
to incorporate the Birds of Estuarine Enquiry (BoEE), 
and in 1993, full integration of the national 
waterfowl counts and BoEE were achieved with the 
launch of the wetland Bird survey (weBs). now, 
around 3000 volunteer counters participate in 

the wetland Bird survey
  dawn Balmern

synchronised monthly counts at wetlands of all 
habitat types, mainly during the winter period, 
though counts in the summer are encouraged too.

The information collected is used to assess the size 
of non-breeding waterbird populations, determine 
trends in their numbers and distribution, and assess 
the importance of individual sites for waterbirds, in 
line with the requirements of international 
conservation conventions and directives. 

as well as the monthly ‘core counts’ which are 
mostly carried out at high tide, a number of 
estuaries have been counted at low tide, as part of 
the ‘low Tide counts’ scheme, which gives detailed 
information on the distribution of waterbirds at low 
tide. This provides the crucial information needed to 
assess the potential effects on waterbird populations 
of a variety of human activities which affect the 
extent or value barrages, marinas and housing 
schemes. The data gathered contribute greatly to 
the conservation of waterbirds by providing 
supporting information for the establishment and 
management of the uK network of ramsar sites and 
special Protection areas (sPas), other site 
designations and whole estuary conservation plans. 
in addition, weBs low Tide counts enhance our 
knowledge of the low water distribution of 
waterbirds and provide the data that highlight 
regional variations in habitat use. in particular, weBs 
low Tide counts should help us to understand, 
predict and possibly plan for compensation for the 
effects of sea-level rise on the uK’s internationally 
important estuarine waterbird populations.

although the focus for weBs is on the winter 
months, we encourage year-round counting where 
possible. some species have peak number in the uK 
outside the winter months, such as sanderling 
which peaks in May, so it is important we count year 
–round where possible.

weBs in essex
The estuaries, reservoirs and smaller waterbodies of 
Essex are really important for birds, with many sites 
supporting nationally, and internally important 
numbers of waterbirds. The top sites in Essex, along 
with the five-year average number of birds is shown 
below. The Thames Estuary spans several counties, 
and the stour Estuary spans Essex and suffolk.

Thames Estuary 164,560
Black water Estuary 8,346
hamford water 54, 785
dengie flats 54,552
stour Estuary 48, 569
abberton reservoir 31,817
colne Estuary 27, 654

low Tide counts have been carried out at:
Blackwater 1994-1995, 2002-2003, 2005-2006, 
2011-2012,2017-2018
Colne 1994–1995, 2007–2008
Crouch-roach estuary 1995-1996, 2004-2005, 
2010-2011
dengie Flats 1992-1993, 2001-2002, 2008-2009
Hamford water 1992-1993, 1997-1998, 2001-2002, 
2008-2009, 2014-2015
stour 1996-97, 1999-2000 annually to 2015-2016

abberton reservoir holds internationally important 
numbers of shoveler, with a peak of 2,754 in winter 
2016/17, and a five year average of 1,903.

Essex is a key county for dark-bellied Brent geese 
with internationally important numbers on the 
Thames, colne, Blackwater, crouch-roach, dengie 
flats and hamford water
thank you  sincere thank you to all the volunteers 
that regularly undertake weBs and low Tide counts 
across Essex.
new volunteers wanted 
we’re looking for volunteers to help out at colne 
Estuary, crouch-roach Estuary, lee Valley gravel Pits, 
ingrebourne Valley and the Thames Estuary. The team 
at abberton reservoir are also keen to recruit 
additional help. There are also many smaller inland 
sites around the county looking for counters. if you 
are interested in helping out with weBs counts, 
please visit the Vacant sites tool on the website 
(https://www.bto.org/webs-vacant-sites) and fill out 
the online form which will put you in contact with 
the relevant local organiser.

Fig 1. Graph showing the UK monthly index for sanderling, 
showing May is the peak month for counts in the UK. The 
Thames Estuary hosts internationally important numbers 
of Sanderling (five year average 1,212), whilst Dengie Flats, 
Hamford Water and the Colne Estuary are other key sites

Dark-bellied Brent Geese (Moss Taylor/BriTish TrusT for 
orniThology)

Shoveler (Paul hillion/BriTish TrusT for orniThology)

Fig 2. The WeBS online report holds a wealth of information 
on species and sites. For dunlin, the Thames Estuary and 
Blackwater Estuary both exceed the Internationally 
Important threshold (13,300 birds), whilst the Stour, Dengie 
Flats, Colne and Hamford Water all exceed the British 
National Importance threshold (3,500 birds). See more at: 
https://app.bto.org/webs-reporting/

WeBS is a partnership of BTO, RSPB, JNCC, in association 
with WWT, with fieldwork completed by volunteers and is 
run by the WeBS team at the BTO with the help of volunteer 
WeBS Local Organisers. Find out more at www.bto.org/webs
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an andalucian adVEnTurE

An Andalucian Adventure
  John and diana Campn

a desire to escape from an English winter, coupled 
with the opportunity to see some good birds and 
possibly the rare iberian lynx, led diana and me to 
join this trip organised by avian adventures. our 
group of six plus tour manager arrived at seville 
airport at 1pm where we were met by our guide, 
cristian Jensen, and were soon on our way to El rocio. 
our birding began as we left the airport with several 
Cattle egret on a roundabout, and later grey Heron, 
Common Buzzard and white storks in the fields 
and Booted eagle soaring overhead.

we arrived at El rocio for a late lunch of tapas in a 
tavern overlooking the lagoon, and were able to spot 
groups of feeding glossy ibis, eurasian spoonbill, 
purple swamp-hen, plus a Common stonechat in 
the reeds. feeding on carrion on the waters’ edge in 
the middle distance were Common Buzzard, 
western Marsh Harrier and red Kite. after lunch we 
all took a stroll along the ornate pathway of the Paseo 
to continue our birding, and were rewarded with 
Black redstart showing well. There were also more 
eurasian spoonbill, a flock of Black-winged stilts 
plus Common teal and Common Coots. The 
crowning glory of the afternoon was a Bluethroat 
moving about on the shoreline. This was only the 
second time we had seen this delightful bird, the first 
being at Blacktoft sands over ten years ago. our route 
to our hotel took us along back roads through pine 
woodlands. The fenced road had many underpasses 
and piles of logs to make safe exit routes for the 50 
wild iberian lynx in the area. we kept a sharp lookout 
for one but were not lucky, arriving at our hotel about 
7pm.

day two was bright and sunny and spent in the 
donana Park, the first time for diana but a welcome 
third time for me. we started looking along the raised 
road between the nature Park and the national Park, 
and were soon rewarded with a Black-shouldered 
Kite in a tree top and a bush skimming Hen Harrier. 
Very shortly afterwards our eyes turned skyward for 
over 50 Common Cranes flying over in V formation 
before landing. a flock of spanish sparrows was 

admired in the roadside tamarisks along with a bush 
full of Corn Buntings, whilst two Common waxbills 
foraged at the reedy margins. The rice fields produced 
a flock of glossy ibis, Black storks, and Common 
snipe with a Black-crowned night Heron flying 
overhead.  scanning the fields through scopes 
produced a wide range of birds including Yellow 
wagtails, Meadow pipits, northern Lapwings, 
Little ringed, ringed and Kentish plovers. There 
were also several Little stints and a Common 
redshank with green sandpipers feeding in the 
ditches. further along there was a specially adapted 
tractor with its paddle wheels ploughing the rice fields 
followed by huge flocks of Yellow -legged, Black-
headed, and Lesser Black-backed gulls, eurasian 
spoonbills, great white, Cattle and Little egrets.

we next moved onto the lagoon where a splendid 
male Booted eagle circled overhead, whilst on the 
water were Marbled teal, huge flocks of greater 
Flamingos, about 70 gadwall, plus garganey, Little 
grebe, Common pochard, pied Avocet and a pair of 
Black-winged stilts. we then headed for the Visitors 
centre photographing the white storks on their 
nests. after lunch we revisited the lagoon hoping to 
see the red-knobbed Coot that had been spotted 
there the previous week, but were rewarded instead 
with a pair of purple swamp-hens and a Caspian 
tern. driving along the ruta Valverde we spotted 
many smart Common stonechats sitting on the 
fence posts and a Barn Owl roosting in a thicket. a 
Common Buzzard posed for photographs whilst 
nearby a small flock of european serins flitted in the 
reeds. at about 4pm we stopped at the pumping 
station where the outflow and ditches attract many 
birds. we were not disappointed as there was a 
splendid line up of great white and Little egrets, 
Black-crowned night Herons, and great 
Cormorants with a Common Kestrel hovering. There 
was also a large number of grey Herons and one in 
particular caught our eye as he had a huge fish stuck 
in his bill. we watched his struggles, wondering 
whether he would choke, but eventually after much 

twisting and battering he successfully swallowed the 
fish. Moving on, we spotted four stone Curlew in a 
field, their camouflage making them hard to see, with 
a group of fallow deer at the back of the field. 

driving along a fenced road we had good sightings 
of Hoopoe flying along the roadside in front of our 
vehicle as well as a southern grey shrike. after a 
comfort stop at Jose antonio Valverde observation 
centre we enjoyed the spectacle of a glorious sunset 
over the marshes, plus the sight of six short-eared 
Owls hunting across a field and two Lesser Kestrels 
perched on a fence. we also enjoyed good views of 
Zitting Cisticola, Common stonechats, Calandra 
Larks and another southern grey shrike on nearby 
fence posts in the evening light. our return in the 
fading light gave us large numbers of red deer and an 
iberian hare. 

day 3 started cloudy but bright and our morning 
trip was in a special high wheeled 4x4 vehicle inside 
the donana national Park. The first part of the drive 
was along the 30km sandy beach by which time the 
weather had improved. it was interesting terrain with 
beach bounded by dunes, and a number of structures 
belonging to fishermen who live at the top of the 
beach. There were also some pillbox fortifications 
constructed by general franco during the second 
world war as he feared invasion by the allies. Two 
Booted eagles and a Common Buzzard flew 
overhead. There were clusters of birds on the 
shoreline and these included Yellow-legged, Lesser 
Black-backed and Audouin gulls. There were also 
sanderlings, a large group of Common scoter, 
Oystercatchers and Caspian terns. we also spotted 
a few individual Kentish and grey plovers. our 
vehicle then turned inland through the umbrella 
Pines where we were rewarded with good sightings of 
wild Boar including a sleeping piglet, and both red 
and fallow deer. stopping at a rest centre in the 
settlement of Poblada de la Plancha, we looked to the 
estuary where there were Curlew sandpiper, 
Black-tailed godwits, Common redshank, 
Black-headed gulls, and grey plover. in a tree was 
perched an Osprey with a fish in its talons. in the 
long grass we spotted an Egyptian Mongoose. in the 
grounds of some mansions we spotted white 
wagtail, Crested Larks, woodlark, more waxbills, 
Zitting Cisticola and Azure -winged Magpie. finally 
we drove out to some dunes for a view across the 
park. These dunes move between the forest and the 

marsh. we had a good view of a spanish imperial 
eagle and a Common raven perched in the trees.

after this wonderful trip we enjoyed a late picnic 
lunch in the shady grounds of the El acebuche Park 
centre where we were entertained by numerous 
Azure-winged Magpies and watched white storks 
on their treetop nests. Moving on we stopped at the 
otter Bridge, which gave us a magnificent view of El 
rocio in the evening sunlight across the lagoon. we 
looked for otters but could only find their spraints. 
across the water we spotted Black-winged stilts, 
Black-tailed godwits, glossy ibis, Little egrets, 
great Cormorant. changing location we were 
rewarded with good views of red-knobbed Coot, 
Common snipe, northern shoveler and a flock of 
grey plover before heading back to our hotel. Before 
dinner two of our party, strolling in the grounds, were 
rewarded with a fleeting glimpse of an iberian lynx!

day 4 began with more fine weather as we prepared 
to travel via seville and cordoba to sierra Morena, 
kingdom of the iberian lynx. after some 260km we 
reached the far side of the valley from our hotel. 
spanish imperial eagle showed well as did a 
magnificent male ibex on the cliff top. we then move 
to the riverside for lunch and spotted golden eagle 
and treecreeper. clouded yellow and cleopatra 
Butterflies were also seen. as we moved down the 
valley towards the dam, we spotted grey wagtail, 
Common Chiffchaff and a flock of iberian Magpies, 
as well as a european robin and a flock of Long-
tailed tits. it was getting dark as we left and we 
caught site of a fox in the headlights.

day 5 began sunny and bright and as we moved off 
there was still frost in places. This was the first of 
three days searching for the iberian lynx, but also 
affording the opportunity of spotting more birds. as 
we descended from our mountain top hotel into the 
valley, we spotted groups of red deer totalling over 
40, 15 fallow deer, a red-legged partridge and a 
Little Owl perched on a stone in the sun. diana 
spotted a Mouflon across the valley. at about 10.15 
we arrived at our lynx watching area on the la 
lancha track looking down into the valley. some 
groups all stayed at the same spot but we spread 
ourselves out along the road to increase our chances 
of a sighting, each with a foldable chair for a bit of 
comfort intended for a long wait in the sunshine. a 
pair of iberian lynx had been spotted here very briefly 
at about 8.30 am. 

Facing page: Greater Flamingoes. Above, from left to right: Azure-winged Magpie; Black Stork; Bluethroat (all PhoTos By ThE auThors)
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on a beautiful warm saturday morning, hundreds of 
supporters, including many EBws members from as 
far afield as Mersea island, Point clear, halstead, 
Billericay, ilford, Broomfield and chelmsford, joined 
the many locals and supporters from outside Essex. 
They assembled with their placards and banners at 
rsPB rainham Marshes reserve for the fourth annual 
‘hen harrier day’, to show and voice their strong 
objections to driven grouse shooting in England and 
the persecution of the majestic hen harrier.

Many other likeminded people attended similar 
‘hen harrier day’ events up and down the country, 
and at aviemore in scotland during early august, to 
protest in a similar way. 

it has been illegal to kill any birds of prey in 
England since the mid 1950’s, but the law is just 
being flouted and ignored and the slaughter still 
goes on today in the 21st century in the name of 
‘sport’! it has been established that English moors 
are quite capable of supporting ca.300 pairs of the 
hen harrier if they were not persecuted and killed 
by landowners and their game keepers that ‘manage’ 
the English Moors for the sport of driven grouse 
shooting, which commences on each ‘inglorious 
Twelfth’ august.

only through constant monitoring 24 hours a day, 
by dedicated volunteers, did just six pairs of hen 
harriers manage to fledge young in England in 2018. 
That means 294 more pairs to go!     

during the opening address dr Mark avery 
(co-founder of the hen harrier days across the uK) 
noted shadow secretary of state for international 
Trade, the right honourable Barry s gardiner, 
labour MP for Brent north, amongst the gathering. 

Mark invited Barry to 
give an impromptu 
address to the 
supporters, which he was 
pleased to oblige. it was 
strong and encouraging 
for the campaign against 
the killing of hen harriers 
and all it involves. 

other eminent speakers 
included dr ruth Tingary 
(raptor scientist), Martin 
harper (rsPB director of 

global conservation) and special guest speaker the 
renown conservationist and author chris Packham. 
Each speaker delivered a robust, passionate speech 
advising the campaigns progress and actions to 
further raise the awareness about the ongoing 
persecution of hen harries through poisoning and 
destroying of nests of this stunning bird of prey 
which are in a very precarious position as a breeding 
species in England. 

natalie Bennett (former leader of the green Party) 
said “i’m delighted to be speaking at this hen harrier 
day. it’s great to see the movement growing, 
demanding an end not just to the illegal killing of 
hen harriers and other raptors, but to the mass 
slaughter on our uplands that is claiming Mountain 
hares, foxes, corvids and Mustelids (Badgers, 
weasels, otters, Martens, Mink, Polecats, etc.) – all 
so grouse can be bred to extreme numbers, to be 
shot on the inglorious Twelfth”.   TV presenter and 
author david lindo, probably best known as the 
urban Birder, during the day said, “hen harriers are 
one of the most beautiful creatures in the world and, 
here in England, they are being killed by people with 
little regard or respect”.  

Thank you for your support if you attended the 
‘hen harrier day’ in 2018, but wouldn’t it be 
fantastic if not hundreds, but thousands attended 
the rsPB rainham Marshes reserve ‘hen harrier 
day’ event in 2019, to support the control and 
licensing of driven grouse shooting in England? 
Meaningful progress is being made with questions 
being raised in Parliament but increased constant 
robust pressure must be maintained to secure the 
changes necessary to achieve the end result and put 
a stop to the killing. so, put saturday 10th august 
2019 in your diary, to come along and show your 
support against the illegal slaughter of hen harriers 
and other wildlife.  see you at rainham come rain or 
shine.

Top: Booted Eagle. Above, from left to right: Wild Boar; Iberian Lynx; White Storks

around lunchtime we spotted several spanish 
imperial eagles soaring overhead, along with 
eurasian griffon Vulture, Booted eagle and Black 
Vultures plus two or three Craig Martins soaring 
over the slope at the rear of the 
road. during the afternoon we 
spotted a few rabbits, the prey of 
the lynx, on the slopes below, as 
well as a number of Azure- winged 
Magpies, and Common Chiffchaff and 
european Blue tits amongst the bushes. 
also on the slopes were Common Magpie, 
one Blue rock thrush, two red-billed 
Choughs, a family of Long-tailed tits and a 
Chaffinch. at about 4pm the sky was full of eurasian 
Crag Martins circling around. we had a good view of a 
spanish imperial eagle perched in a tree below. at 
the end of the day our guide cristian, briefly spotted 
an iberian lynx in the distance but the rest of the 
group failed to pick it up in the fast fading light. on 
our journey back to our hotel we picked up wild Boar 
and a bat.

day 6 got off to a cloudy start, but this soon cleared 
to give another sunny day, our second on the lynx 
watch. By 10am we were in the black bull valley on 
our way to la lancha, where we saw a number of 
black bulls grazing in the fields amid old cork oak 
trees, as well as ten fallow deer. we established our 
watch line over a smaller area. rock sparrow and 
sardinian warbler were heard calling. we had good 
views of dartford warbler, Chaffinches, Long-tailed 
tits, southern grey shrike, european Blue tits, 
Blackcaps and Collared doves. at about 12.30 we 
spotted male Mouflon on the slopes below as iberian 
Magpie and Blue rock thrush moved around the 
slopes. at lunchtime we were entertained by circling 
eurasian griffon and Black Vultures as well as a 
golden eagle overhead. during the afternoon several 
rabbits were spotted on the slopes below so there was 
ample prey for the lynx. during the afternoon there 
were fine views of spanish imperial eagle, and 
eurasian Crag Martins soaring overhead. we also had 
a good view of a eurasian sparrowhawk.  The iberian 
Magpies in a gully just below us were getting very 
excited, a sure sign that there was a lynx there, but 
the vegetation was very thick, so it was impossible to 
spot it.  as the light began to fade a Little Owl started 
calling across the valley. we were not lucky with a 
sighting of the iberian lynx, although there were 

rumours of it being seen very briefly by a firebreak in 
the valley. it had, so far, been two hot days and they 
tend to lie low during the day, appearing only in the 
early morning and late evening. as we headed back to 
our hotel we experienced a stunning sunset.

day 7 was our final day and last opportunity to see 
an iberian lynx and we were very optimistic. The day 

started cool and when we arrived on the 
mountain track there were more 

people about as it was a 
saturday. accordingly, we 
decided to try further up the 
track than on the previous days. 

i chose a good spot in the sun near some bushes 
clinging to the slope and was soon rewarded by a 
male dartford warbler displaying well. later that 
morning a sardinian warbler was attracted to the 
same bush. There were also good sightings of an 
iberian green woodpecker down in the valley 
where a group of five red deer were moving about, 
whilst a spanish imperial eagle sat in its treetop 
perch. Towards lunchtime there were Common 
Magpies, Chaffinches and iberian Magpies on the 
slopes behind us with a southern grey shrike atop 
its lookout bush. There were also sightings of 
european serin, dunnock, and spotless starling.  
around lunchtime we had good views of four 
eurasian griffon Vultures soaring overhead on the 
thermals, plus eurasian Crag Martins soaring over 
the peaks. about 4.15 our leader cristian sighted a 
female iberian lynx coming down the rocks so we all 
grabbed our gear and headed off up the track to 
where he had seen her. The crowd of watchers grew 
but she was not seen again for a while and then 
appeared ambling slowly down the slope below us 
giving excellent views. she wandered through the 
vegetation and we were able to follow her for 5-10 
minutes before she went further down the slope and 
disappeared into the vegetation. it had been a magic 
encounter and we felt both elated and very privileged 
to have seen Europe’s rarest cat.

The following day we made our journey back to 
seville airport and said our farewells to cristian 
(www.audouinbirding.net). arriving back at gatwick 
we said our farewells to our tour manager and each 
other.  it had been a wonderful trip and diana and i 
were delighted with the outcome.  we had seen 136 
species of birds and the rare iberian lynx. we can 
recommend (www.avianadventures.co.uk)

‘Hen Harrier day’ in essex –  
11th August 2018
  gerry Johnsonn

Surprise guest, Chris Packham (PETEr hEaTh)

an andalucian adVEnTurE
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indoor Meetings

Chris Collins has a number of interesting talks, but 
this talk, about the birds on the chain of islands 
located between the sea of okhotsk and the north 
Pacific ocean, is considered by many to be his best. 
chris has been visiting this area for twelve-years for 
surveying and as a guide on trips and started with a 
small island, just 3 miles long by 1 mile wide, but this 
island is where 7 million sea birds breed, including 
the endemic spectacled guillemot with their red 
feet and gape, Least Auklets with up to 1,000,000 
in the sky at any time and the sparrow size Little 
Auk, pallas’s warbler in breeding plumage, 
Lanceolated warbler moving around the ground 
like a mouse and siberian chipmunk. although on 
the same latitude as the uK and visiting during May 
and June there were lots of large pieces of sea ice 
floating on the sea where beautiful ribbon seals 
were hauled out resting. The black males looking 
magnificent with their silver ‘ribbon’ markings. 

Moving on to sakhalin island, probably best known 
for its huge oil and gas fields, we were treated to 
images of the robin sized red-flanked Blue tail, 
black headed pied wagtail, white headed Long-
tailed tit, pale nuthatch, large Ural Owl and 
white-backed woodpecker. Tens-of-thousands of 
short-tailed shearwaters were on their ca.30,000 
Km. (18,650 miles) migration ranging, between 
latitudes 70 degree south to 70 degree north, 
possibly the longest migration of any bird species? 

working our way up the Kuril islands from the 
south (Kunansir, iturup, urup and simusir) then the 
Kamchatka Peninsula, many more species were 
shown with precise descriptions – Bullfinch with its 
grey breast, Harlequin duck, tufted and Horned 
puffin, Large Billed Crow, white-tailed eagle and 
the skulking Japanese robin with its totally red 
head. The stunning siberian ruby throat, Brown-
headed thrush, pine grosbeak, whiskered Auklet, 
blue/grey pacific Fulmar and nutcracker a member 
of the crow family featured. Fan-tailed storm 
petrel and short-tailed Albatross (or steller’s 
Albatross) with their pink bill, golden head and 
black & white pied plumage looked stunning. 
short-tailed Albatross were once thought to be 
extinct through feather collects of their tail feathers 
for quills plus their down, but they spend 15-years at 
sea and this probably saved them as a species. 

The rivers in the Kamchatka Peninsula have up to 
2,000 tons of salmon return to spawn each year so 
attract many predators. stella’s sea eagle with its 

 7th september 2018n

Birds of the russian Far east
By gerry Johnson

 5th October 2018n

Hatfield Forest – its History,  
Management and wildlife
By gerry Johnson

enormous yellow bill sat on a huge nest and hunting 
orca featured as did spotted seal and sperm whales 
that dive down to ca.3,000 M. (9,850 ft) and stay 
down for hours. in this part of the world Common 
tern have black bills and Aleutian tern have smart 
head plumage.

The commander islands located at the end of the 
aleutian islands chain are home to Long-tailed 
skua, pomarine skua, grey phalarope, Black- and 
red-legged Kittiwake and it is not unknown to see 
the 30 M (100 ft) long fin whale or even Blue 
whales. Pacific sea otters are now very cautious of 
any humans after nearly being hunted to extension 
for their dense fir pelts. 

Moving on rock sandpiper, Mongolian sand 
plover with chick, grey Crowned rosefinch, rock 
ptarmigan, King eider, western sandpiper, 
sandhill Crane and spoonbill sandpiper were 
amongst the final photographs.

Between 3,000-4,000 pairs of breeding spoonbill 
sandpiper has collapsed dramatically to just 150 
pair maximum. chris has been involved in a number 
of surveys and has been fortunate to have found a 
small number of birds at their nests, which were just 
5 M (16 ft) from where he stood. But sadly they have 
recently disappeared from previous breeding 
grounds. The photographs that chris included in his 
presentation were stunning with excellent 
commentary.

unfortunately, due to our speaker being indisposed in 
norwich, the published talk by Max hellicar had to be 
cancelled. however, the contingency plans that had 
been put in place last year came into force and  
david simmonds who was available, kindly stepped 
up and agreed at very short notice to give a talk 
about one of Essex’s most famous forests that once 
covered considerable parts of Essex – hatfield forest.

i am sure that some members will have visited 
hatfield forest from time to time, even if it was only 
to see the superb influx of up to 50 Hawfinches that 
stayed in and around the forest for weeks during early 
spring of this year. however, how much might you 
know about the history and work of this unique 
forest? 

david commenced by providing us with so many 
interesting facts. To start the word ‘forest’ means an 
area of rough land where the King could go hunting. 
in the case of hatfield forest this was for fallow deer 
(bucks and does), as introduced by either the romans 
or normans. The introduction of deer instigated 
forest lodges to manage the site, coppicing and 
pollarding to keep the trees under control. rabbits 
were also introduced with the deer and the manmade 
mounds created for them to burrow into and form 
warrens can still be seen today. a more recent 
introduced species the Muntjac deer can also now be 
found regularly on site. Today the open pasture areas 
are grazed between spring and autumn by red Poll 
cattle as part of the active management system.

The famous ‘doodle’ oak tree in hatfield forest had 
a huge 15 Metre (49ft) circumference and was one of 
the largest oak trees in the country. The ‘doodle’ oak 
tree is no longer, but the site of this tree has a ‘new’ 
oak tree growing, which is believed to have sprouting 
from the original tree.

hatfield forest was once part of the hallingbury 
Palace estate as purchased by the houblon family in 
the 18th century, wealthy merchants and financiers in 
the city of london. The family owned the estate for 
nearly 200 years. The lake and grounds were 
designed by the renowned landscape architect 
capability Brown between 1716 and 1783 and the 
introduction of non native exotic trees was also on 
the recommendation of capability Brown.

The site was eventually purchased by the national 
Trust in 1924; it is now a site of special scientific 
interest a national nature reserve covering over 400 
hectares (ca.1,050 acres) and it is considered to be 
the best surviving area of its type in Europe, and it is 

in Essex! The Essex field club have been very 
interested in hatfield forest going back to 1927 due 
to the diversity and varied habitats of the site. Many 
areas are now being managed for the benefit of birds 
including wall wood for nuthatch, the marsh area is 
being cleared for water rail and a tawny Owl is 
also resident.

The forest has never been ploughed and has always 
remained as a working forest with many ant hills 
which attract green woodpecker. selling wood 
each year for the construction industry and bark 
which was once used for ‘tanning’ leather creates 
much needed revenue. Much has been learnt over 
the years about trees and their need for fungi, etc. 
when trees die or are blown down during storms 
they are left to breakdown and decay naturally 
creating habitats for invertebrates. There has always 
been an abundance of mistletoe and 300 million 
buttercups flower on the plains in spring, but no 
bluebells. hatfield forest is home to more than 
3,500 species of wildlife and ancient trees.

Birds recorded on site include great Crested 
grebe, Little grebe, tufted duck, grey Heron, red 
Kite, Kestrel, Common Buzzard, raven, Jay, tawny 
Owl, swallow, Kingfisher, Jackdaw, Bullfinch, 
willow tit, Mute swan, Common tern on the lakes 
raft and Hawfinch that enjoy feeding on the 
hornbeam nuts.

when the Korean airline 747 cargo aeroplane, 
carrying toxic material on board, crashed on the 
edge of the forest on wednesday 22nd december 
1999 shortly after taking off from stansted airport, 
this created a special set of issues with the crash site 
having to be fenced off to protect visitors but 
maintain movement of the wildlife. 

hatfield forest now attracts over 500,000 visitors 
a year, which has doubled in the last ten years due to 
the increase of homes in this part of Essex and 
hertfordshire. This success brings its own set of 
problems for the 150 volunteers that devote 10,000 
hours annually to managing and maintaining the 
forest, bridal ways and foot paths for the benefit of 
the wildlife and visitors. however, there are times 
when access has to be restricted to some areas due 
to wet weather creating extremely muddy 
conditions, especially during the winter months.

with limited time to prepare, david had given a 
most interesting and informative talk about this 
fabulous historical Essex forest, covering its history, 
its management and its diverse wildlife.

indoor MEETingsindoor MEETings

Spoon-billed Sandpiper (chris collins)
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 2nd november 2018n

the wildlife of eastern europe
By gerry Johnson

steve grimwade of Essex-based wildlife holiday 
company ‘swallow Birding’ has a wealth of talents 
and i had been trying to engage steve to give the 
society a talk for many years. unfortunately, as you 
may recall, the first attempt was rudely interrupted 
by severe weather conditions on 2nd March 2018. 
But i am pleased to say that nothing like that 
happened this time, eight months later and we had 
the largest audience for a long time, over seventy, 
almost standing room only for steve’s first ever talk! 

steve was to take us on a journey through Eastern 
Europe, to four countries, namely hungary, Belarus, 
Bulgaria and finally Poland. during the 13 years of 
‘swallow Birding’ steve has had the pleasure of 
running many tours with his wife annette adams to 
these exciting countries. we started our journey in 
hungary and the varied wildlife at the world-famous 
ca.123,550 acres (55,000 hectares) Kiskunsag 
national Park, declared a biosphere reserve by 
unEsco in 1975. on early morning walk in the 
surrounding area of the Eco-lodge you can come 
across between 15-20 Hawfinch, six red-backed 
shrike, roller, red-footed Falcon inhabit the area in 
search of prey, Honey Buzzard, Montagu’s Harrier, 
eastern imperial eagle and one of the rarest raptors 
in the area, the large saker Falcon photographed at 
a nest site high on a pylon with two chicks.

The management of this national Park are so 
conservation conscious they have erected 450 nest 
boxes for roller which are 80% occupied by roller or 
scops owl. from the photograph of House sparrow 
and tree sparrow, each with a bill full of insects, you 
could see that that the habitat is full of insect prey 
for passerines. The photograph of a vast field of 
poppies looked stunning but it could not qualify how 
good they are for wildlife? some of the butterflies 
shown were small heath, chestnut heath, southern 
white admiral, green-underside Blue, comma and a 
beautiful black and white common glider. in a week 
you can see up to 20 different fritillary species, 
including the Knapweed fritillary.

in the wetland habitat the 30 cm (12”) male 
Eastern green lizard, with its blue throat, looked in 
very good condition. Bird species shown of the area 
included Black-winged stilt, whiskered tern, 
Black-necked grebe in summer plumage, 
Ferruginous duck, night Heron with its red eye, 
spoonbill in breeding plumage and a very smart 
looking purple Heron in early morning light. great 
Bustard is another target speciality and a group of 
15 in flight looked amazing. not forgetting 
Bee-eater with all their stunning colours.

Moving north to Belarus, a landlocked country 
where you must be invited to visit to gain access, we 

learnt that this unspoilt country has a wealth of 
wildlife with birdwatchers’ keen to see its star bird, 
the Azure tit, which looked amazing! The capitol 
Minsk is known for its stalinist architecture, but it 
also has many green spaces. The Belovezhskaya 
Pushcha national Park with its Collared 
Flycatchers, numerous wood warblers, Bison and 
many species of sought-after woodpeckers, 
including grey-headed, syrian and wryneck which 
remained perched for 45 minutes were all featured. 
great grey Owl nest here and we saw a lovely 
picture of an adult peering out from behind a tree 
trunk and the small but feisty tengmalm’s Owl. 
Pripyatsky national Park in the south of the country 
is another of the best-kept secrets in Belarus and is a 
birdwatcher paradise. it has breeding Azure tit, 
terek sandpipers and great snipe. Thousands of 
breeding birds inhabit the wet meadows and we 
heard about many of the species that occur there. 
More local specialities were thrush nightingale, 
spotted redshank in breeding plumage, icterine 
warbler, Blue-headed Yellow wagtail, ruff in all 
colour variations, and great snipe at an evening lek.  

after our refreshment break, steve took us on a 
circular tour of Bulgaria starting on the Black sea 
coast where white pelican with their yellow 
bill-pouch and the slightly larger dalmatian pelican 
with their red-orange bill-pouch can both be found. 
This inland sea is also home to pygmy Cormorant, 
gull-billed tern, Little tern and Mediterranean 
gull, one of steve’s favourite gulls plus squacco 
Heron in flight showing its white wing plumage. it 
was also good to see scenes of wildflower meadows 
with their associated birds and other wildlife. steve 
told a story about one of the customers spotting a 
roosting nightjar whilst the group were travelling at 
40 mph. on returning it proved to be most confiding 
by remaining on the branch to be photographed.  
There are huge wetlands covering vast areas with 
excellent habitat for species such as penduline tit, 
Calandra Lark, Black-headed Bunting, Lesser grey 
shrike, Barred warbler, european eagle Owl which 
perched on a log just long enough to get a 
photograph, Black-headed wagtail and pied 
wheatear which are both common.

Butterflies included Queen of spain fritillary, large 
copper and yellow-banded skipper. steve then 
showed a large caterpillar feeding on a poisonous 
weed from which the striking southern festoon 
butterfly emerges and a beautiful dark spreadwing 
dragonfly. But the image of the Pennant-winged ant 
lion was just stunning.

Many more bird images continued to entertain the 
audience – Long-legged Buzzard, Lesser spotted 

eagle, sombre tit with its large robust bill, turtle 
dove which is very common in this part of Bulgaria, 
rose-coloured starling with 2,000 seen at a 
quarry site, and a close up feeding on mulberry 
tree, semi-collard Flycatcher, redstart and 
red-rumped swallow. steve also incorporated 
some video of a male Little Bittern into his 
presentation which was enjoyed by everyone 
watching, with two frogs tempting providence by 
hopping about under the Little Bittern! 

amongst the mountains in the south of Bulgaria 
nesting wallcreeper is another target to be seen. 
often observed at rest with its wings out stretched 
displaying the beautiful blood-red, grey, black and 
white plumage or when creeping across a rock face. 
while close to the capital sofia, steve’s groups 
have enjoyed seeing ring Ouzel, willow tit and 
nutcracker along with other iconic species. 

our evening concluded with Poland, a country 
that i visited back in May 1999, and steve’s 
splendid images brought back many happy 
memories spent in the huge primeval Bialowieza 
forest with its numerous woodpeckers such as 

three-toed, grey-headed, white-backed, Lesser, 
Middle and great spotted along with the mighty 
Black woodpecker. Then we were off to the vast 
Biebrza Marshes with its flocks of marsh terns, 
whiskered, Black and white-winged Black all 
flying over the marshes, feeding on the abundance 
of insects.

we enjoyed more splendid photographs of white 
stork, Common rosefinch, Ortolan Bunting, 
Common Crane, savi’s warbler, red-breasted 
Flycatcher, white-tailed eagle, the smart Citrine 
wagtail, the rare Aquatic warbler and some more 
video, this time of great snipe ‘lekking’ in the fading 
evening light.  

it was a most enjoyable evening covering four 
eastern European countries which have such a 
diverse wealth of bird and other wildlife to offer 
visitors. ‘swallow Birding’ has many tours to these 
countries with the opportunity of seeing the species 
shown to us tonight by an excellent leader with local 
guides. we look forward to inviting steve back again 
to give us another fantastic presentation in the not 
too distant future.

Azure Tit (sTEVE griMwadE)
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Friday – 11th January 2019 
Yellowstone national park – Birds, Bison, 
Bears and more we are joined again by duncan 
Macdonald from ‘speyside wildlife’, starting with a 
pictorial journey with the spectacular backdrop of 
the Teton Mountains then heading north to 
yellowstone national Park and finishing at “old 
faithful” the famous geyser, plus the grande 
Prismatic Pool, bubbling mud and stunning 
travertine terraces at Mammoth

Friday – 1st February 2019 
Birding in Bangladesh rob sheldon, chairman of 
the ornithological society of the Middle East, 
highlights some of the key birdwatching sites across 
Bangladesh, hosting some high-profile species, 
including spoon-billed sandpiper, Masked finfoot 
and a range of other shorebird species on many 
birdwatchers ‘must see’ list.

Friday – 1st March 2019 (after AgM at 19:30)
goshawk and whinchat dr ian henderson, BTo 
senior research Ecologist international research, 
delivers two excellent talks about two very different 
species. The goshawk is famous for being an elusive 
species but so much has now been learnt from their 
tracking studies in the Brecklands. The whinchat has 
declined rapidly in the last 20 years! research on 
salisbury Plain and in africa investigated their 
migration strategy and about their winter 
destinations  

Friday – 5th April 2019
Owls of the world dr Michael leach has 
encountered 86 of the 133 species of owl alive 
today. in this talk he looks at many of these and tells 
of his adventures around the globe for more than 
20-years. we will meet, amongst others, great 
horned, snowy, Pygmy, great grey and spectacled 
owls. and the biggest of them all, the deer-stalking 
Eagle owl! not to be missed 

Friendly Field trip Meetings
for more details and to book coach seats, phone gerry 
Johnson on 07775 663166 (after 19:00). currently free car 
park next to county hotel in chelmsford. all coach Trips 
commence from Trinity church (opposite the county hotel) 
07:15 for 07:30 departure, unless stated otherwise, pick-ups 
at shenfield high school 07:45 and oak P.h. grays 08:00 or 
swan P.h. stanway 08:00, depending on the direction of 
travel. £20.00-£23.00 each, subject to destination and 
attendance. accompanied juniors are ‘free’. an entrance 
charge applies to some venues and reserves for non-
members of rsPB, wwT, wildlife Trusts, etc. 
To avoid disappointing anyone on a waiting list, non-
attended coach bookings without cancellation will incur the 
trip cost. all non-coach trips are free to attend by members 
and guests please meet at the venue car park at 09:00.

sunday – 20th January 2019 (non-coach trip) 
Abberton reservoir (CO2 0eU) & Fingringhoe  
(CO5 7dn) ewt reserves superb Essex sites with so 
much potential to see stunning species like Bittern, smew, 
goldeneye, grebe, divers, owls & winter thrushes. hot drinks 
and food are available at both reserves. check which site is 
to be visited first.

sunday – 17th February 2019 (07:00 start)
Frampton Marsh rspB reserve returning to this 
excellent lincolnshire reserve on the north side of the ‘wash’ 
for lapland Bunting, Twite, Tree sparrow, raptors and masses 
of waders, geese plus possible rarities. chelmsford only          

sunday – 17th March 2019
pulborough Brooks rspB reserve in the heart of the 
sussex countryside we will be looking for water rail, 
Bullfinch, Blackcap, Peregrine, woodpeckers, lingering winter 
and early summer migrants in the varied habitats. shenfield 
& grays pick-ups as required.

sunday – 14th April 2019
the ‘Brecklands’ lynford arboretum & santon downham, 
two very different sites to discover hawfinch, firecrest, 
Brambling and crossbill at lynford; cuckoo, grey wagtail, 
lesser spotted woodpecker, Turtle dove and lesser redpoll 
at santon downham, along with early summer migrants. 
chelmsford only 

sunday – 19th May 2019 (07:00 start) 
normandy Marsh to Keyhaven Marsh Hwt reserves  
a first time site to be visited where we amble along the 5 
miles of the beautiful coast of the western solent between 
the two reserves where we will see breeding common, 
sandwich and little Terns with Mediterranean gulls 
amongst the gull colony plus many waders. shenfield & 
grays pick-ups as required.

sunday – 9th June 2019
Old Lodge swt reserve ashdown forest in part of ‘the 
weald’ is in the beautiful sussex countryside, where we will 
be looking for Tree Pipit, woodlark, redstart, nuthatch, 
Treecreeper, Turtle dove, spotted flycatcher, hobby, garden 
warbler, Bullfinch, yellowhammer and Peregrine, plus 
damsel and dragonflies across the stunning undulating 
landscape. shenfield & grays pick-ups as required.

interesting indoor Meetings
at the Quaker Meeting house, 82 rainsford road, 
chelmsford, cM1 2Ql. Members £3.00 each, guests 
£4.00 each on the door. no concessions. 
refreshments served during the interval. Meetings 
start at 20:00 unless stated otherwise (i.e. agM in 
March at 19:30). limited parking on site but there is 
a large currently ‘free’ car park less than a minute 
walk away next to the county hotel. 
Please note: To prevent damage to the polished 
wooden floors ‘stiletto’ type high heel shoes and 
boots are not permitted in the Quaker Meeting 
house.  Thank you for your understanding and 
cooperation. guests most welcome.

programme 
2018 / 2019

 7th december 2018n

wildlife of Cuba
By steve grimwade

it was great to have graham Ekins back for his now 
annual visit to chelmsford for our final indoor 
meeting of the year.

over 700 miles east to west and centred in the 
middle of the caribbean, cuba is an amazing island. 
it is on a major migration route for north american 
bird species that head south in the autumn, to 
winter in central and south america as well as the 
caribbean islands. 

cuba has a huge variety of habitat from lakes and 
other wetlands to dry, inland forests and the 
coastal cayos off the north coast. The majority of 
the island is agricultural and much of the habitat 
has been retained. 

The island is famous for its nearly 30 endemic 
birds and it is possible to see all of these in a 2 
week stay. during March 2017, graham and his 
wife Evie travelled to cuba along with fellow birder 
simon wood and guide stuart Elsom to the island 
where they were lucky to see all the endemics. 
These included gundlach’s Hawk, Cuban Black 
Hawk, Blue-headed Quail-dove, Cuban parrot 
and parakeet, Cuban pygmy-Owl, Cuban 
nightjar, Cuban Bee Hummingbird (smallest bird 
in the world), Cuban trogon and of course the 
fabulous Cuban tody. during his stay, graham 
managed to see his 7000th world species, Cuban 
grassquit! 

it is also possible to see up to 25 warbler species 
during a typical february or March trip and we were 
treated to some excellent images of prarie, Yellow-
rumped, worm-eating, Cape May and Black and 
white warblers plus Ovenbird and grey Catbird.  

Many migrant waders and seabirds occur along the 
coast such as willet, short-billed dowitcher, 
Laughing gull, Magnificent Frigatebird and 
Killdeer plus other species such as northern 
Caracara and Caribbean Flamingo. 

But it is not only the birds, there are many superb 
endemic reptiles, butterflies and plants which 
graham expertly caught on camera. 

for anyone interested in nature it is an incredible 
island which along with the history is fascinating 
with many monuments to che guevara and fidel 
castro. Time must be spent visiting old havana, the 
fabulous old buildings, the narrow streets, the 1950’s 
cars, the quiet squares and the fabulous food and 
music means that this can be an incredible way to 
finish your visit to this enchanting island. graham 
showed us images of their visit to ‘sloppy Joe’s’ Bar in 
havana which was featured in the film starring alec 
guiness ‘our man in havana’ in 1958.

one last point is that unlike islands such as nearby 
Jamaica it is very safe with no drug problems and 
thefts are rare.  The people are also incredibly friendly, 
welcoming and make cuba well worth a visit!

Cuban Trogon (grahaM EKins)
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Field trips

the ‘Bird Fair’, rutland 
water 
19th August 2018 by gerry Johnson

this was our first luxury coach trip from the new 
programme to the annual ‘Bird Fair’, at egleton 
reserve, rutland water, now in its 30th year. But 
unlike when i visited on friday, when the queue to 
get in took some visitors close on an hour to reach 
the car park, today we sailed along the road to our 
pre-booked coach park area, arriving before the 
09:00 opening time to join the short queue of 
visitors to get in at marquee one. 

in 2017 £333,000 was raised towards ‘Saving 
Paradise in the Pacific’. This year the £350,000 raised 
will support the creation of argentina’s largest 
national Park, providing a sanctuary 
for nearly 500,000 flamingos!

The ‘Bird fair’ is the largest event of 
its type in the world and really does 
have something for everyone. Many 
from the coach initially made for the 
‘World Land Trust’ stand (marquee 
Two, site 14 &15), where for a 
sensible donation you can have a 
fine cup of coffee of your choice, tea 
or hot chocolate to start the day off right. 

during the day i met louise and John sykes now 
from ashbourne (former EBws secretary before 
moving to derbyshire), annette and steve grimwade 
from ‘Swallow Birding’ but managed to totally miss 
some of our group all day. This may have been due 
to them visiting some of the many hides to look for 
the species seen over the weekend. These included a 
red Kite, Common Buzzard, red-necked 
phalarope and of course Ospreys. up to five were 
seen over the reserve.

The art marquee displays many types of fine art; 
brass and wood carvings, ceramic figures, original 
paintings in oil, acrylic and watercolour; prints and 
photographs of landscapes and single species. you 
are spoilt for choice. a few of our group were 
tempted to purchase original artwork as well as 
prints to display at home. unlike at a previous Bird 
fair, i did not hear of anyone booking a trip to 
remote part of the world, or even somewhere in the 
uK. But one member did spend a considerable time 
(and money) to gradually eliminate various quality 
binoculars before making the definitive decision to 
buy a pair of ‘top of the range’ carl Zeiss ‘Victory’ 8 x 
42. i am sure the new owner will be very pleased 
with their purchase for many years to come. one of 
the nice things about the ‘optics’ marquee is that 
the manufacturers are displaying every model in 
their catalogue, but these can only be purchased 

from a retailer, so the pressure is not as intense, and 
you can easily move from one manufacturer to 
another and back again before deciding what to go 
with. There are always free hand-outs on offer, 
ranging from tins of mints, lens cleaning cloths, pens 
and even a cap. 

during the day, lectures were attended covering 
conservation issues, holiday destination, etc. with 
one of the exits going through the local produce 
marquee full of food and drink products. Tasty pork 
pies, pasties, crusty bread, fine cheeses, fudge, 
brownies and slices of apple pie. all very tempting 
for a bit of lunch. 

The British Trust for ornithology outside ringing 
display always attracts a crowd to see various birds 
in the hand and to advise a little information about 
specific birds caught in the nets. once the data has 

been recorded there is always a keen 
youngster on hand to release the 
bird. some of the birds caught 
already had rings and were identified 
to already be on migration to their 
southern winter quarters from places 
further north. Birds seen in the hand 
included reed warbler, sedge 
warbler, Chiffchaff, goldfinch, 
Blackcap, goldcrest, Long-tailed 
tit, Blue tit and great tit.

The Bird fair is always a good location to meet up 
with friends from around the country and 
acquaintances made on trips. The main eating area, 
with its extended seating, is a good place to arrange 
to meet. after which you can check-out what items 
might be bid for at the adjacent auction where 
bargains can be had. 

The weather had again been kind all weekend, no 
rain and not too hot, so walking around was very 
comfortable. heading back for the coach i met with 
richard stanley who kindly bought me an ice cream 
which was most enjoyable. 

finally walking through marquee one, we met 
simon Tonkin on the ‘Inglorious Bustards’ travel 
stand, celebrating another successful Bird fair with a 
glass of sangria punch in his hand! richard and i 
were invited to participate which we did. well it 
would have been rude not to accept from someone 
that has previously supported the society and given 
talks at our indoor Meetings.

By the time we arrived back at the coach everyone 
was seated ready to depart so we were soon away, 
arriving back in chelmsford before 19:30. it was 
another excellent day, which is becoming an annual 
coach trip to the Bird fair each august to ensure 
members and guests get the most from this 
fantastic event without the hassle of driving.

snettisham rspB reserve  
& Coastal park
16th september 2018 by gerry Johnson

A splendid mild autumn morning as our group 
boarded Lodges new ‘stubby’ 35 seat coach in 
Chelmsford for the journey to west norfolk and 
the wash. during the drive through the countryside 
Kestrel, Common Buzzard and game birds were 
noted and at the Barton Mills services comfort stop 
a grey wagtail was seen. The hedgerows were full 
of bright hawthorn berries, rosehips, slows and 
blackberries, plus the early start of the autumn 
foliage colours, all looked stunning.

arriving at the rsPB car park at 10:15 we were 
greeted with a stiff warm south westerly breeze and 
a bright ‘big’ sky. walking between shepherds and 
stanton’s lakes, small groups of noisy greylag 
geese were seen flying into the large lagoon, joining 
the wild fowl already there feeding and washing. 
Common tern and swallow flew low overhead, 
robin and reed Bunting moved around the bushes 
laden with ripe blackberries. These were sweet but 
not that juicy, probably due to the lack of moisture 
to swell them during the very hot, dry summer.  

Moving up onto the sea wall we scanned the wide 
expanse of mud. To our right in front of the chalets a 
large flock of Oystercatcher were resting with 
Bar-tailed godwit and Curlew. Moving around a 
little an even larger flock of golden plover and Knot 
worked hard looking for food as the sea covered the 
mud. To cover the full splendour of the 180 degrees 
vista and take in all the different species it should be 
undertaken slowly to fully enjoy and absorb 
everything that can be found.

closer to our viewing position ringed plover, 
grey plover in summer plumage and turnstone 
scurried about. Then, at the edge of a channel, the 
large white shapes of five spoonbills were seen. 
Bar-tailed godwit, sanderling, shelduck, 
Lapwing, dunlin and redshank were recorded. as 
was a single Avocet, greenshank and Common 
snipe. further to our left was another large flock of 
Oystercatchers.

with the high tide due at 11:30 the many waders at 
the water edge were gradually being pushed towards 
us. it was not a ‘spring’ tide but high enough to obtain 
good views. sometimes being patient is a virtue and 
can be very rewarding, as we were to find out. when 
observing the huge flock of Knot and golden plover 
you could sense some agitation and then they 
commenced to lift off, slowly at first then all 
together. To watch hundreds, possibly thousands of 
birds perform murmurations across the clear blue sky 
with the bright light catching the different plumage 
colours was a spectacle we had all hoped to witness.

Moving along the sea wall with lagoons to our left 
and the sea on our right groups of Linnet moved 
along the sea wall. we arrived at shore hide with the 
chance to sit down eat lunch and see what might be 
on the sheltered lagoon. redshank, Common 
sandpiper, Lapwing, grey Heron, Little egret, five 
egyptian geese and another four spoonbills and a 
Kingfisher were all seen by different members of our 
group. a small island was the resting place for many 
Black-tailed godwits, some still showing remnants 
of their summer plumage, each noisily defending 
their personal space. To the left of the hide a flock of 
ca.100 starling poked a grassy patch for insects, 
while more starlings perched on brambles eating 
blackberries.  

continuing around the lagoons we came to a 
temporary hide, being used as a stop-gap 
replacement for the one damaged beyond repair in 
one of the severe winter storms to hit this area a 
couple of winters ago. it is understood that a new, 
state of the art replacement hide is due to be built in 
the not too distant future. from here wigeon, 
gadwall, teal, Little grebe, Mute swan, pied and 
Yellow wagtail featured.

returning to the coastal Park area adjacent to the 
car park many common species were recorded, 
including Chiffchaff, Yellowhammer, wheatear, 
stonechat, great spotted woodpecker, Marsh 
Harrier, tits, finches, Common Buzzard and a 
peregrine.

Terry Poskit located a distant part-concealed wader 
amongst a group of waders, so, along with les Bird 
and len Matthews, had to get closer for a better view 

to confirm its identity as a Curlew 
sandpiper. 

all too soon it was time to board the 
‘stubby’ coach and head home. at this time 
david dawson noted the final bird of the day, 
a Mistle thrush. due to the coach toilet 
door becoming jammed we stopped at the 
royal sandringham Estate for everyone to be 
comfortable on the journey. our group of 26 
managed to identify 85 species during the 
day, but for most the massed wader 
murmurations were the real highlight of the 
day. oh, apart from the coach near side wing 
mirror dropping off on the a11 which we had 
to recover!

fiEld TriPs

Snettisham (gErry Johnson)James’s or Puna Flamingo (froM Bird fair wEBsiTE)
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by a sparrowhawk flying by with a Moorhen in its 
talons. a Common Buzzard, Kestrel, eight 
red-legged partridge and 11 Curlew were also 
identified. 

with limited space in the hide some of the group 
stood up by the old pillbox and some on the steps. 
david dives ventured off towards the golf course as 
when doing this earlier in the week he put up a 
short-eared owl! it was while on the steps a pale 
short-eared Owl glided across the rough pasture, 
only turning at the last minute when approaching 
the group near the pillbox and flying round and 
across the front of the hide. This was a new tick for 
Jane noble, which i am sure beats doing the jobs? 
The irony being that david dives unfortunately 
missed seeing it.

hearing ‘screeching’ from the sewage works area 
we scanned the trees. Matt Turner eventually 
located a Parakeet high in tall leylandi trees, initially 
thought to be a ring-necked Parakeet? But once 
seen by leader steve grimwade, he identified it as an 
Alexandrine parakeet from the bright red shoulder 
plumage and large red beak. while we had been 
basking in a superb indian summer, we did not 
expect to see this escape species, normally resident 
of Eastern india from Kolkata in the north to 
hyderabad in the south and parts of sri lanka.

although we did not see anything rare or many 
winter migrants (probably due to the recent 
consistent westerly winds), it had been a fabulous 
day just to be out birding with friends on such a 
pleasant october day.

Oare Marshes Kwt reserve 
11th november 2018  by steve grimwade 
and gerry Johnson 

Our ‘Armistice day’ Field trip meeting to this 
Kent wildlife trust (Kwt) reserve situated on 
the swale estuary coincided with 
commemorating 100 years since the end of the 
First world war, the ‘great war’, which we all 
remembered in our own personal ways around 
11:00. when checking, it was four years almost to 
the day since we last visited this reserve, 100 years 
since the beginning of the bloody confrontation 
across much of north-west Europe!

it was a wet but mild morning, just in double 
figures, as we boarded the 35-seat luxury coach in 
chelmsford before heading on to shenfield and 
grays where the group eventually increased to the 
full coach capacity of 35. 

fortunately, due to late cancellations we had seats 
available – just – for those that had not advised their 
attendance since the last coach trip back in 
september, or before if not on that trip. in order to 
select the correct coach capacity, to keep trip costs 

down without over subscribing, can everyone please 
make sure a telephone, text or e-mail booking is 
made for each trip and confirmed back. Please do 
not assume you are booked! This will avoid any 
confusion, embarrassment or disappointment if 
there are no spare seats on the day. 

on route Common Buzzard, sparrowhawk and 
ring-necked parakeet were amongst the sightings 
seen in the damp Kent countryside. with no centre 
or facilities actually on the reserve, comfort stops 
were made at the Medway services both on route 
and on the return journey. 

on the stone groins. we headed for the elevated hide 
overlooking the scrape which, considering the very 
dry summer and autumn to date, we could see the 
scrape had a reasonable water level, maintained by 
the invaluable windmill pumping system. Before 
reaching the ‘kissing gate’ leading to the hide, les 
Bird and John Eaton heard the call of a Kingfisher 
from the brook running beside the sewage works.   

from the hide water fowl in the form of greylag 
geese, teal and wigeon moved about at ease. 
waders included Lapwing, 18 Black-tailed godwit 
and 17 Common snipe all very confiding and quite 
exposed rather than skulking amongst reeds. The 
various habitats surrounding the scrape were then 
investigated. starlings were gathering to form lose 
flocks in preparation to roosting, woodpigeon, 
Meadow pipit, reed Bunting, skylark, pied 
wagtail, pheasants and eight stonechats were 
noted across the wet pasture before being distracted 

Holland Haven group (gErry Johnson)

the ‘naze’ & Holland Haven
21st October 2018 by gerry Johnson

it was a fabulous autumn morning with early mist 
hugging close to the ground and trees protruding 
through the mist like islands in the sea, as the sun 
rose in a clear blue sky. with the beautiful autumn 
foliage and bright berry colours it was all very 
atmospheric. 

arriving early, i met up with Matt Turner and leader 
steve grimwade who also parked in the roads 
approaching the naze to avoid the high parking cost 
and having to watch the time to avoid a hefty fine! 
Jackdaws moved around the roof and chimneys of 
the property opposite to where we stood, and two 
Jays flew behind the trees. we walked along the 
undercliff towards the Tower steps, looking for 
resident and migrant species that might have arrived 
over night. robin, Magpie and goldfinch all we 
noted on a very calm mild morning.

on climbing the steps, members were already 
gathering in readiness for the morning walk around 
the naze. as our leader steve grimwade was 
introduced, he immediately identified two Lesser 
redpolls flying over head. The fine weather 
conditions swelled the group size to 32 and we soon 
headed off towards the old farm to explore the 
buildings and sycamore trees. Before reaching the 
farm, Meadow pipit were seen, and the first of five 
Cetti’s warblers heard. on and around the farm 
barns woodpigeon, starling and pied wagtail were 
all present; rook and Carrion Crow moved over the 
arable fields and the high-pitched call of goldcrest 
could be heard before being seen as they flew 
between the bushes and double hedge row. during 
the walk 12 goldcrests were recorded.          

Moving along the hedge in the warm sunshine it 
was extremely pleasant hearing the bird song and 
seeing Blackbird, song thrush, Long-tailed, Blue 
and great tit, Chiffchaff and more goldcrest.

scanning the area below the escarpment James 
Taylor located two redwings in the distance, 
greenfinch and more goldfinches showed well 
before stopping amongst the sycamores to see if any 
of the recently reported yellow-browed warblers 
were still about? unfortunately, with the fine warm 

clear conditions, they appeared to have moved 
elsewhere. our third Chiffchaff and a female great 
spotted woodpecker were located, and a sixth song 
thrush flew over.

due to construction of a new sea wall, we took a 
short detour to reach the tarmac covered old sea wall 
which was showing evidence of storm damage, hence 
the new defence supposedly being built to prevent 
flooding of the sewerage works?

walking along the sea wall a Kestrel was seen 
hovering, three rock pipits, six turnstone, 12 ringed 
plover and 21 sanderling looking very ‘white’ in the 
bright light. out on the calm water a flock of 130 
dark bellied Brent geese, including eight young, 
moved about close to shore. Mute swan, Cormorant 
and a lone great Crested grebe were also seen 
along with a grey seal.

on the John weston reserve near the entrance to 
the sewerage works, dr simon cox and his wife Pat 
were undertaking a peaceful ringing session. having 
just retrieved birds from one of the mist nets, simon 
kindly demonstrated the ringing procedure of a great 
tit and Blue tit; ageing them as this year’s broods 
from plumage details. after weighing them and taking 
wing dimensions, they were released. simon advised 
that earlier during the morning a young sparrowhawk 
had been caught. simon declared that the most of 
any species ringed at this site over the years was 
goldcrest!

we left simon and Pat in peace to continue their 
ringing and we retraced our route along the sea wall 
seeing four Common Buzzards circling over the trees, 
skylark were heard, and a Kestrel perched on a post.

Before departing the naze for the afternoon visit to 
holland haven country Park, many had lunch outside 
at the EwT centre or the naze café. Jane nobel 
debated whether to stay for the afternoon or return 
home and do some domestic jobs? no contest, Jane 
decided to stay for the afternoon at holland haven. 

it was only a 20-minute drive to holland haven, 
again parking for free on the sea front, but being such 
a lovely day finding spaces was not as easy as usual. 
walking back towards the country Park, two smart 
adult Mediterranean gulls glided by at eye level and 
Herring and great-black Backed gulls were resting 

Walton group (gErry Johnson)

Short-eared Owl (sTEVE griMwadE)
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oare Marshes KwT reserve borders the river swale 
on the edge of oare village close to the town of 
faversham. it was still drizzling as the group 
disembarked the coach and crossed the road to take 
the ‘saxon shore way’ alongside oare creek which 
runs into the swale. a Marsh Harrier drifted over, 
and a Common Buzzard perched in an old willow 
whilst redwing, Fieldfare and Jay were in an 
adjacent hedgerow and green woodpecker flew 
overhead in the improving conditions.

a grey wagtail flew over a nearby boatyard and 
as we walked north, a group of three greenshank 
were seen feeding as the tide came in as was a 
Kingfisher by our sharp-eyed leader. small groups 
of Meadow pipit, skylark and reed Bunting were 
seen and along the edge of the saltmarsh we located 
a superb water pipit which was soon joined by 
another bird. a rock pipit, of the scandinavian race 
littoralis also dropped in which gave good 
comparisons between the two similar species. over 
on nagden Marsh were a group of around 50 Corn 
Bunting plus thousands of starlings, no doubt 
spooked by the male peregrine Falcon perched high 
on a pylon.

as the tide rose higher, lots of waders moved off 
the swale and onto the East flood of oare Marshes 
which included a nice group of ruff, plus a single 
spotted redshank which was heard calling as it 
flew over our position on the sea wall. The majority 
of wader species were dunlin, Black-tailed godwit, 
Lapwing and redshank plus a small group of 
Avocet and the odd Curlew thrown in for good 
measure. 

lunch was enjoyed in the sunshine by the seawall 
hide, and from here we watched several Marsh 
Harriers hunting over the isle-of-sheppey, Brent 
geese and common seals on a mud bank, a flock 
of ca.60 Avocet flew low over the swale, while 
Matt Turner did well to pick out a short-eared 
Owl over near shellness. in the distance, in front of 
the hide, we could see the coastal town of 
whitstable stretching up the hill, which has been 
synonymous with oysters since roman times. 

a surprise find was a single raven which was first 
seen on sheppey and luckily for us, it flew south 
over the swale towards uplees. delighted by this, 
we moved on and spent a very enjoyable hour or so 
watching hundreds of noisy waders roosting on the 
East flood. snipe were seen well plus ruff, dunlin, 
Black-tailed godwit, redshank, Lapwing, 
golden and grey plover, plus lots of teal which all 
looked stunning in the soft afternoon light. in the 
corner of the marsh nearest to us, ashley gooding 
spotted another water pipit which gave us all 
really good views as it fed amongst the reeds 
alongside teal.

all too soon it was time to wander back along 
church lane, avoiding the slippery sea wall, to 
where the coach was waiting. some of the group 
took the opportunity of sampling the local 
beverages in the Three Mariners Public house and 
to use the facilities, before boarding the coach for 
our return journey to Essex. it had been a fantastic 
day with the weather being kind to us (mostly) and 
a total of 83 species recorded by the group, two 
more than four years ago!

Oare Marshes (gErry Johnson)

thurrock thameside  
nature park (ewt) 
sunday 9th december 2018  
by steve grimwade

25 people joined us for our last field trip of 2018 and 
we were lucky to have local birders steve and Elaine 
swinney to show us around this excellent area.

The walk took us around the edge of the reserve 
where a few Fieldfare frequented the heavily-laden 
berry bushes and Cetti’s warblers sang unseen in the 
scrub. we continued on to stanford wharf where the 
open mud attracted good numbers of dunlin and on 
the edge of the river Thames, up to 200 Avocet fed.

with high tide still a few hours away, we walked to 
goldengates lake, a new addition to the reserve. a 
stop off at an area of bird feeders produced a pair of 
ring-necked parakeets and a great spotted 
woodpecker. The tree-fringed lake held good 
numbers of tufted duck plus pochard, gadwall, 
shoveler, teal and four female goldeneye. at the 
western end, we checked out an area of alders where 
a single siskin was heard and a male stonechat 
perched up nicely for the group to see.

we were keen to get back to check the Estuary 
and surrounding mudflats although it took quite a 
while as there was so much to see.

a pair of Yellowhammers were a rare sighting in 
the local area, as was a single Brent goose which 
fed in the creek. The tide was now well in and 
roosting on the sea-wall were many dunlin, 
Black-tailed godwit, Curlew and redshank 
which were constantly jiggling for position as the 
tide came in.

a pair of stonechat showed well close to the 
visitor centre as we headed in for lunch and a 
welcome cuppa.

some of the group headed off home whilst 
others went up onto the visitor centre roof, to find 
magnificent views of the Thames Estuary and the 
enormous dP world london gateway Port.

a scan of the surrounding area produced 
thousands of dunlin swirling around in the sun, 
but best of all, a short-eared Owl was a delight to 
see as it put on a show by quartering the rough 
grassland close to the coast. as light started to fall, 
we headed home after an excellent field trip.

Thanks to everyone who has joined us 
throughout the past year, we look forward to 
seeing you again in 2019!

Roosting waders (sTEVE griMwadE)

Goldengates Lake  
(sTEVE griMwadE)
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“There are eight species of curlew worldwide  
and two are assumed extinct. The Eskimo and the 
Slender-Billed have not been seen for decades.  
Out of the remaining six species, three - the  
Eurasian, the Bristle-thighed and the Far Eastern -  
are at risk of extinction according to the IUCN Red 
list of Threatened Species. It is no exaggeration to 
say that many parts of the earth will lose curlews 
over the next few decades.
Curlews are iconic birds of wild, wet, evocative 
places – estuaries, mountain slopes, moorland, 
meadowland and coast. They have inspired poets, 
artists, musicians and writers for generations. They 
have given us so much, yet we are allowing them to 
slip away as we change their habitats and fail to 
protect them from predation, disturbance and in 
some places, hunting.”
Mary Colwell 
Producer and Writer specializing in nature.

april 21 2018 was designated as world curlew day.   
it was a grass-roots initiative, supported by major 
environmental organisations, to raise awareness of 
the plight of curlews and to encourage activities to 
help them. we are lucky enough to be able to see this 
wonderful bird on our Essex estuaries throughout the 
year. These birds are predominately 
continental visitors and curlews do not 
breed locally, however the thought of losing 
it’s bubbling call and unmistakable curled 
bill from our shores is unthinkable.  

i therefore organised a curlew awareness 
and art exhibition at st. lawrence church 
annexe to raise funds for curlew 
conservation. local and national artists 
loaned and donated me artwork for the 
exhibition and the various conservation 
organisations involved supported me in 
putting together information boards and 
materials to inform visitors about the plight 
of the curlew.

artists who supplied artwork included: 
richard allen, lisa hooper, robert greenhalf, 
hugh ribbans and street artist aTM plus 
local artists shona grant and nicola hughes.

cakes and coffee were sold on the day and rick 
simpson gave his fine talk “new Moon on the wane 

- The curse of the curlew” on the following 
wednesday at the st lawrence wildlife group 
meeting. 

april 21st, st Beuno’s day, was chosen to be world 
curlew day because of a delightful, traditional 
welsh tale that identifies the first curlew 
conservationist. st Beuno, was a 6th century abbot 
from wales. legend has it he was sailing off the 
coast when he dropped his prayer book in the sea. a 
curlew flew over and rescued it and took it to the 
shore to dry. The grateful st Beuno decreed that 
from then on, the bird be given special protection 
and that its nest must be difficult to find; which is 
indeed the case.

we had 40 visitors on the day and proceeds from 
the talk, art and refreshment sales added up to £250. 
a donation of £50 was made to Mary colwell’s 
crowdfunding appeal for the scottish curlew 
conference and the balance was donated to the 
BTo curlew conservation appeal. 

The st lawrence wildlife group host wildlife talks 
on the last wednesday of the month at st lawrence 
church overlooking the river Blackwater. 
stlawrencewildlifetalks.co.uk

world Curlew day at st Lawrence Church
 paul davisn

introduction
The little tern is one of Britain’s rarest breeding 
seabirds and has suffered chronic declines over the 
past 25 years.  They are struggling to find a safe 
place to nest on our beaches due to increasing 
recreational activities, climate change, habitat loss 
and predation, and their numbers are declining along 
with suitable breeding sites. national censuses show 
that the population in Britain declined by c. 25% 
between the mid-1980s and 2002. To maintain their 
numbers, little terns need to produce a five-year 
average of 0.67 chicks per pair (ratcliffe 2003). Most 
uK little tern colonies have failed to reach this 
productivity target in recent years  and some have 
subsequently declined.  This rate of decline qualifies 
it for inclusion on the Birds of conservation concern 
amber list. 

The little tern is given protection in the uK through 
its inclusion on schedule 1 (part 1) of the wildlife 
and countryside act 1981. in Europe, it is included in 
the species of European conservation concern 
(sPEc) list, classified as sPEc 3, meaning moderate 
continuing decline. little tern is also listed on 
appendix ii of the Bonn convention , annex 1 of the 
Birds directive  and appendix ii of the Bern 
convention . 

The national little tern Eu-lifE+ project (2014-
2019) aims to increase numbers of breeding pairs 
and productivity, identify long-term plans for 
conservation, and increase public awareness and 
support.   

Little tern status in essex
in Essex, the Blackwater and colne Estuaries and 
hamford water  were identified as historic sites with 
nationally important populations of breeding little 
terns and were accordingly supported through the 

Eu-lifE+ project.  little terns have also historically 
nested at the naze, foulness point and on the 
crouch estuary, so where possible monitoring was 
done in these areas to identify any  presence of 
little terns and nest sites. 

Building on the survey and monitoring work 
undertaken by the team of volunteers in 2017, in 
early 2018, four key sites were established as being 
the most likely to have nesting success. any areas 
with nesting birds were protected and measures 
taken to maximize the chance of fledging success.

Key sites
•	 Hamford	Water	-	including	Horsey	Island	and	

stone Point 
•	 RSPB	Old	Hall	Marshes
•	 Tollesbury	Wick	-	Essex	Wildlife	Trust	reserve
•	 Colne	Point	-	Essex	Wildlife	Trust	reserve

other historical or potentially favourable nesting 
sites were included in 2018 surveying and 
monitoring activities.
•	 Additional	sites	monitored	-	Stour,	Thames,	

dengie, Bradwell
•	 Sites	not	monitored	in	2018	-	Fingringhoe,	

langenhoe, st osyths stone, Mersea stone.
•	 Sites	to	be	monitored	in	2019	-	Foulness	Point	

- Mod, rsPB wallasea island, Pewitt island - 
hamford water.

disturbance 
There were no reports of major disturbance at any 
site. usual concerns about dog walkers, fishermen 
and boat users but no  problems were logged.  
sailing school boats use eastern end of the shingle 
beach at old hall but  respect the blue rope and 
signage, this change of approach and 
understanding from the local community has been 
a great success and indicative of a more practical 
approach to the multi-uses found in most 
estuaries, especially in Essex. fishermen and 
Kayakers have been reported landing on the spit at 
Tollesbury wick despite EwT roping off an area and 
displaying signage stating ‘no landing’. Birds 
however did nest in the central area away from 
where the boats land. The most concerning report 
was ‘wild camping kayakers’ pitching on the 
western point of the spit. given the success at old 
hall point there may be an opportunity to 
advertise a ‘landing allowed’ area on the western 
point similar to the agreement already in place at 
old hall.

essex Little tern project
2018 report

 paul davis - Volunteer coordinator-

 

 
 

Essex Little Tern Project 
2018 Report 
Paul Davis - Volunteer coordinator 

 
Introduction 
The little tern is one of Britain’s rarest breeding seabirds and has suffered chronic declines over                
the past 25 years. They are struggling to find a safe place to nest on our beaches due to                   
increasing recreational activities, climate change, habitat loss and predation, and their numbers            
are declining along with suitable breeding sites. National censuses show that the population in              
Britain declined by c. 25% between the mid-1980s and 2002. To maintain their numbers, little               
terns need to produce a five-year average of 0.67 chicks per pair (Ratcliffe 2003). Most UK little                 
tern colonies have failed to reach this productivity target in recent years and some have               
subsequently declined. This rate of decline qualifies it for inclusion on the Birds of Conservation               
Concern Amber list.  
 
The little tern is given protection in the UK through its inclusion on Schedule 1 (part 1) of the                   
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. In Europe, it is included in the Species of European               
Conservation Concern (SPEC) list, classified as SPEC 3, meaning moderate continuing decline.            
Little tern is also listed on Appendix II of the Bonn Convention , Annex 1 of the Birds Directive                   
and Appendix II of the Bern Convention .  
 
The national little tern EU-LIFE+ project (2014-2019) aims to increase numbers of breeding             
pairs and productivity, identify long-term plans for conservation, and increase public awareness            
and support.  

Little Tern status in Essex 
In Essex, the Blackwater and Colne Estuaries and Hamford water were identified as historic              
sites with nationally important populations of breeding little terns and were accordingly            
supported through the EU-LIFE+ project. Little terns have also historically nested at the Naze,              
Foulness point and on the Crouch estuary, so where possible monitoring was done in these               
areas to identify any  presence of little terns and nest sites.  
 
Building on the survey and monitoring work undertaken by the team of volunteers in 2017, in                
early 2018, four key sites were established as being the most likely to have nesting success.                
Any areas with nesting birds were protected and measures taken to maximize the chance of               
fledging success. 
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predators  
gulls and oystercatchers were observed at several 
sites but no reports of predation were logged. Trail 
cams monitored 4 nests at old hall and revealed 
some fascinating interactions between the different 
species but no predation or attempted predation. 

Volunteer team actions
Prior to 2016, monitoring was carried out through 
two annual coordinated counts and reported 
sightings of little terns in Essex.  from 2016, a saving 
nature scheme species recovery team was 
established to enhance monitoring and build a more 
sustainable approach to long-term monitoring and 
species recovery plans. in partnership with Essex 
wildlife Trust, who informed their coastal wardens of 
the need for little tern volunteers monitors, a team 
was set up to strengthened joint little tern recovery 
actions. in 2017, the sns team surveyed widely 
around the Essex coast to establish baseline little 
tern populations and distribution as well as assess 
habitat condition and likelihood of little terns 
nesting in both historic and new sites. data was fed 
back to a volunteer coordinator who maintained 
records and drew up an annual report. in 2018, a 
new volunteer coordinator took over the role of 
managing the little tern project in Essex and 
coordinating the volunteer team. Pre-season 
interventions such as habitat improvement and 
oyster shell recharge to raise the beach were 
undertaken.  

Horsey island
The two main historic little tern sites on the hamford 
water are horsey island and stone Point.

horsey island continues to be the prime breeding site 
for little Terns in Essex, but is difficult to monitor 
regularly due to  access constraints. The island is only 
accessible for two hours either side of low tide.  in 
addition to two rsPB volunteer site visits, the island is 
monitored by Tendering council from a boat and 
remotely by a volunteer based on stone Point. access 
was given early in the season which allowed an 
assessment of potential nesting sites. This site has two 
distinct areas, one on the eastern side looking towards 
stone Point which looks to have been taken over by 
black headed gulls. The other area to the west has more 
vegetation and would seem to be better suited for 
hiding chicks but is more difficult to monitor.  

The volunteer coordinator worked with a local 
artist to create thirty new decoys to help attract 
returning little terns to nest at suitable habitat. 
These were deployed at various sites in early spring 
and monitored throughout the nesting season. 
although it’s very difficult to directly attribute 
nesting activity to decoy deployment 3 out of the 4 
sites where the new decoys were deployed had 
nesting little Tern. Twenty-two decoys were 
deployed, twelve were lost (washed away or stolen) 
and one had a broken beak when retrieved from old 
hall.

decoy records

site  deployed recovered nests Fledged 
birds

rsPB old 
hall Marshes 

6 decoys 6 5 5

Tollesbury 
wick EwT

6 decoys 0 1 1

colne Point 
EwT

6 decoys 0 1 0

cindery 
island

4 decoys 4 0 0

The volunteer team monitored little tern adult 
numbers and behaviour, nest and fledgling numbers, 
human and predator disturbance plus raised nests 
which were threatened by over-topping during tide 
surges. in addition, the volunteer coordinator 
monitored survey effort through volunteer hours 
spent in the field and implemented any skills-
building activities necessary such as nest-raising, 
4x4 handling and new monitoring skills. The 
volunteer coordinator played a major role in the 
recruitment and training of new volunteers, 
establishing good relationships with partners and 
local birders and keeping the team up to date with 
weekly reports throughout the season. he has also 
started to make links with sailing/water sports and 
kayaking groups to raise awareness and there are 
plans to expand this in 2019. 

Volunteer Hours

horsey island 15

stone Point 45

rsPB old hall 100

Tollesbury wick 132

cindery island 4

colne Point 25

dengie 10

Thames 3

Bradwell 5

Kayak (10 estimate)

coordinator 75

total 414 (424)

Year Max Count June CC June AOn July CC July AOn Fledged

2017 95 22 7

2018 75 65 15 25 11 (1 chick) 5

total season Max count
75

Max AOn
15

Max fledgling  5
(18 juveniles recorded post 
breeding)

Decoys in production (top) and on site (above)
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during the June coordinated count there were 15 
observed aons. The team accessed the island on 
10th July completing the second coordinated count, 
identifying 11 aon with 1 confirmed chick. These 
nests were probably re-lays possibly due to black 
headed gull predation.

in 2019 the team will continue to build a 
relationship with the land owner. given the access 
issues and difficulty in making clear observations, 
one option may be to deploy trail cameras to learn 
about the colony in the absence of regular 
monitoring visits. 

stone point
stone Point suffered from the winter storms and 
continues to reduce in size. The man made lagoon 
was roped off including the area where 3 birds 
nested in 2017. little Tern were regularly reported 
fishing off the point and in the channel, possibly 
birds from horsey island. large flocks were reported 
on the sand banks at Pie sands in July and continued 
to be present through to the end of the season. 
Other species - oystercatcher were seen regularly 
over season with possibly 4 pairs attempting to nest, 
there were also regular sightings of ringed plover  of 
with 3 suspected pairs nesting in the area. There 
were also good numbers of avocet on the lagoon, 
behaving in a very protective manner, so nests 
suspected. one sandwich Tern seen late in season 
was intriguing but there was no evidence of breeding 
in the areas.
 plans for 2019 - continue to monitor the point and 
horsey island.

rspB Old Hall Marshes
in June 2017, 10 nests were lost due to an unusual 
high tide event, so it was decided to increase the 
height of the spit as little tern have nested here 
regularly in the past. in partnership with Mersea 

oyster fishermen and Exo-Environmental, 
approximately 2 ton of oyster shell was deposited 
on the beach and scraped into a higher ridge. six 
little tern decoys were deployed. 

The first little tern was reported in late april and 
the first adults nested in early June near the oyster 
shell recharge and close to the decoys. on June 9th 
it was decided to intervene by raising nests by an 
additional 30 centimeters by transferring them onto 
fish boxes to prevent them being over-topped by 
high tides. little tern nests have been successfully 
moved and raised at other little tern colonies around 
the country however this was going to be a first for 
the staff and volunteers at old hall. The technique 
used was to photograph the nest, fill a crate with 
sand and ballast and recreate the nest as exactly as 
possible on top of the crate to make sure that the 
birds could relate to any reference points that they 
had been using to return to their nests after feeding 
runs. The eggs were set aside whilst the box was 
placed exactly where the original nest had been and 
then the eggs were placed in the raised nest as soon 
as possible.  a trail camera was placed by the first 
raised nest to monitor its progress.

at least 2 chicks fledged from these raised nests, 
with three further ground-based nests producing 
three more fledglings. The chicks proved to be 
mobile very quickly and moved a long distance 
down the beach to a more vegetated area for 
shelter. 

a second batch of nests which were not raised 
produced 3 chicks who used wooden shelters placed 
on the beach and trail cams were used to monitor 
both the nests and the adults feeding the chicks. The 
point was monitored weekly by volunteers and staff 
from old hall, with coordinated counts made from 
‘lady grace’, a boat from west Mersea. Two 
attempts were made to ring the chicks but on both 
occasions they could not be found in the vegetation. 
although kestrel and peregrine falcons are present 
on the reserve they did not have any impact on the 
colony. a peregrine falcon was spotted being chased 
away by the little tern adults from the nest area.
Other species - oyster catcher plentiful with 3 
nests and fledglings. ringed plover 6 fledgling. Boat 
monitoring on July’s coordinated count recorded the 
following bird numbers in Mersea area.

cobmarsh oystercatcher – 16 prs (5 fledged)

ringed plover – 1 prs

Black – headed gull – 21 aons

herring gull – 24 aons (16 fledged)

Packing shed oystercatcher - 16 pairs

herring gull – 15 aons (30 fledged)

lesser black backed - 2 aons

Tollesbury 
recharge

oystercatcher – 5prs

ringed plover – 2prs (2 fledged)

year Max 
count

June  
cc

June 
aon

July  
cc

July 
aon

fledged

2017 3 0

2018 10 0 75 0

Year Max Count June CC June AOn July CC July AOn Fledged

2017 10 1 0

2018 4 2 7 3 5

total season 2018 Maximum count
12

total AOn
5

total Fledged  
5

plans for 2019 -  a second 
oyster shell recharge has 
been arranged for early 2019 
with up to 5 tonnes to be 
deposited between January 
and april. sand lenses will 
also be trialed at this site and 
decoys will be deployed 
again. we also plan to carry 
out some vegetation control 
if required. rsPB staff and 
the sns volunteers will 
continue to monitor from 
the seawall and by boat.

The graph illustrates 
populations of breeding pairs 
and fledglings recorded at 
rsPB old hall since 1990. 
while 2010 had a high adult 
population, we have no data 
on fledged birds, but 
estimate at least two 
fledglings that year. from 
2016 targeted monitoring at 
old hall Point recorded more 
exact figures of adults, nests 
and fledglings, with three 
fledged in 2016 and five in 
2018.

tollesbury wick -  
essex wildlife trust
Tollesbury wick recharge spit 
has had little tern nests in 
the past. over winter the 
Essex wildlife Trust landscape 
conservation team cleared 
vegetation, roped off an area 
and put up signage to discourage landing on the spit. 
rsPB decoys were deployed and the spit was 
monitored by sns volunteers. 

it was feared that the spit would be inundated, but 
during June’s high spring tides, birds were spotted 
and later a single nest with two eggs was confirmed. 
a single chick was then spotted from the boat which 
did go on to fledge. a success for all involved in the 
project and testament to the Essex little Tern group 
partnership. 

it was reported that fishermen and kayakers 
continue to land on the spit despite the signage. 
however, it may be worth considering allocating an 
area where boat landing is permitted and 

little Tern Breeding count 1990–2018, rsPB old hall Marshes

little Tern Breeding  count 1995–2018, Tollesbury wick
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concentrating on the central area of the spit, as this 
is where the birds nested this year. a similar 
arrangement is in place at old hall Marsh where it 
seems to work well.
Other species - oyster catcher five pairs, ringed 
plover two pairs with two fledged.
plans for 2019 - additional vegetation removal and 
improvement of roped off areas. Possible ‘landing 
allowed’ area and concentration on central area. 
decoys to be deployed again. continue to work with 
closely with EwT and build the relationship with the 
new warden through collaboration over improved 
signage and raising little tern awareness among boat 
users and walkers.

Colne point - essex wildlife trust
little tern  were first reported at colne point in May 
with birds seen flying down from the colne estuary. 
decoys were deployed at 3 sites along the beach. a 
single nest was confirmed in early June. it was in an 
unexpected area of the beach but was quite low 
down on the beach. it is felt that the nest did not 
survive due to its position below the strandline. 
however, it is very encouraging that little tern have 
attempted to nest here again. a few birds were 
reported through the season but no more nesting 
was reported. colne point has the potential to 
become a key site and sustain a large colony of little 

tern. This is due to the habitat and the remote 
location. historically there was a large colony here 
and it is thought that vegetation clearance and 
implementation of new nest encouragement 
methods may result in the birds returning. The 
profile of the beach has changed dramatically over 
the last few winters and it is thought that food 
sources may have declined locally. The site is very 
large and was monitored by a local volunteer and 
the EwT warden.
plans for 2019 - in partnership with EwT it is hoped 
to clear some of the vegetation which has grown on 
the old little tern colony. increased volunteer 
monitoring is required at this site however volunteer 
safety is important here due to the risk of a large 
area of the site flooding at high tide.

Other sites

Cindery island
as part of the island improvements, Exo-
Environmental produced a number of raised areas of 
shell and sand with the hope of attracting nesting 
little tern. four decoys were deployed on the island 
in late april. The area was monitored by boat from 
Brightlingsea harbour. no birds or nests were 
reported. decoys were recovered late in the season 
and showed signs of regular over topping. it is 
therefore possible that nesting areas may need to be 
raised higher to remain above the high spring tides. 

plans for 2019 
check on vegetation levels and look at improved 
decoy deployment and height of nesting areas. 

river stour
The tidal bank was monitored for both coordinated 
counts. no birds reported. 3 hours monitoring

dengie/river Crouch
This area was surveyed in april 2018 to see if any of 
the beach areas would benefit from decoys or other 
intervention. no potential nest sites were identified. 
The stretch was monitored by volunteers and both 
coordinated counts returned nil results. 

Year Max Count June CC June AOn July CC July AOn Fledged

2017 15 0 0

2018 2 0 2 1 (nest failed)

total 2018 Maximum count
4

total AOn
1

total Fledged  
0

thames
Two Tree island were monitored by a volunteer. June 
coordinated count returned nil result. 

Cobmarsh island
site surveyed as part of the Mersea harbour 
protection Trust recharge works. no little terns 
reported but 16 pairs of oystercatcher fledgling 5 
young and 1 pair of ringed plover with no young 
seen.

Bradwell
sales point and shell beach were surveyed in early 
season. The area near st Peter’s chapel was too 
disturbed for successful nesting of little tern. The 
beach further up the river towards the power station 
was thought to be a better bet. however this area is 
disturbed by anglers and off road vehicles racing on 
the beach. it was established that this area is not 
part of the EwT reserve. Beach was monitored on 
two occasions returning nil results.

rspB wallasea island - decoys have already been 
deployed here in previous years with no sightings. 
however there have been a number of islands 
created in the new lagoon which it is felt could 
supply the required habitat for nesting little terns. 
These islands are only accessible by boat during 
certain points of the tide. a winter work party is 
proposed to survey the islands, access vegetation 
and deploy decoys, shelters and possibly sand lenses. 
due to the reserve’s close proximity to foulness 
sands any success here or on foulness may lead to 
establishing a larger colony across both sites. 
Volunteer monitors to be recruited for 2019.

pewitt island - hamford water. remote area close 
to established colony on horsey island - area was 
visited by boat in July 2017 and thought to have 
good potential for breeding little tern. a survey was 
undertaken by foot in september and planning is 
now taken place to improve habitat on the island 
and deploy decoys in partnership with local land 
owners. The hope is to encourage nesting birds to 
the area as the largest breeding colony in Essex is 
only a stone’s throw away. Volunteer monitors to be 
recruited for 2019. 
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Year Max Count June CC June AOn July CC July AOn Fledged

2017 0 0 0 0 0 0

2018 0 0 2 1 1

total 2018 Maximum count
6

total AOn
1

total Fledged  
1

plans for 2019 - Establish landowner and contact to 
progress from there.  

sites not monitored  
The following sites were not monitored in 2018 
although little tern may have been reported at these 
sites in the past. some data was supplied by local 
contacts. 
•	 Fingringhoe	Wick	EWT
•	 Langenhoe	Point	-	Although	little	tern	were	

reported on the shoreline late in the season by 
local birder.

•	 St	Osyths	Stone
•	 Mersea	Stone	

sites to be monitored in 2019
Foulness - Mod restricted area - large historic 
colony, no birds reported for many years - Plans are 
in place to use decoys and sand lenses at foulness 
and to work in partnership with the local landowner 
and wildlife groups to monitor the area in 2019. 
Vegetation control may be needed. it is important to 
keep the area under the Essex little Tern group 
umbrella however due to its position and access the 
area will be unique and cannot be handled in the 
same way as other parts of the county. Volunteer 
monitors to be recruited for 2019. 
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The walk runs along the seawall between lymington 
harbour and Keyhaven harbour. This wall is the 
boundary line between two nature reserves, inside 
the wall are the brackish lagoons and coastal grazed 
marshes of the hampshire county council nature 
reserve. on the seaward side of the wall lie the 
mudflats, saltmarshes and low shingle and shell 
ridges of the hampshire and isle of wight wildlife 
Trust’s nature reserve. The shingle and shell ridges, 
known as cherniers are the favoured nesting sites for 
terns and important high tide roosting sites. at high 
tide it is apparent how low lying the fields inside the 
wall are, with the sea level being well above the land.

The coast here has long been protected by seawalls 
and historically the low-lying land inside the 
protection was home to one of the largest salt 
industries in the country. These salterns were 
shallow pools where the salt was concentrated 
before boiling off the excess water. The lagoons that 
we see today are mostly borrow-pits from which the 
material was gained to build the seawall, but some 
are former saltpans.

walking west the first feature that you come to is 
normandy lagoon.  This pool attracts waders at high 
tide and there is often a good number of dunlin and 
ringed plover to be seen, especially around the 
south-west corner. The many islands have breeding 
terns in small numbers and roosting redshank, 
greenshank and spotted redshank. This pool has 
also had one or two pairs of breeding Avocet in 
recent years. Make sure to look south at the 
saltmarshes as well as the pool, especially from the 
south-west corner, where eider can often be seen in 
the mouth of oxey creek. The saltmarshes off-shore 

have large Black-headed gull colonies with 
scattered Common, Little and sandwich tern as 
well. The gull colonies harbour a few pairs of 
Mediterranean gull as well. peregrine also favour 
perching on the posts on the saltmarsh, on the 
lookout for passing pigeons or waders.

heading west check the low bushes for migrant 
warblers and the fences for chats, a good tip along 
the whole of this walk. The next pool is the Eight 
acre Pond, the home of salterns sailing club, 
although not a great pool for birds, it is always worth 
a check as you walk past as it has attracted a few 
choice birds.

The seawall path then follows a creek, called Moses 
dock, which is crossed by a lock. The pool just before 
you cross is a favourite with spotted redshank. 
Turning left along the wall path you are now skirting 
around oxey Marsh. The pools here are too small to 
attract many waders but are still worth checking, the 
bushes out on the marsh area favourite haunt of 
chats. looking out to sea you get another chance to 
look for eider on the saltmarsh edge across the 
mouth of oxey creek. alternatively, you can turn 
right after crossing the Moses dock and then take 
the track across the field to the seawall, missing out 
the oxey Marsh pools, this might be a good option if 
it is a very good day for small migrants.

Between mid-april and mid-May, if you are very 
lucky and there is a south-east wind there may be a 
passage of seabirds. This is a very hit and miss affair, 
but on a good day there can be flocks of waders, 
terns, Common scoter and even a few skuas 
passing through, heading east. all this means regular 
glances to the south are essential ‘just in case’.

continuing west you will see the Pennington 
outfall pipe jutting out into the sea, at high tide 
turnstone roost on the concrete jetty and 
sometimes there will be sanderling and dunlin with 
them as well. The lagoon on the landward side is 
Pennington lagoon, a favourite with greenshank.

west of the jetty is first Jetty lagoon, a good wader 
pool, look especially in the ‘rushy’ edges on the north 
and west for snipe. The next is Butts lagoon, this is a 
reedy pool and good for Bearded tit, water rail and 
waders when the levels are right, if deeper it attracts 
duck and there will often also be Black-tailed 
godwit.

stop at the corner, known as The Butts, this is the 
best lookout point for scanning the mudflats and 
saltmarsh edges for a variety of waders. The path 
turns north towards the old tip site, check the reeds 
for Bearded tit and warblers. The flanks of the old 
tip itself can be good for warblers and various small 
migrants if the conditions are right.

continuing west along the seawall there are now 
two lagoons left, the first is the fishtail lagoon, the 
wet ‘rushy’ grassland on the northern edge can hold 
scarce birds such as ruff and garganey in spring and 
the whole lagoon is good for waders of all sorts and 
over the years has proved something of a rarity 

hotspot. it is a favourite with a number of less  
rare species too such as spoonbill, Avocet and 
spotted redshank.

The last of the lagoon now comes into view, this is 
Keyhaven lagoon, it can be good for either duck or 
waders, depending upon the water level, it is quite 
large, and it is often worth setting up a telescope to 
check the northern shore for smaller species that 
might be missed with binoculars. The western side 
has a bank of gorse and beyond grass and closer to 
the shore an area of short grass and loose shingle. 
This is the best area for wheatear and other chats 
and the gorse sometimes has breeding dartford 
warbler. This area is iley Point, although it does not 
stick out noticeably nonetheless it is a favourite 
arrival and departure point for small birds crossing 
the solent.

The path now curves round into Keyhaven harbour, 
a favourite area with Black-tailed godwit at low 
tide. looking across the saltmarsh you can see the 
long shingle ridge of hurst spit with the low mass of 
hurst castle at the end, punctuated by the white 
lighthouse.

Keyhaven may be journey’s end but there is a lot to 
look out for even from the car park. looking north 
there is an extensive reedbed, home to reed 
warbler and Bearded tit with lots of Cetti’s 
warbler in the bramble and blackthorn that fringe 
the edges. you may also hear water rail and marsh 
harrier are an increasingly common sight here at 
almost any time of year. This is the avon water, the 
freshest area of water on the whole walk and 
abundant insects draw in large flocks of hirundines 
at times and in turn these are sometimes hunted 
themselves by a hobby.

a bank separates the avon water proper from the 
avon floods just to the west, this large area of 
shallow water is a favourite with wildfowl, waders 
and herons and is always worth a good look. in spring 
garganey are sometimes seen here and spoonbill 
are now not infrequent alongside the many Little 
egret and nowadays great white egret as well.

for those who like to keep a ‘day list’ the village 
offers the chance to add some ‘common or garden’ 
species easily missed along the rest of the walk  
such as House sparrow, Blue tit, starling and 
Collared dove.

Lymington and Keyhaven  
nature reserves walk 
 robert Chapman, senior reserves Officern

Entrance point

access point

nature reserve boundary

footpaths

MaP and PhoTos froM ThE lyMingTon and KEyhaVEn naTurE 
rEsErVE wEBsiTE
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ThE swifT yEar 2018 and oThEr noTEs

For “essex swifts”. A partnership 
between the eBws and the ewt. 

gathering the data as to how our uK 
swifts have fared this year has had 
the benefit of swift watchers 
across the uK reporting their 
findings as it happened. There is 
now a uK swift blog called the 
swift local network (sln) where workers comment 
on what is happening in real time on their patch. They 
monitor their local swift colonies and note when the 
birds first arrive and later the colony’s breeding 
success. some intriguing observations of swift 
nesting behaviour via webcams are also shared.

Late arrival
as the latter part of april and early May progressed, 
there were many sln messages posted saying that, 
so few swifts were arriving over their traditional 
breeding sites. a vanguard had arrived (no doubt 
wizened adults eager to get back to their traditional 
nesting sites) but even some of these were waiting 
for their mate to arrive as they form faithful lifelong 
pairs. Then news came through that there had been 
some disastrous weather, involving rainstorms and 
low temperatures, over northern africa and southern 
Europe at peak migration time. reports of moribund 
swifts found on the balconies of gibraltar painted a 
depressing picture. This would have also affected 
swallows and House Martins, also aerial 
insectivorous feeders. unseasonal adverse weather 
conditions had dramatically caught them out even 
though birds have the ability to avoid storm events 
by a combination of responding to infrasound and 
falling barometric pressure.

Many swifts that had survived this dangerous event 
at peak migration time probably remained for a while 
in southern Europe to refuel prior to continuing their 
northward migration. Meanwhile, the uK sln blog 
was full of postings lamenting empty uK skies!

over the next few weeks however, swifts began 
arriving in successive waves over their uK traditional 
breeding grounds. But it became clear that some local 
populations had fared better than others. 

2018 - Breeding success
But the good news is that swift watchers across the 
uK have reported that the swift breeding colonies 
that they monitor had successfully produced goodly 
numbers of young even though the adults had arrived 
later than usual. The consistent hot summer weather 
having provided sufficient regular insect food for 
themselves and their young. 

notable essex strongholds
what has become evident whilst “save our swifts” 

has been operating are the various notable areas 
of our county where consistent reports of swift 

“screaming parties” have been sent in by EBws 
and EwT members. writtle in chelmsford, 

areas within Maldon town, the westcliff and 
leigh-on-sea areas, the Braintree district 
area, wivenhoe, Thaxted, dunmow and the 
villages immediately about have been 
particularly highlighted. where low flying 

swift “screaming parties” occur then they 
will be nesting nearby. it is no coincidence that all 
these areas have dwellings of the older style 
building stock that allow access to the nesting 
niches under their eaves. as time goes by however, 
renovations and upgrades, usually involving the 
addition of fascia and soffit boards, will reduce that 
facility. social housing in particular, in the 
pursuance of improving insulation, undergoes this 
work on a regular basis. referring to past editions of 
the EBr prior to 2009, newport, dagenham and 
ilford also featured as significant swift breeding 
stronghold areas but apparently not reported since. 

the double whammy
alongside the continuing loss of nesting sites due 
to house renovations, the widespread use of 
herbicides, pesticides and neonicotinoids in 
connection with our industrial farming practice has 
reduced the abundance of insects available (and 
has devastated our farmland bird populations). This 
represents a double whammy as to the main 
reasons for the decline of the swift. Both the 
international union for conservation of nature 
(iucn) and the Birds of conservation concern 
(Bocc) have put the swift into the amber Zone for 
several years now.

Longevity
Because swifts can potentially live for 21 years of 
age as proved by ringing (but on average maybe 
only survive to seven or eight years of age) young 
swifts can take from three to four years to reach 
sexual maturity. although it is scientifically difficult 
to substantiate the fact, the view taken is that 
maybe 40% of the swift population at any one 
time are of non-breeding stock.

nurtured for c.62 days
The bulk of our swifts are with us for about 100 
days a year but early arrivals and late to fledge 
young extend this window of time. when a pair of 
swifts reunite in spring, it is a week or two before 

the first egg is laid, then another few days before 
the second egg is laid and then incubation 
commences. Then c.20 days elapse before the 
eggs hatch and a further c.42 days elapse before 
the nestlings are ready to fledge; although variable 
weather conditions can alter this generalization. 
for a relatively small bird it is a long time to be 
nurtured. however, once they leave the nest they 
are totally independent and are not fed by the 
parents again and do not return to the nest. 

Late to get away!
although swifts only raise one brood a year they 
can and do replace lost clutches and thus the 
young fledge later. it has been established that 
inexperienced parents often lose their eggs 
through clumsiness but then relay. in previous 
years, the latest i have heard of a young swift 
successfully leaving the nest was september 22nd 
and it flew powerfully away at night! By that time, 
many swifts were already on migration high over 
Mauritania or feasting on insects rising above the 
forests of the congo Basin! with these late 
broods, sometimes only one parent is left caring 
for the young. it is tempting to suggest that the 
migratory urge in one of the parents becomes 
stronger than the urge to nurture. young swifts 
that are ready to fledge have been overfed so that 
they are a few grams overweight as if to give them 
time to learn the art of foraging for themselves. 
The Essex Bird reports refer to swifts in the skies 
over Essex much later than the september 22nd, 
but we do not know their age or origin.

Changing times
including and prior to 1996, the massive 
multi-thousand build-up of swifts (“an 
ornithological wonder”) over our two main 
reservoirs, abberton and hanningfield, was an 
intermittent feature during the months of May, 
June and July ranging from 20,000 to 60,000 birds. 
The Essex record was an estimation of 80,000 
swifts at hanningfield reservoir on the 24th May 
1978! however, since 1999, swift numbers at the 
two reservoirs have become progressively less and 
less (but 10,000 on occasions have been 
recorded). This decline must surely reflect the 
national picture. The synchronous hatching of 
trillions of chironomids rising from the surface 
waters is as a magnet for local breeders, migrants 
passing through and birds seeking food from 
distant colonies. 

references
i have gleaned this overview of the swift breeding 
year mainly from the uK sln blog, swift watcher 
webcam data and also the views of dick newell of 
‘action for swifts’, the swift guru of cambridge. 
reference was made to simon wood’s – Birds of 
Essex – Published in 2007 and the Essex Bird 
Reports.

the swift Year 2018 and other notes
 John smartn

swift project at the essex wildlife trust’s 
Belfairs woodland Centre 
southend-on-sea in Essex is a ‘stronghold’ for 
swifts as the various districts within it still have 
the much older style building stock. But 
refurbishments, with the additions of fascia and 
soffit boards are always ongoing; as is the case 
nationally. ‘essex swifts’ is a partnership between 
the Essex Birdwatching society and the EwT, and 
we were invited to mount a swift project on 
EwT’s Belfairs woodland centre.

we thought it wise to protect the entrance 
surrounds with metal plates as Belfairs wood is 
known to be a ‘stronghold’ for great spotted 
woodpeckers!

a tweeter is located in the box furthest from the 
camera and its cable connects to the amplifier in 
the office down on the right. The kit is linked to a 
timer to play the swift duet courtship call in the 
early mornings and evenings from early May to 
late July. The calls alert adult swifts flying high 
above that there are homes for them below and 
sexually immature swifts may note where to 
return to a following year to breed.

The line-up: from left to right – ‘Essex swifts’ is 
represented by John smart, EwT Maintenance 
officer & Technician david Murdoch, EwT centre 
Manager greg Borgartz and Paul Jenkinson from 
the southend-on-sea Borough council. 

disappointingly, EwT’s assistant site Manager 
alison askwith was not available on the day of 
installation (10th May); having been so 
instrumental in organizing the practicalities 
behind the scenes of the project.

Swift  
(doug M dodds)
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TogEThEr wE will win

i wonder how many of you have ever been out and 
about in Essex (or anywhere else for that matter) 
and seen something that doesn’t seem right? 
Judging by the feedback at some of the talks we’ve 
given and from events like Birdfair, there will be a 
handful of you. not all of you, not even the majority 
of you but some. i also wonder how many of you 
have talked to non-birders about wildlife crime?

why do i ask? These are two very important 
aspects of our campaign to highlight wildlife crime 
and to try and raise the profile of theses acts so that 
they become more unacceptable. wait. More 
unacceptable? surely, either something is 
unacceptable or its not?  well, no. if i enjoyed 
hunting or shooting, i consider my chosen sport 
acceptable – it’s legal, i’ve paid for a gun licence 
(albeit subsidised by every tax payer) and i only 
shoot species i’m allowed. if i was an animal rights 
activist, my view would be somewhat different, and 
hunting / shooting is unacceptable to me. so 
‘unacceptability’ (i may have made that word up) is 
an opinion based on your own beliefs, who has 
influenced you throughout your life etc etc. 

wildlife crime law is not an opinion. it is fact. The 
various acts define what is wrong and what is right. 
so, “more unacceptable”? Those words come to have 
significance because of the times we live in the uK. 
Money is tight, public services are stretched and 
Brexit is taking up huge amounts of government 
time (rightly so – it’s the future of the country after 
all). whether we like it or not, the police have to 
prioritise where they focus their resources. how do 
we influence that both locally and nationally? one 
way is to raise the profile of this type of crime. 

wildlife crime is easy to get away with; the 
criminals will get away with it because it won’t be 
observed or if observed, not reported; or, if it is 
reported it is not dealt with. This is where we all 
come in. But we have to care enough to do 
something about it. and we have to know enough to 
feel confident to take action and call the authorities. 
Birders, with the binoculars, scopes and cameras that 
come with the hobby, can act as the eyes and ears 
for the authorities. we are all out and about in the 
countryside and we have the equipment to see and 
not be seen. This is not a call to vigilantism, this is 
about being aware of what is happening and to 
make a decision about whether it is illegal. whoa! 
how will you know what is illegal? as a member of 
Essex Birdwatching society, you are part of a club 
that responded to an email that we sent out to all 
the bird clubs in England asking if they would 
distribute our 3rs leaflet (recognise, record, report) 
that details what is illegal. its designed to be able to 

together, we will win
 paul Brayn

be taken out into the field when you go out. you 
have to care enough to take it with you. 

we have to care enough to get on the ‘phone when 
we see something that we think is illegal. scary. if 
you are unlucky enough to witness a mugging, 
making that call is easy. we know it’s a crime, we 
know it’s the right thing to do, we make the call. 
There is no difference to witnessing a wildlife crime, 
once you Know it’s a crime. Please read the leaflet, 
take it with you when you go out. give yourself the 
confidence to make the call. and let’s be clear, if the 
crime is happening as you watch, it is a 999 call. if 
you don’t make the call, the police can not respond, 
they won’t even know about it. The criminal(s) will 
get away with it, the crime won’t be recorded, and 
the authorities will not believe it is an issue. 

i mentioned ‘talking’ in the introduction. i 
remember being astounded by the very last visitor 
to the Bawc stand at Birdfair a couple of years back. 
a man turned up just as we were hoping to pack up 
and head home, but it turned out to be a very 
interesting conversation. it turned out he was a 
shooter, a member of Basc and had strong opinions 
on Mark avery (mostly about his personal 
appearance and not about any of the facts or 
science Mark had written about) and chris Packham 
(mostly about his designer clothing and not about 
any of his opinions, facts or science)! But this wasn’t 
the lightbulb part of the conversation for me; that 
was when he said he had no idea about wildlife 
crime or the issues around driven grouse moor 
shooting because Basc had not told him. of course, 
i put our side of the discussion to him but more 
importantly when i reflected back on the 
conversation, i realised that we had to get the 
message out to more birders and more of the public.

There will be birders who do not know about 
wildlife crime; there will be birders who will want to 
look away from their responsibilities (i am not 
criticising just stating that some will want to forget 
about anything else than just enjoying the birds and 
the countryside). Together, we need to spread the 
word and to encourage these groups of people to 
become more aware of wildlife crime. i am not 
exaggerating at all when i write that every 
conversation counts. have a word with yourself first! 
ask yourself, ‘can i do a little more?’. Talk to family, 
friends, acquaintances and, if you’re really out there, 
passers by and strangers! of course, some 
conversations will go better than others, but one 
thing is sure, even one conversation is better than 
none. i once put some of the 3rs leaflets on a desk 
at work, i didn’t force them on anyone (which would 
have been against my employer’s policies) but when 

asked about them, explained what they were all 
about – maybe 5 or 6 people went away with more 
knowledge than before they arrived or maybe rolling 
their eyes. But, whichever, it can be a slow process 
sometimes. can you go to a hen harrier day? 
There’s been one at rsPB rainham Marshes for the 
past three years. can you organise an event / talk / 
fundraising? you can do as much or as little as you 
want. 

i’m proud of this small article; firstly, it was 
paragraph 6 before i used an acronym (admittedly i 
used 2 in it: Bawc = Birders against wildlife crime; 
Basc = British association for shooting and 
conservation); secondly, because i didn’t mention 
that if you want a supply of the 3rs leaflets to give 
out at meetings, events, to colleagues or as 
christmas presents don’t hesitate to contact us. 
you can find us at:
www.birdersagainst.org
@birdersagainst
facebook.com/BawcuK

BAWC’s
3Rs

of Wildlife Crime

The idea behind BAWC is very simple.
Every day thousands of people like us go out into the countryside looking for wildlife.
We are skilled and alert observers.
We actively seek out areas that the general public don’t often visit.

WWe use powerful optics and many of us carry a camera and/or a smartphone.

What if we became “eyes in the field”, watching out not only for wildlife but also for wildlife crime?
This would mean that every time someone was about to 
This would mean that every time someone was about to commit a wildlife crime, they would have to look over their shoulder to make sure that they weren’t being watched, photographed or filmed.

Wouldn’t that tip the balance back in favour of our wildlife?

Recognise

Record

Report

Who we are
Report Form

If you want more information about BAWC, our 3Rs, or other campaigns such as Hen Harrier Day, you can find us here : 

birdersagainst.org              @birdersagainst 

facebook.com/BAWCUK  

If you want to donate
to help print more
leaflets and spread the wordplease click on the QR box

When

Where

Who

What Happened

Any Evidence

Your Contact Details

Recognise Record Report

A Wildlife Crime is any action which contravenes legislation 

governing the protection of wild animals and plants

In the UK this includes :
  

Killing, injuring or taking wild birds

 

Persecuting or harming
Persecuting or harming ANY species of Bird of Prey – through 

poisoning, trapping, shooting, or the disturbance of any nest 

and/or theft of any chicks
 

Taking, possessing, destroying or trading in wild birds eggs

 

Damaging or disturbing the occupied nest of any wild bird

  

Illegal trapping or snaring of wild animals

 

Hunting ANY mammal with more than two dogs

 

Hare Coursing – chasing and/or killing hares with dogs

 

Badger persecution – including baiting, snaring, shooting and 

Badger persecution – including baiting, snaring, shooting and 

disturbance of setts
 

Killing, injuring, taking or disturbing ANY species of wild bat or 

damaging or destroying a roost whether occupied or not

 

Freshwater pearl mussel poaching - they are completely 

Freshwater pearl mussel poaching - they are completely 

protected and it is an offence even to lift them off the river bed

 

Disturbing or harming cetaceans - dolphins, porpoises, whales

 

Stealing wild plants

Wildlife Crime does not include :

  

Incidents involving domestic animals

 

Wild animals that have been involved in road traffic collisions

If you come across a wildlife crime scene, for example a dead 

bird or object that may be related to a wildlife crime, every piece 

of information is, or might be, important. It needs to be recorded 

properly and accurately for the authorities to have a chance of 

prosecuting an offender.

Before you do anything, it is very important NOT TO :

 disturb the scene by walking around unnecessarily – small 

pieces of evidence (cigarette ends, footprints, the marks left by 

a spade etc) may be lost or trampled into the mud or grass.

 move any items at the scene – the exception being if they 

are likely to disappear before the police arrive when we can 

collect them as evidence.

 touch any dead birds or animals. They may be poisoned 

baits or victims of poisoning. Many poisons (eg Carbofuran) are 

extremely dangerous to you as well as wildlife in even very 

small amounts and can be absorbed through the skin.

 approach anyone you suspect of committing a crime – they 

may be violent and/or aggressive.

 do anything illegal – leave crime to the criminals!

Once you are sure that it is safe to do so :
Once you are sure that it is safe to do so :

 Make a note of the date and time and take photographs or 

video of the scene using a mobile phone or camera. Or make as 

accurate a sketch as possible.

 If photographing an object try to use a coin or a notebook for 

scale – providing it won’t disturb the crime scene.

 Note the location as accurately as possible, preferably using 

a grid reference. If the crime is in an urban area note the 

address or any other recognizable description of the location

 If in the countryside take wide angle photographs of any 

landmarks (a tree, a distinctive fence line, a hill) that might help 

officers relocate the crime scene. Imagine you were trying to find 

the same site again – what information might you need?

 If possible try to cover any items, say with vegetation, to 

make them safe – don’t disturb the crime scene though!

BUT :

 Don’t mark the site, for example with a white plastic bag. 

This may alert the offender that someone has found the site

Reporting a wildlife crime (or even a suspected wildlife crime) is 

important for two reasons: 

If the event is still happening, it may enable the criminals to be 

caught ‘in the act’, meaning a higher chance of prosecution 

If the event is over, a report can still help to build up a more 

accurate picture of what might be happening in a specific 

location or across the country as a whole.

The Report Form on the back of this page, together with the 

The Report Form on the back of this page, together with the 

hints on this leaflet’s Record page will help make sure you 

report the details an investigator will find useful.

If the crime or suspected crime is still taking place

  Call 999 immediately and ask for the Police. When you are 

connected to the Police, ask to speak to a  Wildlife Crime Officer 

and make sure you get an Incident Report Number.

Don’t approach suspects yourself as they may react violently.

If the crime or suspected crime is no longer taking place

 Do not call 999 as this is an emergency number only.

  If you would like to call the Police, please use the national 

non-emergency number 101, or call your local police station.

If you would prefer to get advice before calling the Police, you 

can contact the following :

  Crimestoppers                             0800 555 111                      

  The RSPB                                   
 01767 680 551

  The RSPCA                                  0
300 1234 999            

  The Scottish SPCA                       0300 0999 999

 The League Wildlife Crimewatch   01483 361 108
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bird reports

Abberton reservoir by david wimpress 

Bird reports May–October 2018

all the photos appearing in the following Bird reports section have appeared on our website, it is disappointing to 
see that there have been few or no photos posted from some areas of the country.

The society wishes to thank all the members that contribute to these reports and the members that collate 
them together to give a ‘feel’ for the species that are seen throughout the different areas and habitats around the 
county.

Most notes published in this section of Essex Birding are gathered by individuals or groups of other local birders. 
some records come from logs, kept at wildlife trust and other centres. casual birders, as well as experienced and 
proficient field observers and some professional naturalists, have access to these, so logs have been carefully 
checked and in some obvious cases ‘unlikely’ sightings will have been expunged at that stage. records of some 
commoner species added to logs by members of the public visiting a site may be happily accepted, but there is 
still potential for errors and mistakes. Therefore, as always, the advice is read, enjoy but recognise that while 
almost all news is accurate, authenticated records will appear only in the Essex Bird Report. For the Langdon Hills & 
Thameside and Wat Tyler reports, Andrew Cox has used a few records from the Southend RSPB website; Graham Mee 
has given permission for this. 

Many thanks are expressed to all those who make the effort and report their sightings, to the diligent log 
scrutinisers and not forgetting the dedicated reporters and to those birdwatchers who share their records with 
them. if not done so already can you please send all your relevant records for 2018/2019 to the senior county 
recorder, Mick tracey (EBwsrecorder@gmail.com), not forgetting to use the six-column ‘Excel’ format to make 
things easier to process the thousands of records received.  when submitting records, please look at the society 
website or the most recent Essex Bird Report to see whether any full descriptions are required in the case of 
species which are currently considered rare or vagrant in the county. Thank you.

This report has been composed in 
the latest specific order with 
comments where appropriate and 
the dates of passage migrants, less 
common and rarer birds as 
recorded, mainly on the Society 
blog. Commoner species present 
but not meriting special mention 
are listed at the end. Please note 
that wildfowl and wader numbers 
reflect only the observations of 
visitors and WeBS count results may 
well contain far greater numbers: 
these will appear in the 2018 Essex 
Bird report

Barnacle goose single geese 
reported on July 21st and august 
20th.
[emperor goose] Three were seen 
on July 21st
egyptian goose Many sightings 
including a pair with nine young 
and 54 counted on July 8th, 44 on 
august 1st with 20 still present in 
mid-october. 
[Black swan] single adults were 
reported on May 2nd and 24th and 
4th, 15th, 16th and 28th august 
and 19 and 20th september.
shelduck 14 were present on May 
1st but subsequently only one or 

two reports of pairs and single 
birds into June with one in august.
Mandarin duck single birds were 
seen from may20th-22nd, a young 
bird in wigborough Bay on July 
30th and a drake on september 
20th.
wigeon The earliest returning 
birds were seen on august 3rd and 
no more than three were seen that 
month. september saw increases 
from mid-month onwards when 
60 were present on the 16th and 
90 three days later. There was a 
peak of 200 on october 4th and at 
least 50 remained through the 
month. 
garganey spring passage birds 
were seen on May 6th (two); 
21st-25th (pair) and June 1st.The 
first autumn bird was seen on 
august12th, three on the 15th, a 
female on the 16th and another 
with two young birds on the 18th 
with one more on the 24th.
in september there were sightings 
of single birds on the 16th, 19th 
and 22nd.
teal a single drake on July 4th was 
most unseasonal.
pintail a single drake was present 
from July to 28th. Eight had 

appeared on august 31st and in 
september numbers built in 
wigborough Bay to 122 by the 
23rd, peaking at 140 by october 
9th. 50 were still about on the 
22nd.
red-crested pochard first 
reported on July 1st with up to five 
present through to mid-august. 
The regular autumn gathering then 
took place, mainly in wigborough 
Bay where in september between 
ten and 20 were present, fewer 
than in 2017.
ring-necked duck a drake 
returning to full plumage after 
moult was seen on august 14th 
and almost certainly the same bird 
was reported on september 20th, 
and october 4th and 19th.
Ferruginous duck a male was first 
reported on august 4th and was 
present though difficult to find at 
times until october 1st. usually in 
hide Bay among many ducks, 
‘pinning it down’ was somewhat 
complicated by a Aythya hybrid 
also often there which had a 
parent of the same species! 
goldeneye Two on July23rd and 
august 9th appeared to be a 
female with an immature male.  

the essex Birdwatching society 
identification panel (eBsip) 
 simon woodn

Nordic Jackdaw (sEan nixon)

The identification Panel currently consists of six 
members who are, david acfield, russell neave,  
sean nixon, Bob Pease, Paul wood and myself.

we are tasked by the society to assess records of 
scarcer Essex birds and decide whether, on the 
evidence presented, that the record is acceptable or 
the identification not proven. The last three words 
are important, in that we are not there to say your 
identification is wrong, simply on the evidence 
presented the species cannot be identified.

with the digital photography revolution in full 
swing there are a lot more photographs of scarce or 
rare birds being taken. This has certainly helped the 
Panel, but we are keen to stress to all observers that 
all their observations are keenly sought, and that all 
we require in most cases is One pHOtOgrApH 
and that’s all, no writing, just a photograph. Provided 
the species is identifiable then that is all we want. 
Even if it is a photograph on a website, please just 
send us a link and we will do the rest. we are keen to 
encourage many more records to be sent in.

here are this year’s statistics –

records requiring descriptions or a 
photo considered by EBsiP 

102

records accepted 99 (97%)

records where id not proven   3 (3%)

records sent to British Birds rarities 
committee for consideration

4 

The number of ‘lost’ records, i.e. those for which no 
photograph and/or description was received by the 
Panel, numbered in the hundreds in 2016, which is 
really a great shame. i would strongly encourage 
people to send in their scarce bird photographs and 
descriptions promptly, so that a more complete 
picture of occurrence can be detailed. some 
species are more prone to lacking a 
photo/description e.g. Black Brant, 
great white egret, goshawk, 
Honey Buzzard and indeed these 
species make up a fair percentage of 
the missing records.

The disappointing thing, for both the society and 
the observer, is that any observation of a scarce or 
rare Essex bird not backed up by a description/
photograph will not be published in the annual Essex 
Bird Report, which is a real loss for everyone.

To summarise, therefore, a record will be accepted 
and published in the Essex Bird Report if it meets the 
following criteria:
•	 Where	a	full	description	and/or	photograph	has	

been provided and the identification accepted by 
the identification Panel.
•	 Where	the	bird	has	been	seen	by	multiple	

observers, has occurred regularly on rare Bird 
alert/Birdguides etc. and many photos appear 
on-line. The record will be marked mo (many 
observers) in the Bird report.
•	 Where	the	bird	has	been	accepted	by	British	Birds	

rarities committee (BBrc), suffolk 
ornithologist’s group, london Bird group or 
hertfordshire Bird group.
•	 The	bird	has	been	trapped	and	ringed.

having reviewed the assessment process, the Panel 
concluded that wanting either notes or descriptions, 
depending on species, is confusing. Thus from now 
on, just descriptions are requested.

having reviewed the current species that the Panel 
request descriptions, the following have been 
removed from the list from the beginning of 2018:

great white egret
Yellow-legged gull
pomarine skua
raven
Yellow-browed warbler
water pipit
Lapland Bunting

The Panel hopes to become more proactive in 
future, and with that in mind is currently looking at 
identification characteristics for siberian Chiffchaff 
and “nordic” Jackdaw with a view to reviewing 
Essex records, and hopes to look at other sub-
species in future, particularly Coal tit and 
continental Black-tailed godwit. we meet twice a 

year with most of our deliberations on-line via 
file sharing facilities. 
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a single bird was reported on 
september 23rd.
red-legged partridge sightings of 
single birds on May 4th and august 
11th surely do not reflect this 
species presence accurately.
Little grebe single birds were 
seen on June 2nd and 7th and pairs 
on the 13th and 23rd. after a 
single bird on July 8th, it was not 
until september that this species 
was recorded again, this time 
with14 on the 12th. Ten were 
present on october 9th.
Black-necked grebe a single bird 
on september 24th and 25th.
gannet a juvenile, over hide Bay 
early on september 11th put up 
every bird present before drifting 
away northwards. on the 24th two 
juveniles were seen flying north 
over the dam towards friday 
woods at 08:00. 
Cormorant The breeding colony 
continued to achieve success, 
evidenced by numbers of young 
birds among the 350 strong 
post-breeding gathering loafing on 
the north-western spit opposite 
the EwT centre on august 9th.
grey Heron There were nine nests 
reported at the heronry and 
several young birds were about by 
early June- on the 10th ten were 
on the heronry with ‘plenty of 
nearly full grown chicks on nests’.
purple Heron an immature bird 
appeared on september 1st and 
was present but elusive for the 
following 30 hours...
great white egret now no longer 
a red-letter sighting with one to 
three in the summer months and 
ten on two occasions in early 
september and at least six still 
present on october 22nd.
Bittern one was seen at the 
western end on september 2nd.

Little egret There were at least six 
nesting birds in the heronry and 
the largest count was of 69 birds 
on august 20th.
Cattle egret The damp field 
opposite Billetts farm was the 
scene for the appearance among 
the grazing beasts of three and 
later four of this increasing species. 
They were present from september 
9th to 12th and apparently roosted 
both with cormorants and the two 
other species of egrets present!
glossy ibis one on May 9th and 
then autumn sightings on august 
14th and 24th and probably the 
same bird from the 26th to 28th.
Osprey a poor passage year with 
one on august 27th, another on 
september 5th and the last on the 
27th.
Marsh Harrier a male was present 
on and off up to June 16th. a 
juvenile appeared on august 5th 
and a male and an immature male 
were seen on the 15th, a female on 
the 18th, two birds on the 24th 
and one on 29th. in september 
birds were reported on the 1st, 2nd, 
5th and 12th with three present on 
the 20th. october reports included 
a male on the 4th, two males on 
the 6th with an immature female 
and three males on the 21st.
red Kite single birds were reported 
on May 9th, June 2nd and 23rd, 
august 2ndand 4th and october 
12th.
sparrowhawk single birds were 
seen on august 5th, september 
4th, and 12th and two on the 24th 
while a female was reported on 
october 21st. a female was 
surprised by three observers as she 
stood over a Jay she had pinned 

down near hide Bay hide 
mid-morning on september 19th. 
she fled and the Jay flew off 
leaving a scattering of pink down 
feathers!
Common Buzzard reported 
regularly with ten on May 1st, and 
nine on June 2nd being the highest 
number seen together.
Oystercatcher There were a few 
single birds with a pair on May 
20th and three on the 26th. The 
last reported were four together 
on July 21st.
Avocet a single bird on august 
21st.
golden plover a single bird was 
seen on september 19th with 
autumn arrivals the 200 reported 
on october 22nd.
Lapwing a breeding wader but in 
very small numbers with success 
reported by one observer who saw 
a pair with two chicks on June 
11th. autumn increases began 
with 20 present on July 11th but 
only one juvenile was found in 30 
seen on august 11th. numbers 
grew in early september with 70 
by the 12th and counts of 200 on 
the 15th and half that number on 
the 24th.in october 550 were 
reported on the 9th and 500 on 
the 16th. 200 were present on the 
22nd.
grey plover one on october 9th.
ringed plover a double-peaked 
autumn passage with the first four 
seen on august 20th and 36 
present on the 29th. The soft 
banks below abberton church was 
the popular site in september 
where there were 35 on the 5th, 
The reservoir held six on the 8th, 
two on the 22nd and five next day. 
The second movement resulted in 
67 counted on the 24th. Just three 
were reported on october 4th, 
eight on the 9th and ten on the 
22nd.
Little ringed plover up to six 
adults were present through May 
with a [pair seen copulating on the 
14th. on June 11th a pair with 
three well-grown young was 
reported. Two juveniles were 
among eight seen on July 8th. 
fourteen were present on the 23rd 
and five on august 1st and 10th 
the last were on the 21st.
Black-tailed godwit after the 
first bird appeared on July 30th 

there was a small number reported 
into august with eight on the 3rd; 
then numbers built rapidly after 16 
appeared on the 20th with 51 by 
the 28th in september numbers 
increased rapidly to 80 by the 20th 
and120 on the 24th. There were 
150 present on october 11th and 
195 on the 16th.
Curlew single birds on september 
22nd, 24th and 25th: probably the 
same individual.
whimbrel spring passage birds 
were present on May 1st (nine), 
4th (seven), 6th and 7th (one). The 
only autumn record is of a single 
bird o august 1st.
spotted redshank Three on the 
12th and five on the 22nd 
september were the only passage 
birds this year.
greenshank spring passage birds 
were present on May 1st (six), with 
single birds reported from the 4th 
to 11th. returning July birds were 
two on the 5th and 30th with 
singletons on the 7th and five next 
day. Two were seen on august 2nd 
and one on both the 12th and 
31st. The second movement 
occurred in october with three on 
the 9th and 22nd and single birds 
on the 11th and 16th.
redshank Two were present on 

July 21st after which single birds 
were recorded on the 28th, on 
august 2nd, 15th and 28th, 
september 19th, october 19th 
with two seen on the 22nd.
Common snipe first reported on 
august 9th (one) and then the 
same bird from the late spring 
passage birds were present on May 
1st (six), 7th, 22nd to 25th. single 
birds were present on september 
11th, 12th and 15th and five from 
the 22nd to 26th and on october 
4th.
Little stint single birds were seen 
on august 9th and 28th, 
september 4th and two on the 
22nd with one still present to the 
25th.
sanderling This irregular visitor 
was seen on May 23rd, June 5th 
and august 5th.
turnstone unusual in this period 
was the bird seen on september 
23rd.
Common sandpiper Three were 
present on May 1st and then single 
birds seen on five occasions that 
month may have been a lingering 
individual. returning birds 
appeared from July 20th with up 
to seven present to month’s end. 
in august passage birds were seen 
on eleven days with a maximum of 

nine on the 15th.The last two 
passed through on september 8th.
wood sandpiper a spring migrant 
was seen on May 4th. autumn 
returning birds were present on 
July 21st, 23rd and 30th. in august 
there were two on the 5th and 9th.
green sandpiper one appeared 
on July 7th after which between 
two and six were present up to 
september 11th. following this 
single birds were seen regularly up 
to october 11th with two on 
september 16th and 22nd and 
four on the 24th.
dunlin fewer reported this period 
with six on september 5th, one on 
the 22ndand 15 on the 24th and 
then nine on october 22nd.
Curlew sandpiper one was in 
wigborough Bay from september 
22nd to 25th.
ruff five appeared on July 1st but 
then to september 9th only one to 
five birds were seen. The 9th 
produced eight and there were 
then 15 on the 12th, ten on the 
19th and 14 on the 24th with 
smaller numbers on days between. 
in october there were 14 present 
on the 9th and a dozen on the 
12th.
grey phalarope one present on 
october 23rd and 24th.

 Ferruginous Duck (Paul chaMBErlain)

Great Cormorant (PETEr hEaTh)
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plus two more seen on the 15th. 
returning autumn migrants were 
present on august 8th and 27th 
(two) and on september 1st, 
10th, 19th and 22nd.
Cetti’s warbler singing birds 
were reported in all months at 
the western end of the site from 
close to layer Breton causeway.
sedge warbler a singing male 
was present on May 22nd and 
24th and it or another sang on 
June 13th.
reed warbler reported in song 
from the western end reedbeds 
on numerous dates through May 
(with two on the 7th) up to June 
13th when three were reported. a 
late bird was seen on august 
20th.
willow warbler singing males 
were present on May 1st and 
23rd and June 3rd (3). one was 
calling on august 5th and two 
seen on the 26th.
Chiffchaff Three singing males 
were present in early May with 
single singers on several 
occasions into June. There were 
occasional reports of individuals 
thereafter but the last record, of 
five on september 24th, may 
have been evidence of passage.
Lesser whitethroat Two singing 
males were present on May 1st 
and one on the 6th and 12th and 
two again on the 22nd. after 
another report of one on the 
26th a pair with young was 
present on June 13th. august 
produced sightings of two on the 
9th and 28th plus single birds on 
the 18th and 20th.

august 15th when 50 were 
counted and next day c100 were 
on the filter beds at the 
waterworks with other wagtails. 30 
were seen on the reservoir on the 
18th and around ten to a dozen 
thereafter into september with a 
peak of 45 on the 12th. numbers 
then fell away to five by the 19th 
and a blip of 20 on the 20th was 
the last vestige of a considerable 
passage.
grey wagtail Two juveniles were 
at layer Breton causeway on June 
26th. There were six on the 
reservoir filter beds on august 17th 
and one at layer Breton causeway 
on september 20th. 
song thrush only one breeding 
period bird was reported (June 2nd) 
plus a late songster on august 5th 
and it would be helpful if observers 
logged this declining species.
nightingale The most reported 
singing birds were six and it 
appeared that there were three 
established territories in the old 
road woodland west of the EwT 
reserve centre and possibly two at 
the western end. no records were 
logged after the first week of June.
stonechat Two were near Billets 
farm on July 1st. Three were 
reported on october 4th and a pair 
was by the EwT reserve centre on 
october 22nd.
whinchat Two spring migrants 
were seen on May 1st and autumn 
returnees on august 27th and 
october 10th.
wheatear late spring passage 
birds were a greenland race bird on 
May 1st and another on the 4th 

estimated present in early May and 
it reports indicate that at lest six 
held territories through the 
breeding season. There were ten 
present on several occasions up to 
June 21st but 30 reported on the 
13th were exceptional after June 
there were few sightings.
sand Martin 15 were counted on 
May 1st.after this only two on July 
3rd and ten on the 28th and a 
single bird next day ‘troubled the 
scorers.’ up to ten were seen in 
early august but there was a peak 
of 50 on the 26th and 30 plus on 
the 28th. Two larger passing flocks 
were seen on september11th-12th 
(30) and 20th (50) and 12 on the 
24th were the last reported
swallow 60 present on May 1st.six 
pairs were nesting on in Billetts 
farm buildings in June with two 
fledged juveniles present by the 
13th. numbers increased from 
10th august with 72 counted on 
the 24th and c100 on the 26th 
reducing to 30 in the next two days. 
70 were present on september 
11th, then 200 next day. 50 were 
counted on the 15th after which 
numbers declined rapidly with just 
nine on the 23rd with ten next days 
the last reported.
House Martin on May 1st 50 were 
present. only one or two were 
reported until late august with six 
on the 24th. september saw large 
passage days; these were the 12th 
with c150 present, 21st with 51 
counted and 24th when 200 were 
present. no late birds were seen.
Meadow Pipit The first reported 
was a single bird on august 9th. 
one was near the reserve centre on 
august 30th. Ten were present on 
september 11th-12th, three on the 
21st with an increase to 30 on the 
24th.
white wagtail one on May 1st 
and another on august 27th.
pied wagtail common throughout 
but a count of c1000 on the 
reservoir filter beds on august 17th 
was remarkable.
Yellow wagtail There were few 
pairs during May but breeding 
clearly occurred since juveniles 
were about with two on June 6th 
the first reported and several more 
later. however, totals seen 
remained six or fewer on any one 
date, but there was a surge from 

abberton from hide Bay hide on 
september 25th.
Little Owl seen in abberton 
church graveyard on May 7th.
great spotted woodpecker 
single birds were reported on six 
occasions.
green woodpecker after two 
were seen on May 1st, single birds 
were reported on seven occasions 
and two again on June 13th.
Kestrel a regular sight with both 
male and female hunting on many 
dates and two or three reported 
several times. five were together 
on september 15th and a first 
winter bird identified 
subsequently; the only evidence of 
breeding.
Hobby reports of single birds on 
16 occasions through to the last 
seen on september 24th with one 
chasing swifts on June 26th and 
one catching dragonflies on 
september 1st. Two were seen 
together on august 18th.
peregrine after one was around 
the pumping station on May 6th 
and 7th it was not until august 
15th that this species re-appeared. 
after almost daily sightings 
through to month’s end, including 
of an immature male and when 
one bird was back at the pumping 
station, at least two were about to 
the end of the period and with a 
male, a female involved and on 
september 24th three birds had 
been present.
raven one seen soaring over the 
site on May 14th.
skylark Ten singing males were 

august 1st (one) and there were 
two on the 14th, nine next day two 
on the16th, four on the 18th and 
20th and one on the 27th. Two 
appeared on september 11th and 
12th and six on the 16th. Two more 
passed through on the 19th and the 
six present on the 21st and 22nd 
were the last of the year.
Cuckoo at least two regular males 
and a hepatic female present 
throughout May and last male 
calling was heard on June 13th. one 
was seen on august 27th.
swift with much fine, warm and 
settled weather during much of the 
period there were no mss 
gatherings this summer, though 
high-flying counts of c100 were 
made in May and June. The last bird 
was recorded on september 11th.
turtle dove sadly, only a single 
purring bird was present on May 
12th and 19th and one, possibly 
two were seen and heard on august 
1st and 5tth near the heronry.
stock dove 20 on May 7th, 25 on 
september 15th and 22 on the 
19th were the largest reported 
totals.
Kingfisher Three sightings in the 
breeding period, all from layer 
Breton causeway were followed by 
regular reports of single birds 
always from this area from July 
30th through to the end of the 
period under review. There were 
two birds on august 5th, 15th and 
september 16th and 22nd with 
three seen on the 24th.
short-eared Owl seen sitting on a 
fence post this afternoon at 

Mediterranean gull an adult on 
June 11th and another on 23rd 
and one seen on the 18th.and the 
last recorded 24th september.
Little gull one immature bird was 
present on May 20th.
great Black-backed gull 
unusually, a first summer bird was 
present on May 1st.
Lesser Black-backed gull among 
four adults present on May 1st was 
an intermedius race bird.
Common gull first reappeared on 
august 15th with three on the 
18th and a young bird was seen on 
20th and one or two were present 
into october.
Common tern Breeding pairs 
appeared established from the 
previous period and 95 were 
counted by one observer on May 
1st.were present. 90 were present 
on July 31st but in both cases it is 
likely that passage birds were 
present since between these dates 
counts did not exceed 30 birds. 
.Peak total was 105 on august 1st. 
after this 17 was the largest 
number reported and the last of 
the summer was seen on 
september 24th. Breeding results 
will appear in the 2018 Essex Bird 
report.
Arctic tern Two were seen on May 
1st and headed off north-east. The 
other record was of two on 
september 5th.
Black tern spring passage birds 
continued to pass through with 
four on May 12th and single birds 
on the 13th and June 1st. nine 
were reported on May 29th. 
autumn birds first appeared on 

Garden Warbler (daVid halE)

Kestrel juv. (PETEr hEaTh)

Black Tern juv. (sEan nixon)
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Yellow wagtails in the area.
on the 12th, on the st lawrence 

to howe weBs route, Osprey, 
Hobby, 550 swallows, 90+ House 
Martins, two swift, four 
wheatear, 13 Little, three 
sandwich and nine Common 
terns, 1587 Oystercatcher, 280+ 
Black-tailed godwit, 70 
Bar-tailed godwit, c370 Curlew, 
three Common sandpiper, 12 
Little egret. and another four 
wheatear at Marsh house.

15th, Bradwell obs. seven Marsh 
Harriers including two juveniles; 
36 Common terns flying south; 
two adult Hobbys; female 
peregrine; 100 swallows and 30 
Yellow wagtails. Plus, a Little Owl 
adult and juvenile on the 14th.

on the 16th a short-eared Owl 
was in over deal hall sea wall. The 
22nd was a good day at the obs., 
with a spotted Flycatcher in the 
trees above the feeders. also 100 
swallows, 600 House Martins, 60 
sand Martins, 70 Yellow wagtail, 
three wheatear, 35 whitethroat, 
12 Lesser whitethroat, 120 
Linnet, 45 Corn Bunting, a tree 
pipit flying over, 12 Little tern, 25 
Common tern, and an adult 
female Merlin.

farm hedges.
The July highlight was the 

sighting on the 1st of the Power 
station peregrine pair with two 
fledged young! another notable 
record came from Blue house 
farm, where two ravens were 
heard and then seen flying n-s on 
the 19th. same date and place, 
there were seven Little ringed 
plover on round Marsh. 

Meanwhile migration was 
starting again, with sightings of 
whimbrel, Common sandpiper 
and counts of up to 180+ Curlew, 
360+ Oystercatcher, 100+ 
redshank. swallow totals were 
also regularly now in three figures, 
presumably augmented by fledged 
juveniles, but a max. count of 291 
does not indicate a good year for 
this species. wheatears made 
their re-appearance on the 31st, 
individuals at Blue house farm 
and deal hall. 

Butterflies continued to enjoy 
the heatwave, including 30 Brown 
argus and a white letter 
hairstreak at othona on the 23rd.

notable records in August were 
on the 1st, at Bradwell, two 
juvenile willow warblers in the 
obs. garden, and a count of 35 

were soon busy breeding, and 
around the fields, thicket and 
borrow dykes of Bradwell singing 
males included 12 skylarks, ten 
sedge warblers, four reed 
warblers, four Blackcaps, eight 
whitethroats, one Lesser 
whitethroat, nine corn Buntings, 
14 reed Buntings. and two tawny 
Owl chicks in the thicket, and the 
Peregrine pair back on the Power 
station.

June by contrast was a much 
quieter month, most of the 
interest coming from the weBs 
counts, with high numbers of 
Herring, Black-headed and Lesser 
Black-backed gulls, 
Oystercatcher and Curlew, and 
counts of 100+ swallows and 50+ 
swift logged. raptors were Marsh 
Harrier, Buzzard, Kestrel and 
peregrine. The weBs counters 
were also counting butterflies; 84 
Meadow Brown, 46 small heath, 
31 common Blue and 13 green 
Veined white.

a Buzzard pair were displaying 
over woodland at Mark farm, 
implying that they breed there. 
Yellow wagtails and skylarks also 
bred in the fields, with about 12 
whitethroat territories in the 

Linnet 20 were still present on 
May1st and a similar number was 
reported on the 7th. on the 24th 
two pairs were established on 
territory and on June 13th 12 pairs 
were present with two nest 
building. six were seen together on 
the 21st. but the first flock of the 
autumn, reported on september 
12th comprised 40 birds. 150 were 
near Billetts farm on october 9th. 
Present regularly and without need 
for comment:
Birds known to have bred this 
period asterisked: graylag goose*, 
Canada goose*, Mute swan*, 
gadwall*, Mallard*, shoveler, 
pochard, tufted duck, great 
Crested grebe*, pheasant, 
Moorhen*, Coot*, Black-headed 
gull*, Feral rock dove, wood 
pigeon*, Collared dove, Jay, 
Magpie, Jackdaw, rook*, Carrion 
Crow, Blue tit*, great tit*, 
Long-tailed tit, robin*, 
Blackbird*, starling, dunnock, 
pied wagtail*, Chaffinch 
greenfinch and goldfinch*.

13th four juveniles were seen at 
the church site where numbers 
built up in the post breeding flock 
to 12 by october 11th. ones and 
twos were reported around the 
farm into late september.
Corn Bunting Three were seen on 
May 1st and it appeared from 
singing males present that there 
were at least four territories to the 
south of the site, at Billetts farm, 
two to the south of the B1206 near 
garr house farm and to the 
south-west of layer Breton 
causeway. another singing male 
was reported from the area to 
gwen’s hide on May 27th. The now 
regular flock at abberton church 
built up in september with 50 
present on the 24th and 30 on two 
later dates in october.
reed Bunting Three singing males 
were present in the area of the 
EwT reserve during May. Ten 
territorial males were counted on 
June 13th.
Brambling Two flew over calling 
on october 9th.

Common whitethroat Eight 
singing males were present on May 
1st. Four birds were present on May 
5th with single birds on the 12th 
and 19th and three on the 24th. in 
June a pair with young was seen on 
the 13th and four birds were 
counted on July 1st. in august there 
were sightings on the 9th (two), 
26th and 29th. a late bird was 
recorded on september 19th.
Blackcap seven singing males were 
counted on May 1st. Two singing 
males were on territory in the 
woodlands by the old road through 
to early June. There were a single 
record for July 1st, in august two 
were seen on the 3rd and on bird 
was present on september 24th. 
The last was seen on october 1st.
garden warbler a singing male 
was reported on May 20th and June 
3rd.
Yellowhammer abberton church 
and the area close to Billetts farm 
held territorial males with three 
around the church and at least one 
for a time near the farm. on June 

dengie peninsula by Judith ross

May  The arrival and passage of 
northbound migrants filled the 
entire month with interest, 
starting on the 1st with a wood 
sandpiper in deal hall main 
dyke; wheatears, three at 
Burnham wick and two at Blue 
house farm (one a possible 
greenland race), four more at 
Bradwell on the 3rd. 
whitethroat, in double figures 
and already singing at Burnham 
wick, Bradwell and Mark farm, 
Tillingham. willow warbler, two 
at Burnham wick on the 1st, and 
a Bar-tailed godwit on the 
crouch. Hobby, two at Blue 
house farm and one at Bradwell 
on the 1st and 9th respectively. 
Yellow wagtail, 12 at deal hall 
on the 6th, four at Bradwell 
including a pair carrying nesting 
material on the 9th.

ruff, greenshank, male 
garganey, Arctic tern and 
whinchat were also reported 

from Blue house on the 1st. 
whimbrel, four at Bradwell on the 
3rd, two on the 13th; on the same 
day, the obs. list included Brent 
goose, nine Common scoter, 
sanderling, Mediterranean gull, 
Common and Little terns, three 
House Martin and two 
Chiffchaffs.

on the 9th at Marsh farm 
country Park, a Honey Buzzard 
was seen drifting east, low along 
the crouch valley; on the same 
afternoon there was a great 
white egret at deal hall. 30 
swifts were seen flying north over 
Bradwell on the 23rd.

Probably the best day at deal 
hall was the 25th, when a female 
red-backed shrike was found in a 
hedge near the thicket. along with 
four spotted Flycatchers, Lesser 
whitethroat, a short-eared Owl 
flying over coates, three 
greenshank, four Avocet and four 
Little egrets.

resident and migrant species 

Brent Goose (siMon cox)

Great White Egret (daVid acfiEld)
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on October 2nd, at Burnham 
another Osprey was seen, ‘cruising 
south over the crouch’ at 16: 43; 
plus, an immature shag off the 
quay earlier that day. on the 4th 
the two ravens were back at Blue 
house farm, showing well on the 
field in front of the 2nd hide. 

Brent geese numbers were 
gradually building, 111 on the 
weBs count on the 14th. likewise, 
wader totals, 9200 Knot, 100 
Oystercatcher, 4100 dunlin, 12 
sanderling.

a Yellow-browed warbler was 
in the obs. garden at 09:30 on the 
17th.

deal halls’ list for the 23rd 
included a Leach’s petrel and a 
pomarine skua, both flying s.E; an 
adult male and immature female 
Hen Harrier; four Kestrel, three 
Buzzards, female Merlin, two 
peregrine, Barn Owl, ten redwing, 
30 Little egret and another 200 
Brent; and on the 26th, two gt. 
white egrets flying s.w.

at Bradwell, on the 24th there 
was a purple sandpiper on the 
barges off sales’ Point, and another 
short-eared Owl in; and on the 
27th, excellent views of a siberian 
Chiffchaff in trees in the othona 
car park.

on the 27th there were 40 
Fieldfare in the bushes along the 
borrow dyke between st lawrence 
Bay and stansgate. and to finish 

up at deal hall, which had a 
snow Bunting and 

short-eared Owl on the 
28th; and two snow 

Buntings and two 
swallows on the 

31st. 

seen throughout the month, plus a 
few warblers and increasing 
movement of hirundines, peaking 
on the 26th with a passage, 
recorded from the obs., of 1200+ 
House Martins and 800+ 
swallows, in pulses throughout 
the day. incoming were Merlin on 
the 17th, 19th and 28th, another 
short-eared Owl and 15 Brent 
geese at deal hall on the 28th. 
also seen from deal hall, on the 
21st, a Manx shearwater flying 
north, nine Little and five Arctic 
terns.

another exciting record from 
our Man at deal hall was of two 
Common Cranes flying south on 
the 24th; along with a list 
including three scaup, ten 
Common scoter, 28 gannet, 
Arctic skua, sandwich tern, three 
rock pipit and two stonechat.

There were still plenty of 
butterflies around, including large, 
small and green-veined whites, 
small Tortoiseshell, clouded 
yellow, small copper, small heath, 
common and holly Blues, red 
admiral, speckled wood and silver 
y moth.

on the 24th at Blue house 
farm, a Bittern dropped into the 
reeds in front of the 2nd hide, and 
it was seen again on the 29th, 
(with Cuckoo, whinchat and 
wheatear also reported) and 
30th, moving between the 2nd 
and 3rd hides. on the 28th there 
was a wood sandpiper at Blue 
house, and also on the 29th at 
coney hall were two short-eared 
Owls, plus another two 
whinchat and two wheatear.

on the 30th there were six 
Little stint at high water in 
clements green creek, and on 
the 31st to round off the month 
two immature female scaup and 
two Velvet scoter were seen 
from deal hall.

on september 4th at Blue 
house farm an adult male 
Montague’s Harrier flew past the 
3rd hide, where there were now 
two wood sandpipers in view. 
on the 5th an Osprey flew past 
Bradwell obs., with another 
sighting on the weBs survey on 
the 9th.

on the 6th, Blue house farm 
again, a great white egret was in 
the sw of the reserve near the 
sea wall. on the 7th, a juvenile 
pied Flycatcher was in the 
spinney in Marsh farm country 
Park, with another at Bradwell in 
the othona thicket on the 9th.

on the 13th in the morning the 
Bittern was back at Blue house 
farm, ‘showing well’ in front of 
the 2nd hide, along with two 
Cattle egrets! These were 
presently joined by two more, the 
four of them accompanying the 
farm cattle.

individuals of wheatear and 
whinchat continued to be 

Foulness island by dr Chris Lewis

please note that weBs counts are available on the FaBs group website: 
https://sites.google.com/site/foulnessareabirdsurveygroup/

Common Tern (PETEr hEaTh)

Please note that weBs counts are 
available on the faBs group 
website: https://sites.google.
com/site/
foulnessareabirdsurveygroup/
Breeding Birds
93 species were recorded during 
the 3 months May to July. of these 
69 species bred or probably bred 
and a further 3 species possibly 
bred in 2018.

as has been the case for several 
years our surveys on foulness have 
been hampered by limited 
numbers of people available; 
havengore / new England island 
was not visited north of the spine 
road in May or June and once 
again no survey was carried out on 
Potton island. coverage was 
consequently incomplete. 
reported numbers of breeding 
pairs should be regarded as the 
minimum number present and will 
be a significant underestimate for 
many species.

2 pairs of Mute swan were seen 
with 2 young each in July. 4 pairs 
of greylag were seen with 14 
young. 27 pairs of Canada geese 
produced 38 juveniles. a feral 
Barnacle goose remained with 
the non-breeding Canada goose 
flock throughout. 29 pairs of 
shelduck were seen with 87 
juveniles. 1 pair of gadwall was 
seen in May but not subsequently. 
There was no evidence of breeding 
teal this year but a female 
shoveler was seen with 7 young 
on new England island in July. at 
least 23 pairs of Mallard were 
seen with 32 juveniles. 7 pairs of 
pochard were recorded with 33 
juveniles and 3 pairs of tufted 
duck with 9 juveniles.

6 pairs of Little grebe bred this 
year and 6 juveniles were reported.

The heronry at East newlands 
continues to be in decline, now 
down to just 4 occupied nests of 
Little egret and probably 3 of 
grey Heron. 1 pair of little Egret 
bred at wakering stairs.

Marsh Harrier have been 
suspected of breeding in recent 

years, but this year it was 
confirmed with a nest found and 
2 young ringed and subsequently 
fledged. sparrowhawk, Buzzard 
and peregrine were all present 
during the summer but there was 
no good evidence of breeding in 
the foulness area. 3 pairs of 
Kestrel were recorded and there 
were 2 sightings of Hobby 
(migrant) in May and June. 

7 pairs of Moorhen and 12 
pairs of Coot bred.

Breeding wader numbers were 
similar to last year and remain 
relatively low: Avocet 7 pairs 
with 11 juveniles; Oystercatcher 
46 pairs, redshank 18 pairs, 
Lapwing 4 pairs and ringed 
plover 1 pair. 

The main Black-headed gull 
colony this year was on the 
scrapes at fishermans head 
where 70 occupied nests were 
counted; unfortunately there was 
no survey of the new England 
creek “tern” raft, where there is 
usually another colony present. 
The roof-nesting large gull colony 
in the fleet area had 19 pairs of 
Herring gull and 2 pairs of 
Lesser Black-backed gull. 

There was no good evidence of 
any species of tern breeding on 
foulness this year, with few 
sightings of Common and 

sandwich terns and none of little 
Tern.

numbers of turtle dove 
continue to recover in the foulness 
Point area and at wakering stairs 
with 12 singing birds reported, and 
the Cuckoo population also 
remains strong with an estimated 
23 pairs.

we are only aware of 2 pairs of 
Barn Owl this year and a Little 
Owl sighting on 30th June 
suggests the possibility of 
breeding. 

4 pairs of green woodpecker 
were seen with 3 juveniles but, as 
in 2017, no great spotted 
woodpeckers were reported 
during the breeding season.

The following passerine records 
are worthy of mention, though 
nearly all were recorded in lower 
numbers than in 2017: skylark 
-81 singing males; House Martin 
– 12 occupied nests; Meadow 
pipit – 10 pairs; Yellow wagtail 
– 18 pairs; nightingale – 7 singing 
at wakering stairs; stonechat 1 
pair; song thrush (3 pairs); Cetti’s 
warbler 3 pairs; sedge warbler 
- 5 singing; reed warbler 15 
singing; Blackcap 14 singing; 
Lesser whitethroat – 9 singing; 
Common whitethroat – 179 
singing; reed Bunting - 23 pairs; 
Corn Bunting - 17 pairs.

Wheatear  
(daVid halE)
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August
noteworthy from the weBs count 
on 12th were: 121 Little egret, 10 
Marsh Harrier; 27 whimbrel; 16 
green sandpiper; 92 
greenshank and a feral Bar-
headed goose. a stone Curlew 
seen on 25th was the first record 
of this species for foulness.
september
The weBs count on 9th produced 
60 Mute swan; a new record high 
count of 1304 Canada geese 
(though some double counting is 
probable); the only Little tern 
record of the year; 8 whinchat 
and 8 wheatear
October
There was a serious dearth of 
observers during october and 
nothing exceptional to report. Shoveler (siMon cox)

Hanningfield reservoir by david Acfield

May
a grasshopper warbler was heard 
at the entrance to crowsheath on 
the 3rd and Hobbies arrived in 
force during the first week with up 
to six being reported regularly. a 
Black-necked grebe near the 
north lagoon on the 8th raised the 
usual hopes of breeding, the 
Oystercatchers were attempting 
to nest on the island, despite its 
small size and possibly six pairs of 
Common terns seemed settled on 
the rafts. conversely, the apparently 
settled pair of Marsh Harriers had 
given up by mid-month. six 
Common sandpipers were by the 
west Bank Pier on the 9th with four 
more on the 19th, the first Black 
tern of the year arrived on the 11th 
with another on the 22nd and a 
Mediterranean gull was present 
on the 27th. The first of two broods 
of red-crested pochards was on 
the north lagoon the following 
day.
June
a turnstone was on the island 
from the 3rd for a few days and a 
redshank was on the south 
lagoon wall on the 7th with the 
first Painted lady. on the 13th two 
broods of Common pochard were 

on the north lagoon where the 
first juvenile Bearded tits were on 
the wing on the 18th. The 
Oystercatchers were still present 
throughout the month but there 
were no reports of any young. 
water levels fell rapidly from mid 
month and two Common 
sandpipers on the 23rd, a 
redshank the next morning, a 
Little ringed plover on the 26th, 
three Black-tailed godwits on 
the 27th and five redshank on the 
29th all suggested the return 
passage was under way. a dunlin 
landed briefly on what was left of 
the island on the 30th.
July
The early wader passage continued 
during the first two weeks with a 
few redshank, greenshank and 
Black-tailed godwit. five 
sandwich terns rested briefly on 
the island early on the 5th, four 
Avocets were reported on the 6th 
and a lone ruff was present on the 
11th. Yellow-legged gulls always 
return in early July and an adult 
duly turned up in fishing lodge 
Bay on the 12th. up to four were 
then regularly recorded with one 
or two adults virtually ever present 
until the end of october. a juvenile 

Mediterranean gull was amongst 
the Black-headed on three dates 
between the 12th and the 20th. a 
dunlin was in fishing lodge Bay 
on the 13th and Common 
sandpiper passage began in 
earnest the next day when the 
weBs counters found fifteen with 
numbers increasing to over thirty 
at the end of the month. after a bit 
of a lull mid month wader passage 
picked up on the 24th with 19 
Black-tailed godwits, six green 
sandpipers, a ruff and a dunlin 
around the hides. a juvenile 
Avocet dropped in on the 28th 
and a juvenile Little ringed 
plover was near Point hide the 
next morning. on the insect front 
Purple hairstreaks were numerous 
this year, a white-letter hairstreak 
was at the dipping Pond on the 
18th and both southern Migrant 
hawker and willow Emerald were 
reported.
August
The first two garganey arrived in 
fishing lodge Bay on the 1st and, 
in what was an excellent month 
for the species, numbers rose to 
seventeen by the 5th which is 
probably the highest count since 
the nineteen in 1996. significant 

september
Black terns were moving on the 
Thames on the 1st and 12 were on 
the reservoir with smaller numbers 
over the next few days and two 
remaining until the 8th. “atlantis” 
had appeared and over the month 
Black-tailed godwits continued 
to number over a 150, spread 
around the large areas of mud with 
up to four Little stints, eight 
Curlew sandpipers, 20 dunlin, 
60 ringed plovers and 16 ruff. 
on the 6th a red Kite and a 
wheatear were seen from the 
causeway and two spotted 
Flycatchers were in the plantation 
on the north dam on the 9th 
when the weBs count found one 
remaining garganey. The usual 
september gathering of red-
crested pochards seemed less 
obvious this year but the weBs 
counters found 44. on the 11th a 
juvenile Little gull and the first 
goldeneye were off “atlantis” and 
a second great white egret was 
reported from the causeway Pool. 
Both then stayed, usually on the 
west Bank, until the 21st. a 
spoonbill was found in west 
hanningfield Bay on the 13th and 
it then obligingly relocated to the 
causeway until the 16th. despite 
the recent increase in records for 
the county, this is probably only 
the 8th record for the reservoir, the 
4th since 1991 and the first since 
2013. a juvenile peregrine was a 

The first two Black terns of the 
autumn arrived on the 20th when 
five Avocets were on the island 
and a Little tern was reported the 
next day. a juvenile Marsh Harrier 
lingered around the island on the 
24th, a wing-tagged bird was 
reported on the 26th and Hobbys 
made their usual post-breeding 
reappearance at the end of the 
month and were recorded well into 
september. 16 redshank joined 
the godwits off the causeway on 
the 25th and a Knot was in front of 
Point hide briefly the next 
morning. The month ended with a 
great white egret which took up 
residence in fishing lodge Bay.

counts continued in the days to 
follow with four staying until the 
25th. wader passage was notable 
on the 4th with over 20 Black-
tailed godwits and double figure 
counts of both redshank and 
green sandpiper plus turnstone, 
ruff, dunlin, Little ringed plover, 
Curlew sandpiper and 
sanderling. a glossy ibis joined 
the godwits on the 5th; probably 
only the second record for the 
reservoir after the one-day bird in 
2004, it was present, on and off, 
until the 8th. another Curlew 
sandpiper was with three dunlin 
and two turnstone on the 6th 
when ten Avocets flew into 
fishing lodge Bay and Black-
tailed godwit numbers topped 50 
the following morning; they were 
to double again by the 10th. a 
golden plover spent a couple of 
days around the hides from the 
7th and a peregrine flew round 
the island; another was reported 
on the 27th. a Black-necked 
grebe was in rawl hide Bay for a 
few days from the 8th when a 
Barn Owl was flushed from near 
the nest box. another sanderling 
was reported on the 9th and a few 
dunlin and ringed plovers were 
present from the second week. 
Three Black-necked grebes were 
in rawl hide Bay on the 14th and 
over the next couple of weeks up 
to six were present there and in 
fishing lodge Bay with three 
remaining well into september.

Little Ringed Plover (EMMa roBinson)

Reed Warbler (daVid acfiEld)
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regular visitor into october, often 
perched on ”atlantis”, two 
Bar-tailed godwits were in west 
hanningfield Bay briefly on the 
14th and a spotted redshank 
arrived on the 15th with a second 
reported the next day when three 
more Black terns flew in. another 
was present on the 18th and an 
Arctic tern was in the west 
hanningfield Bay on the 21st. a 
red Kite flew over on the 25th 
and two stonechat, not at all 
common at the reservoir, were on 
the north lagoon on the 29th.
October
at the start of the month there 
were still good numbers of 
Black-tailed godwits around the 
reservoir with a few ringed 
plovers, ruffs, green sandpipers 

and dunlin, mainly on “atlantis” 
but most of the waders had left by 
the end of the month. a wheatear 
was on the west Bank on the 1st 
and a water pipit was amongst 
the increasing number of Meadow 
pipits on the 3rd. Little egrets 
were regular visitors with a highest 
count of twelve on “atlantis” on 
the 3rd. a Marsh Harrier flew into 
the north lagoon reeds on the 5th 
and others were seen there on a 
few dates during the month.  
stonechat numbers there had 
increased to four by the 7th with 
two remaining for a week or so. a 
couple of Black terns stayed for a 
few days from the 12th and two 
great white egrets reappeared 
on the 14th with a first winter 
Mediterranean gull. as ever, the 

red-crested pochards had all 
left but where do they winter? a 
Cetti’s warbler was being heard 
regularly on the north lagoon at 
this time and both great white 
egret and Black-necked grebe 
were reported from the 
causeway on the 20th. The egret 
was still there the next day when 
the first redwings were on the 
reserve. a juvenile scaup was 
regularly reported off the 
causeway in the last week, a 
Brambling was amongst the 
finches on the 27th and a 
red-throated diver circled the 
reservoir in heavy rain on the 
28th when a Little stint was also 
present. finally, the red deer herd 
seemed to be flourishing with a 
count of eighteen on the 13th. 

Langdon Hills and thameside nature park 
by Andrew Cox & southend rspB website (graham Mee)

May
Two Mistle Thrushes appeared at 
laindon west on the 1st, with a 
lesser whitethroat at langdon 
hills next day.

Present up around westley 
heights area on the 3rd were two 
green woodpeckers, three 
nuthatch, a treecreeper, four 
swallows, two male goldfinches 
and single males of greenfinch 
and goldcrest. 

Three nuthatches and a 
treecreeper present again at 
westley heights on the 12th 
included a pair of the former at 
their nest hole. Two or three 
Common whitethroats sang;  a 
reed warbler was singing from a 
miniscule patch of reeds next to 
the visitor centre next day.

Birds of prey appeared over 
laindon west on the 19th: three 
Common Buzzards, two 
sparrowhawks and a Hobby. four 
swifts, five goldfinches and two 
greenfinches were also seen. Two 
Hobbies graced the skies above 
laindon west on the evening of 
the 23rd; one flew over my back 
garden, at rooftop height. Quite 
possibly one of these, and a 

sparrowhawk, showed here again 
on the 26th.

Two green woodpeckers, 
nuthatch and treecreeper were 
recorded from langdon hills on 
the 27th, when a peregrine 
appeared over my back garden. 
next day five active great 
spotted woodpecker nests were 
discovered, from the westley 
heights/lincewood area, with 
three singing goldcrests and a 
Coal tit. Eight swifts over my 
back garden.

a nightingale at stanford 
warren on the 1st could be heard 
singing all month; two were here 
on the 3rd and 15th. other records 
on the 3rd included Cuckoo and 
Barn Owl.

reports from Thameside on the 
6th comprised 118 dunlin, six 
ringed plovers, eight whimbrel, 
two turnstones, two Common 
terns, a Cuckoo and a male 
stonechat. a Mediterranean gull 
and four Yellowhammers were 
here on the 9th, with Marsh 
Harrier and Bearded tit being 
seen at stanford warren. a 
Kingfisher was here on the 22nd, 
with one at Thameside the day 

before; a nightingale was also 
reported from this site.

records from the stanford area 
on the 24th included peregrine, 
Hobby, four Black terns, four 
Yellow wagtails, two 
Yellowhammers and a Corn 
Bunting. Two Mediterranean 
gulls were at Thameside where, on 
the 27th, there were ten Common 
terns, 61 ringed plovers, 17 grey 
plovers, 15 dunlin, Cuckoo and 
wheatear.
June
records from langdon hills on the 
1st included a Hobby, three song 
thrushes, three Common 
whitethroats and three 
goldfinches. These from the 
dunton Plotlands. Hobby and 
seven swifts were noted on the 
3rd.

a Hobby was also noted from 
laindon west on this date, as were 
at least four Common Buzzards 
and eight swifts. Broad-bodied 
chaser and common darter 
dragonflies were seen in my 
garden. at least 15 swifts were 
over the dunton Plotlands on the 
17th, with two Mistle thrushes 

and a Bullfinch noted from 
lincewood.

at least five green woodpeckers 
were recorded from the EwT’s 
Marks hill and willow Park on the 
22nd and included a nest with at 
least two young. one was clinging 
to the tree just outside of the nest 
hole; the other was still inside. 
other birds included five singing 
Common whitethroats (all in 
willow Park), two goldfinches, 
Bullfinch and Coal tit. 

reports for Thameside included 
nightingale and Cuckoo on the 
4th, with ringed plover, three 
Yellowhammers and a Corn 
Bunting. nightingales were also 
reported from stanford warren on 
the 6th and 14th, with Kingfishers 
here on the 11th and 12th.

Thameside on the 17th saw seven 
teal present, in addition to 11 
Avocets, five ringed plovers, 
Mediterranean gull, Yellow-
legged gull and two Cuckoos 
(male and female). a Little ringed 
plover was here on the 21st, as was 
a green sandpiper and 23 swifts. 
a Kingfisher was seen again at 
stanford warren.

July
on the 1st, up on langdon hills, at 
least three green woodpeckers 
were in addition to five or six 
nuthatches, three-plus 
treecreepers, three goldfinches 
and a minimum of ten swallows.  
sparrowhawk and Common tern 
were also noted. another 
sparrowhawk appeared over 
laindon west, as did three 
Common Buzzards and at least 12 
swifts.

at least five treecreepers 
recorded next day came from 
westley heights and Marks hill. a 
Coal tit was also noted. 

on the 7th a Hobby and three 
Bullfinches.   Two Common terns 
fished the lake at dunton on the 
14th. 

langdon hills on the 21st saw 
two green woodpeckers, 
nuthatch and treecreeper.  
swifts laindon west numbered 
25-30.

lincewood and the Plotlands on 
the 27th held at least five 
Bullfinches, two-plus 
treecreepers and three swallows.  
Many hirundines and swifts over 

westley heights were in addition 
to three nuthatches and a 
treecreeper.

reports from Thameside on the 
5th included two Mediterranean 
gulls, 20 Common redshanks, 
six Curlews, 15 Avocets, six 
skylarks, seven Common 
whitethroats and five Lesser 
whitethroats. seven sedge 
warblers at stanford warren were 
in addition to two Bearded tits.  a 
Little ringed plover was here on 
the 8th, as were 41 Curlews, 29 
Black-tailed godwits, a 
Common gull and six Yellow-
legged gulls.

August
langdon hills had a small share in 
the influx of pied Flycatchers 
early in the month, with one at 
westley heights on the 10th. also 
noted here were at least four 
Common whitethroats, two-plus 
willow warblers, three 
treecreepers and at least 15 each 
of swallow and House Martin. 
These last attracted the attention 
of a Hobby; possibly two.

a Hobby was also seen from the 

Greenshank (daVid halE)
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16th comprised Black-tailed 
godwit, Avocet, dunlin, ringed 
plover, Common redshank and 
Curlew. There were three each of 
greenshank and turnstone, while 
moving upriver along the tideline 
20 Common terns had been 
joined by at least six Black terns.

counts on the 22nd revealed 258 
dunlin, 73 ringed plover, 202 
Common redshank, 73 Curlews, 
505 shelducks, 149 teal, 1427 
Black-tailed godwits, six 
turnstones, three grey plovers 
and two greenshanks. singles of 
Common snipe and Common 
sandpiper were noted, with five 
Yellow-legged gulls, ten great 
Crested grebes and five Little 
grebes. a wheatear was noted; 
hirundines included at least 36 
swallows, 30 House Martins and 
ten sand Martins.

over 1000 Black-tailed 
godwits on the 28th made a fine 
sight as they headed en-mass for 
their roost as the tide came in. a 
solitary greenshank was active 
and noisy, flying above my head at 
no great height at one point. a 
Kingfisher sat by the sluice and 
three Arctic skuas settled on the 
water briefly before heading 
upriver. 
October
Two Kingfishers were active and 
noisy on the dunton lake; on the 
5th. Two Common Buzzards and a 
sparrowhawk were seen, while 
other bird records included 
goldcrest, Coal tit, treecreeper 

from coombe wood on the 14th, 
in company with a mixed flock of 
tits (including at least one Coal 
tit). Two nuthatches and two 
treecreepers also tagged along.

Two nuthatches and a spotted 
Flycatcher were again present in 
coombe wood on the 21st. also, 
around the westley heights area 
generally were a Common 
Buzzard, Hobby, two green 
woodpeckers, at least two great 
spotted woodpeckers, many 
hirundines, at least 12 goldfinches 
and four greenfinches. 

Two days later a Hobby (possibly 
two) graced the windy early 
autumn skies above laindon west. 

at least three Coal tits from 
westley heights on the 28th 
interacted noisily (possibly a pair 
had been encroached upon). Three 
green woodpeckers and three 
great spotted woodpeckers 
were recorded.

reports from Thameside on the 
1st comprised 40 Avocets and at 
least 20 dunlins, singles of 
greenshank and Yellow-legged 
gull; and ten Black terns. a 
Kingfisher was at stanford warren 
on the 5th, being reported 
regularly all month.

at least 100 Black-tailed 
godwits were counted on the 
mudflats on the 10th, as were 
40-plus grey plovers and 150-plus 
shelducks. a whinchat and a 
juvenile stonechat appeared in 
the nature park.

large numbers of waders on the 

dunton Plotlands on the evening 
of the 14th; with a sparrowhawk 
and two or three green 
woodpeckers.

Migrants were again recorded 
from the westley heights area on 
the 17th, including Common 
whitethroat and Blackcap; and 
notably a female redstart and a 
fly-over Yellow wagtail. Many 
hirundines were still here, while 
resident species encountered 
included Coal tit, goldcrest, three 
or four green woodpeckers and 
at least two great spotted 
woodpeckers. Birds of prey 
comprised two Common 
Buzzards and a sparrowhawk. 
large numbers of migrant hawker 
dragonflies could be seen. at least 
14 goldfinches were noted from 
the dunton Plotlands on the 24th. 
spotted Flycatcher and 
Kingfisher were reported.

counts from Thameside on the 
5th included 942 Black-tailed 
godwits, 27 Avocets, four 
whimbrels, four Knots, two 
dunlins and two Common 
sandpipers. other records 
included ten Little grebes, four 
Yellow-legged gulls and a flock 
of 140 goldfinches. next day 
seven egyptian geese were noted 
at stanford warren; as were 
Hobby and Kingfisher.

Eighty-three Common terns 
were out on the river on the 12th, 
with at least six turnstones on 
the foreshore. Ten each of Little 
grebe and great Crested grebe 
were counted. Little grebes 
numbered 12 on the 26th, with 30 
teal present. waders included 433 
Black-tailed godwits, 147 
ringed plovers, 48 dunlin and 
seven whimbrels. Two Arctic 
skuas and 41 Black terns were 
out on the river.
september
good numbers of swallows and 
House Martins were active 
around westley heights on the 
9th. Two green woodpeckers and 
three nuthatches were also 
welcome sightings; especially the 
latter, having been elusive during 
the previous month. lower down, 
lincewood held two 
sparrowhawks and a calling 
tawny Owl.

a spotted Flycatcher was noted 

Snipe (MaTT TurnEr)

grebes and seven Little grebes. 
Two Kingfishers at stanford 
warren on the 9th were reported 
on and off all month.
Two stonechats were again at 
Thameside on the 15th, with a 
Barn Owl noted; plus two great 
skuas, Common tern and a 
gannet on the river. The Barn Owl 
was seen again next day. 
Three unidentified tern species 
were reported on the 29th, with 
five grey plovers and 500-plus 
dunlin being present.

shelducks. next day at least 100 
goldfinches were in addition to 
200-plus Linnets, 16 skylarks, two 
green woodpeckers and a 
Kingfisher.

The 7th saw two female 
stonechats noted, with 47 
wigeon, 242 teal, two 
greenshanks, nine turnstones, 21 
Common terns, 22 Arctic terns 
(including a flock of eight adults), a 
sandwich tern, three gannets, a 
Merlin, a red-breasted 
Merganser, 11 great Crested 

and Bullfinch. 
up on langdon hills on the 11th, 

from the westley heights area, 
were six green woodpeckers, 
three great spotted 
woodpeckers, two nuthatches, 
at least one treecreeper and 16 
redwings. The hornet’s nest in a 
big ash tree was still active.

Back at dunton/ lincewood, one 
Kingfisher was present on the 
17th, as were four green 
woodpeckers, 20 goldfinches, a 
Bullfinch and a Chiffchaff. a 
tawny Owl was calling from 
laindon west on the 18th; and was 
heard sporadically during the latter 
part of the month.

a peregrine flew over the 
Plotlands on the 26th, while at 
least 20 goldfinches were in 
coombe wood (feeding in ash 
trees) and at least five goldcrests 
around the area generally.

down at Thameside on the 5th 
were three Common terns, a 
Mediterranean gull, 
greenshank, 48 ringed plovers, 
1536 Black-tailed godwits, 229 
dunlin, 282 Common redshanks, 
six turnstones and 795 

Maldon Area by simon wood 

with a general reduction in local 
birders and quite a lot of my time 
taken up with the Bird Report and 
a few weeks holiday, there is less 
to report than normal. it has been 
pleasing to note that a few more 
locals are spending time locally 
and sending in their records. i’ve 
shortened ‘heybridge gravel Pit’ to 
‘the Pit’ and lofts farm gravel Pits 
to lofts farm throughout.
May
Brent geese always hang on quite 
late locally and there were 165 still 
around on 15th and 101 on 24th. 
a lone teal on dump Pool on 1st 
was the last of the spring. on the 
Pit, breeding duck numbers were 
generally low, and ultimately 
tufted ducks only managed 
about 3-4 broods and pochard 
failed to breed entirely this year. 
however, the pair of egyptian 
geese bred again. Mallard also did 

not have a good year on the Pit. 
There was a pair of grey 
partridges at Mundon on 26th 
May, proving the species is just 
about clinging on locally. four 
great Crested grebe were 
around on the Pit on 8th; one pair 
did stay and attempt to breed but 
no young were seen. a pair of 
displaying Marsh Harrier over 
towards osea road was an 
encouraging sign. red Kite 
continue to increase with sightings 
over chigborough lakes on 9th 
(the same bird being seen over 
Maldon) and 14th and again over 
Maldon on 20th. Buzzard were 
conspicuous by there general 
absence and clearly getting down 
to breeding. a water rail was 
calling from the main reed bed at 
the Pit on 8th. Two Avocet on the 
Estuary on 1st were the first for a 
while and were perhaps the regular 

breeding birds returning. 
unfortunately high water levels at 
the Pit did little to encourage them 
to stay and indeed this proved to 
be the only sighting until october. 
The majority of other waders had 
passed through by now but there 
were still 65 Black-tailed godwit 
around on 1st with five Bar-tailed 
godwit, 150 dunlin, two ringed 
plover, a Knot, two greenshank 
and a turnstone. a pair of 
redshank were displaying around 
southey creek on 7th and another 
on saltings off the Pit on 15th. on 
the 7th there were also 14 
whimbrel along southey creek. 
The 8th saw 20 dunlin and two 
greenshank at the Pit. Possibly 
the same great Black-backed 
gull was at lofts farm and the Pit 
on 1st and lofts farm again on 5th 
and along southey creek a few 
days later. The prospecting 

Swallow (sEan nixon)
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Mediterranean gulls at the Pit 
failed to settle down, the odd pair 
being seen until the middle of the 
month. Cuckoo numbers were 
probably on a par with last year, 
with 6-7 present around the Pit, 
including a rufous (hepatic) female, 
and about three around 
chigborough lakes, one of which 
was another hepatic female. a 
single turtle dove near the Mill 
Beach, heybridge, and another at 
the back of dump Pool, were the 
only May records after a blank 
april. This species is in a desperate 
situation. a tawny Owl was calling 
at hazeleigh wood on 6th May and 
a Barn Owl flew across the road 
near chigborough lakes fisheries 
on 7th; they have been particularly 
scarce since the late winter cold 
snap. swift were slow arriving but 
had eventually built up to 25+ over 
Maldon by the month end. Hobby 
were over chigborough lakes on 
3rd (two) and 5th and over lofts 
farm on 14th whilst its larger 
cousin the peregrine flew over the 
Pit on 4th and Maldon on 8th. a 
gathering of 130 Carrion Crow 
near iltney farm, Mundon was an 
unusually large concentration for 
the time of year.

There were 20 sand Martin over 
lofts farm on 1st along with 150 
swallow and 50 House Martin 
feeding on a mass insect hatch. a 
total of 40 singing male reed 
warbler were present on 8th 

around the Pit, one of highest 
counts recorded, whilst eleven 
singing sedge warbler was 
probably the lowest high count 
ever. Cetti’s warbler reached 
seven singing males, down on last 
years counts of 11+. Two Mistle 
thrush looked to be on territory at 
hazeleigh wood on 2nd, whilst a 
pair with two young were at 
langford on 11th. ultimately, two 
pairs nested in hazeleigh. a singing 
nightingale was on territory 
along the canal behind the Pit for 
much of the month (to 18th) and 
one was heard briefly at lofts farm 
on 24th. at hazeleigh wood, a 
total of eight singing males held 
territory much of the month. There 
were single Yellow wagtail at four 
locations early in the month, and 
seemingly becoming scarcer each 
year. Three Corn Bunting in fields 
near hazeleigh wood was 
encouraging, being the first 
summer records there.
June 
Very little to report. a lone Brent 
goose was still on the river on 9th 
and three male teal were on 
dump Pool the same day. a red 
Kite almost certainly summered 
nearby, being seen over hazeleigh 
woods on 1st, heybridge on 13th, 
chigborough on 21st and Broad 
street green road on 28th. a 
single Mediterranean gull was 
over Maldon on 10th. a Barn Owl 

was out hunting at lofts farm late 
evening on 22nd, a Hobby was 
over hazeleigh wood on 1st and a 
peregrine was over southey creek 
on 9th and the Prom on 25th. over 
36 swift were above the Pit on 1st 
and there were 30 House Martin 
over lofts farm on 14th. The 
month’s only turtle dove was 
along the canal side of the Basin 
on 14th, the third of the year. 
July
The month that sees the seasons 
turn and waders begin to return. 
There was a Brent goose on the 
estuary on 13th-14th, a 
summering bird or a rather keen 
autumn arrival? Two teal were on 
dump Pool on 9th with seven on 
19th when they were joined by 
two shoveler. Three further teal 
were on limbourne creek the 
same day. a single green 
sandpiper was on dump Pool on 
9th and two greenshank were on 
the river, with one on 14th. 
Black-tailed godwit had reached 
150 at the Pit by 14th and about 
700 were present by 23rd, roosting 
on the Pit, and about 20 Curlew 
were on the river on 14th. 
redshank had increased to 30 on 
14th and there were 13 dunlin, 
three early snipe, a whimbrel and 
ten turnstone all at the Pit on 
23rd. Bird of the month was the 
moulting adult Curlew sandpiper 
on the Pit on 28th, closely 

Redshanks (daVid acfiEld)

followed by a wood sandpiper 
there on 30th. Common 
sandpiper increased from two 
there on 14th to about 10 on 28th. 
The first three returning Common 
gull were on the river on 9th but 
once again no yellow-legged gulls 
were found. a Hobby dashed over 
the Pit on 13th and about 50 sand 
Martin were feeding low over the 
Pit on 28th with 40 swift. 1,000+ 
starling fed in fields by dump 
Pool on 9th. a turtle dove purring 
along the chelmer at langford on 
12th was just the fourth, and last, 
record of the year.
August
after the heat of late June and July, 
august was much cooler and 
cloudier, far more typical of an 
English summer! ducks were very 
thin on the ground, presumably 
skulking in reed beds moulting. 
small numbers of teal had began 
to appear on the Pit, with ten 
present by 21st whilst 50 were on 
dump Pool a day earlier and also 
33 tufted duck on 17th and 11 
shoveler on 21st. great Crested 
grebe appeared to have had a 
reasonable breeding season locally 
with 31, including quite a few 
young birds, on lofts farm on 
14th. Little egret numbers 
roosting on lofts farm peaked at 
95 on 16th. Bird of the month, and 
probably the year, was the 
spoonbill that appeared on 28th 
off heybridge Basin; unfortunately 
it didn’t stay around and flew 
south in the evening. needless to 
say, the writer was in the wrong 
part of the country at the time… a 
Marsh Harrier over osea 
causeway on 17th was 
presumably one of the local birds.

wader highlights on the Pit 
included an adult Little ringed 
plover on 8th and a couple of ruff 
that hung around from 8th-14th 
with a single until 21st whilst 1-2 
snipe were around all month with 
three on 11th. single green 
sandpiper were also present on 
14th, 20th and 21st whilst up to 
three Common sandpiper were 
also around at that time. on the 
Estuary off the Pit, there were four 
grey plover on 12th and ten on 
24th, 200 golden plover on 14th 
and 24th, 1,000 Black-tailed 
godwit (many of which roosted 

on the Pit) and the odd Bar-tailed 
godwit and 30 Curlew on 24th, 
plus 30 ringed plover on 20th, 
110 redshank on 21st and 200 on 
24th, 32 dunlin on 10th, a single 
summer-plumaged Knot on 12th 
and 25 greenshank on 7th. up to 
50 turnstone (on 12th) were also 
about and the odd whimbrel. Two 
green sandpiper were also on 
dump Pool on 10th and five on 
20th. The single great Black-
backed gull that had been seen 
on and off all year continued to 
put in appearances through the 
month whilst Common tern 
numbers were bolstered by 
juveniles, after a reasonable 
breeding season locally, about 20 
pairs apparently raising young. a 
Peregrine flew high north over 
heybridge on 20th and a Hobby 
was attracted to a large flock of 
hirundines over heybridge on 
10th. starling were flocking with 
the largest, about a 1,000 over the 
saltings on 12th. Passerines were 
on the move from mid-month 

with sand Martin regular 
throughout the month; indeed, 
they were more obvious this year 
than for quite a few. around 50 
were present on 8th and 12th but 
counts of 20-30 were regular at 
least until mid-month. swift 
seemed to clear out early this year, 
the last three being over 
heybridge on 14th. warblers 
included a fall of about 15 
willows at lofts farm on 13th, 
along with 15 Chiffchaff and five 
Lesser whitethroat, although the 
later were probably locals. also on 
that day, about ten Yellow 
wagtail were in fields near lofts 
farm with 10+ near dump Pool on 
20th. Three grey wagtail at 
Beeleigh weir on 6th was 
suggestive of local breeding. 
september
a quieter month locally, although 
this and october do always seem 
to bring an air of anti-climax to 
proceedings! gadwall began to 
appear mid-month with ten at 

Yellow Wagtail (siMon wood)
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until mid-month when there was a 
surprisingly high count, for such a 
late date, of 35 sand Martin over 
the Pit on 16th, whilst four days 
later there were 30 over lofts 
farm (with 50 House Martin). 
Most days say steady movements 
of swallows and martins high 
overhead but it was rarely possible 
to count them, even though they 
could be heard high above. counts 
of both 100 swallow and House 
Martin were noted over heybridge 
Basin on 9th. at least two Bearded 
tit were at osea road on 6th. 
warblers seemed to move out 
quickly as well this year, seven 
willow and eight Chiffchaff on 
3rd being the last real signs of any 
movement through the area albeit 
the last willow warbler locally 
was at lofts farm on 20th and 11 
Blackcap were at the latter site on 
the same day. chats have been 
extremely scarce this year; two 
wheatear on the old dump on 
11th and single whinchat and 
wheatear along southey creek 
on 17th was the sum total for the 
year. Yellow wagtail continued to 
move through in small numbers 
with ten at the Pit on 4th and 9th 
being the highest counts, the same 
day ten pied wagtail were there. a 
grey wagtail was over osea road 
on 6th and Prom Park on 9th and 
the first Meadow pipit of the 
autumn, a flock of six heading 
south, were over lofts farm on 
10th. apart from a flock of 23 
Linnet at southey creek on 17th, 
finch movements were not 
discernible. single Yellowhammer 
and Corn Bunting were in their 
traditionally favoured areas locally, 
in fields south of southey creek on 
17th. 
October
frustrating bird of the month was 
the Yellow wagtail (sp.?) that 
flew over The Pit on 2nd giving a 
rather hard and strident call. 
instead of carrying-on its flyover, it 
promptly lost height and landed; a 
few very quick photos were fired 
off (it was swaying around on a 
branch in the wind), and the result 
was that clearly it was a rather odd 
wagtail. see the photograph. what 
do you think? otherwise a fairly 
run-of-the-mill october. The first 

golden plover off The Pit on 3rd, 
although this had increased to 250 
by 15th, a lone Bar-tailed godwit 
there a day later, 50 ringed plover 
on 15th, the odd whimbrel and a 
single Knot on 4th as well. 
Common sandpiper were present 
in ones and twos round the Pit 
much of the month, whilst there 
were four green sandpiper on 
limbourne creek on 17th. Three 
snipe at The Pit on 15th was the 
month’s high count. The lone 
great Black-backed gull on the 
Estuary had been joined by two 
others by 9th. The start of the 
month saw Common tern chicks 
still fledging with the last birds 
taking to the air and leaving by 
middle of the month, with odd 
birds until 10th… tawny Owls 
were in good voice locally, three 
were calling on 15th at the 
northern end of the Pit and 
another was heard near osea road 
on 12th. Twelve stock doves were 
feeding in fields at osea road on 
6th. a Hobby was hunting over 
osea road on 6th and had a 
disagreement with a passing 
peregrine – how different their 
respective sizes when you see 
them together! Kingfisher became 
more widespread during the 
month with reports from at least 
three different sites.

hirundines continued to move 
through in generally small numbers 

chigborough lakes on 10th; no 
sign of breeding this year. pochard 
numbers remained low with just 
seven at chigborough lakes on 
10th whilst over at the Pit teal 
slowly increased to around 30 by 
the end of the month. The first two 
wigeon appeared on the Pit on 
4th with 15 two days later. an 
immature scaup was off Mundon 
sluice on 16th. Little egret 
numbers remained high with 60 
from osea road on 6th, the same 
day that the first six great 
Crested grebe were back on the 
river there. and finishing the 
month off in style a great white 
egret dropped in on northey 
island on 30th and was later that 
day seen off Maldon Prom. a 
female Marsh Harrier was over 
northey island on 4th with two on 
30th. five Common Buzzards up 
over Maldon on 29th may have 
been passing through, rather than 
locals. There were 40 Avocet on 
the river by 30th and Black-tailed 
godwit numbers reached at least 
1,500 by early in the month and 
remained throughout in high 
numbers. greenshank numbers 
also peaked in the month with the 
roost on the Pit peaking at 58 on 
4th. apart from 430 grey plover 
and 130 turnstone off osea road 
on 6th and 500 redshank off the 
Pit on 3rd wader numbers 
generally seemed low with just 70 

local Brent geese were very late 
in and didn’t turn up until 13th but 
numbers increased rapidly such 
that a week later there were 
perhaps 400-500 present. wigeon 
numbered 40 by 2nd, three 
shoveler were on the Pit where 
about 260 teal were roosting, 
with many more on the Estuary. 
gadwall had increased to about 
50 on 8th over on chigborough 
lakes. one pochard was on 
chigborough lakes on 8th. up to 
30 Little egret were present much 
of the month, although a sailing 
barge trip on 21st located at least 
80 roosting on northey island. The 
great white egret was seen at 
lofts farm on 1st. a female Marsh 
Harrier flew over the Pit and then 
Maldon on 2nd, heading who 
knows? Buzzard were moving 
through on 21st-22nd, with 
perhaps 15 heading south over the 
Blackwater on the later day. wader 
numbers remained unspectacular 
with around 1,300 Black-tailed 
godwit on the estuary on 2nd the 
most numerous, golden plover 

numbering some 800 on 2nd, 
Avocet had crept up to 45, and 
dunlin 100 and 40 ringed plover 
by 4th with Avocet reaching 120 
by 22nd. greenshank remained 
fairly numerous with about 25 till 
present on 2nd, although numbers 
fell as the month went on. Two or 
three snipe were present during 
the month, as was a Common 
sandpiper. Two tawny Owl were 
calling in heybridge on 31st. Two 
Kingfisher were round the Pit on 
4th. a peregrine was over 
heybridge and Maldon on 7th, 
whilst on the 22nd, there were at 
least three – a male out on 
northey and a female and young 
male over Prom Park. The 8th saw 
a small movement of 30+ skylark 
heading north over lofts farm on 
8th, whilst the last swallow locally 
were two over the Pits on 4th and 
hazeleigh wood on 5th. Bearded 
tit returned to The Pit early in the 
month with 3+ present on 2nd 
and six on 16th. warblers had 
largely headed south, but up to six 
Blackcap (4th at the Pit) were still 

present in the first week, as well as 
a similar number of Chiffchaff at 
the same location. Ten singing 
Cetti’s warbler at the Pit on 2nd 
was the highest count of the year. 
Three treecreeper at 
chigborough lakes on 8th was a 
good count. The first redwing 
(3+) and Fieldfare (2) were at 
chigborough lakes on 8th, as were 
two Mistle thrush and a small 
influx on song thrush and robin. 
Meadow pipit moved through in 
small numbers from early in the 
month, although the only 
double-figure count was 20 over 
the Pit on 2nd, the same day that 
the winter’s first rock pipit arrived 
there. a grey wagtail was at 
chigborough lakes on 8th. The 
first hints of finch arrivals were 
during the first few days of the 
month with a few more Chaffinch 
about than recently and a siskin 
over the Pit on 2nd whilst about 
20 Linnet flew over there too that 
day. a total of 25 Corn Bunting 
were at limbourne creek on 5th. 

Mersea island by steve entwistle

Lesser Whitethroat (daVid halE)

May
The 1st started with a red Kite 
flyover at strood hill, two 
wheatears along the Pye fleet, 
Little tern at Maydays and a 
summer plumage whinchat, ten 
wheatears and ten swallows at 
cudmore grove country Park.

on the 4th a peregrine, Hobby, 
Cuckoo, sedge warbler, two 
Common terns, 20 whimbrels, 
five Yellow wagtails and two 
swifts along the strood 
channel. on the 5th along the 
seawall two singing sedge 
warblers, three Yellow 
wagtails, two Yellowhammers, 
three reed warblers, three reed 
Buntings, wheatear, five 
whimbrel and six House 
Martins returned to farm house. 
The next day two singing 
nightingale behind oyster 
fishery the second year there (our 
only pair breeding now), Cetti’s 
warbler also same area five 

green hairstreaks at entrance to 
youth camping on the 7th. on 
the 12th along the strood 
channel one pair of Yellow 
wagtails, two Common terns, 
three Buzzards, sedge warbler, 
six singing reed warblers, 
Cuckoo and three+ swallows.  a 
good ten+ House Martins at 
Maydays farm house with 
Cuckoo nearby. on the 6th a 
willow warbler singing at 
oyster fishery (hope breeding) 
have not breed here for few 
years. Two great northern 
divers off esplanade on the 16th 
one in full summer and an 
immature one. Two Hobbies and 
Little Owl at the country Park 
on the 17th and a sand Martin 
there on the 22nd (not breeding 
these days), two sandwich terns 
off park on 24th, two turtle 
doves flew north over Pye fleet 
on 26th, the next day a red Kite 
flew over the strood. 

June
The month started with a 40 
swifts and two Little terns at the 
strood, two sandwich terns off 
the stone point next day. a 
Firecrest in a garden at firs chase 
on the 3rd and 4th. also, on the 3rd 
over 30+ House Martins on 
Maydays farm house. a red Kite 
(flyover) at East Mersea on the 5th, 
same day a turtle dove on ray 
lsland.  Three Crossbill flew over 
the Park cliffs on the 10th. Little 
Owl at Meeting lane on the 17th, 
a green sandpiper at Maydays 
and a Yellow-legged gull at Pye 
fleet on the 27th. 
July
Bobwhite, first heard at the park 
on the 1st and then seen on the 
4th (this caused fun identifying it). 
a Little Owl along east Mersea 
road also on the 4th and three 
Kestrel chicks ready to leave their 
box at the park. 25+ Purple 
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Flycatchers in the same area. an 
Osprey flying over the park on the 
24th and was seen up till month 
end on a post on geedon Marsh, a 
spoonbill flew passed the park on 
the 28th. The month ended with 
three spotted Flycatchers again 
down Meetings lane and a red 
Kite at the park on the 31st. 

August
a pair of ringed plovers with 
three chicks on the grazing fields 
at the park on the 1st. Two willow 
warblers at park and one along 
Bromans lane on the 3rd, two 
Hobbys at weir farm on the 5th, 
on the 9th at the park six+ Yellow 
wagtail, summer plumage Knot, 
100+ Black-tailed godwits, 
sandwich tern and a whimbrel. 
The next day 15 Curlew 
sandpipers off langenhoe Point. 
The first wheatear (strood) on 
the 11th and plenty of waders 
with ten golden, six grey plovers, 
50 Curlews, 150 redshank, ten 
dunlin also 150 House sparrows 
peaking with 200 on the 13th. 
also, on the 13th golden plovers 
now numbering 100+ and grey’s 
30+. on the 14th a spotted 
Flycatcher at the park, another 
one down Meetings lane on the 
19th, while looking for that l found 
a garden warbler which was seen 
again the next day. on the 21st 
and 22nd two spotted 

september
The Osprey was still on the post 
over on geedon Marshes and a 
juvenile Cuckoo at the park on the 
1st. Two wheatears, Cuckoo, 
water rail, 30 swallows, snipe 
and ten House Martins at the 
park on the 3rd. next day five 
sanderling and eight Common 
tern off stone Point. nearby, 140 
Curlew on the grazing fields at the 
park. The 5th three Common 
scoter off park, the Osprey flew 
low over the oyster fishery on the 
19th. a whinchat, five grey 
partridges, 25 Meadow pipits 
and Little Owl at the park on the 
24th. The next day a guillemot 
and a juvenile gannet flew passed 
by coopers Beach caravan Park.  
on the 27th a one pair stonechat 
and a Kingfisher at Maydays. The 
month ended with a Brambling at 
the strood. 
October 
along the strood channel on the 
1st 100 Black-tailed godwits, 

400 golden plovers, 16 Little 
grebes, a peregrine, 300 
Linnets, 25 of each skylarks and 
Meadow pipits and 1000 
starlings. on the other side of 
island at rewsalls Marsh a Merlin 
and three stonechats.  a 
red-throated diver offshore 
park on the 3rd. a grey wagtail, 
Little Owl, whimbrel at the 
park on the 5th, five siskins 
flyover, goldcrest, one pair 
Blackcap and two song thrush 
at The Park on 14th, next day two 
woodlark seen at Maydays. on 
the 16th redpoll flyover and a 
Brambling in park car park, two 
Little Owls there next day. on 
the 22nd along the strood 
Yellow-legged gull, a pomarine 
skua seen eating a Little egret 
off rat island on the 27th, the 
next day two short-eared Owls 
and three juvenile gannets off 
park. The report ended with a 
ring Ousel in with ten 
Blackbirds just before dark at 
The Park on the 29th. 

Spotted Flycatcher (PETEr hEaTh)

Bearded Tit (daVid acfiEld)

Metropolitan essex and Lea Valley by Howard Vaughan

May 2018 
May was relatively quiet with the 
continued increase in red Kites 
often dominating daily sightings. a 
late Osprey was seen over ongar 
Park wood on the 28th. There were 
still a few passage waders and 
terns to be seen with a late flurry 
of sanderlings, turnstones and 
Black terns through the lee Valley 
reservoirs with ten of the latter on 
the 24th being notable. six more 
were off grays the next day and 
seven Arctic terns and two Little 
terns were seen at gallions reach 
on 7th. The KgV also had another 
Little tern on the 6th and two 
more scoter on the 10th before 
relocating to the wm girling on 
the 13th. whinchats were noted 
at gallions reach (1st) and on 
wanstead flats (2nd) and the 
latter site had redstart (1st), tree 
pipit (3rd) and the first local 
spotted Flycatcher of the year. a 
couple of pairs were soon back at 
traditional locations. similarly, 

scarce birds included turtle 
doves in the Mardyke and at 
north weald common, a Quail 
out on orsett fen (20th) and 
grasshopper warblers reeling 
at four sites. The now resident 
female smew was loitering with 
the intent to summer on friday 
lake!
June 2018 
The now resident female smew 
lingered on seventy acres till at 
least the 5th and further down 
the lee Valley a pair of superb 
Long-tailed ducks at 
walthamstow reservoirs (21st) 
drew admirers.  
The crossness Bonaparte’s gull  
got to the Essex side on the 25th 
and Mediterranean gulls were 
noted over grays and Beckton. 
sixteen pairs of Little egret  
nested successfully in warren  
gorge and grey partridges were 
encouragingly seen in the 
ingrebourne Valley, aveley and  

near upminster. red Kites were 
recorded almost daily...
July 2018 
an immature spoonbill in the 
ingrebourne valley on the 10th 
and 11th was a great patch first 
and a whimbrel through there on 
the 29th was equally notable. The 
KgV reservoir continued its good 
run with two male scaup (from 
the 6th), five scoter (8th), a high 
of 21 Common sandpipers 
(20th), turnstones (21st and 
27th) and a Little stint (31st). 
five Black terns were seen on the 
26th with singles on the 27th and 
31st while juvenile 
Mediterranean gulls sere noted 
on several dates. down Valley 
there were 21 Black-tailed 
godwits on walthamstow 
reservoirs on the 20th and a 
wood sandpiper spent three days 
from the 16th on the relief 
channel of the wm girling. a 
sandwich tern overflew there on 

hairstreaks on the 5th. on the 8th 
at the park two pairs of tufted 
ducks one with six and one with 
seven, also two broods of pochard 
with seven and eight clicks, also 
there 30 swallows and two sand 
Martins there. along the strood 
on the 13th a sandwich tern, 20 
Curlews, Hobby, 50+ House 
sparrows (seen to be doing well 
at Mersea). on the 14th at 
Maydays a Corn Bunting, 35 sand 
Martins, eight Linnets, four 
greenshank and a shelduck with 
seven ducklings. on the 10th nine 
greenshanks, 20 Brown argus and 
two Painted ladies seen at 
Maydays. Three Mistle thrushes 
seen regularly along Bromans lane 
and The Park at month end. on the 
27th a nightingale was showing 
near oyster fishery. on the 28th 
over on langenhoe ranges a 
Curlew sandpiper, two green 
sandpipers, Common sandpiper, 
Bearded tit, 200 Avocets and a 
Marsh Harrier with four juveniles 
recorded.

Mistle Thrush (MaTT TurnEr)
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the first date. down on the Thames 
the Bonaparte’s gull was at 
creekmouth on the 1st and there 
was a steady increase of Yellow–
legged gulls at Thames Barrier 
Park with up to a dozen by the 
16th including many immaculate 
juveniles. several Mediterranean 
gulls and a 3cy Caspian gull 
were also seen there. fifteen 
Common sandpipers were seen 
at gallions reach (13th) and 
others were up the lee at Bow 
creek. another juvenile 
Mediterranean gull was on 
wanstead flats on the 7th and the 
nearby Park held a record 18 Little 
egrets on the 22nd. The warren 
gorge colony contained 61 birds 
at roost.
August 2018
pied Flycatcher was the passage 
passerine of the month with at 
least 16 recorded in the area with 
12 sites getting lucky. spotted 
Flycatchers and whinchats were 
well spread but there were only a 
couple of redstarts seen at 
wanstead flats (13th) and fairlop 
(24th). The flats had tree pipits 
on the 4th and nearby leyton on 
the 6th and 14th. wood warbler 
is a very scarce passage bird 
nowadays so to have four was 
exceptional. The first and last were 
in the ingrebourne Valley on 1st 
and 26th and Bedfords Park (6th) 
and dagnam Park (8th) scored the 
other two. a wryneck was seen on 
the off reservoir (31st) but it was 
the red-backed shrike on the 
flats from the 28th that drew the 
crowds. an Alpine swift with 
three Common swift on the 2nd 
over gidea Park was a bonus for 
some garden time and a nuthatch 
was out of place on walthamstow 
Marsh on the 7th. great white 
egrets were seen in the 
ingrebourne Valley on 12th and on 
the KgV on 10th where the 

Black-necked grebes reached 
three by the 18th. a scoter and 
two turnstones were seen there 
on the 16th. a spoonbill over 
harold Park was a surprise on the 
22nd and a perched raven in 
dagnam Park on the 24th was 
equally appreciated. inland wader 
passage was slow but green 
sandpipers were in usual haunts 
and a Black-tailed godwit on the 
flats on 4th was somewhat 
incongruous. down on the Thames 
an Osprey was seen at gallions 
reach on 25th and the next few 
days there saw a good passage of 
terns that was not mirrored down 
river with 42 Arctic, 400 
Common, 44 Black, 19 sandwich 
and three Littles noted! 
september 2018
The wanstead flats red-backed 
shrike lingered until the 7th but it 
was generally quiet with 
redstarts on the 5th, 6th and two 
and 7th, tree pipit (8th) and 265 
Meadow pipits (22nd) being the 
highlights amongst a smattering 
of warblers, whinchats and 
spotted Flycatchers. The quartet 
of rainham gannets on the 24th 
flew over the city of london 
cemetery and a Yellow-browed 
warbler (29th) was an excellent 
early season find. pied 
Flycatchers were seen on 
walthamstow Marsh (two on 3rd) 
and in the ingrebourne Valley (1st) 
where tree pipit (16th) and red 
Kite (19th) were also noted. a 
redstart was seen at dagenham 
chase (2nd) and warren gorge did 
well with wryneck (7th) and ring 
Ouzel (25th). Firecrests were 
seen in dagnam Park, highams 
Park and warley and there were 

whinchats and spotted 
Flycatchers reported from a good 
number of sites. Early redwings 
were noted over the Mardyke on 
the 10th where a great white 
egret continued to make sporadic 
appearances with sightings on the 
3rd and 10th and two on the 7th. 
another was touring the lee valley 
and was noted over walthamstow 
reservoirs (4th) and wm girling 
reservoir (30th) while there were 
also two records from gallions 
reach in Beckton on the 2nd and 
6th. some notable tern 
movements were had at the latter 
site with 30 Black and three 
Littles on the 1st, regular small 
numbers of sandwich terns and 
good counts of 20 Arctic terns on 
the 12th and 27 on the 16th. a 
Little gull was also seen (2nd) and 
a juvenile gannet headed up river 
(24th) while Ospreys were noted 
on the 23rd and 30th. a Black-
necked grebe was on the KgV all 
month and a garganey took up 
residence in the relief channel 
from the 15th. four wood 
sandpipers through walthamstow 
reservoirs on the 6th was 
noteworthy.
October 2018
wanstead flats once again came 
up trumps with a rustic Bunting 
found on the 16th. it stayed until 
the 21st and drew a crowd being 
only the third lnhs record and the 
second for Essex after a gap of 52 
years. a Barn Owl there on the 
20th was almost as popular being 
the first for 24 years! ring Ouzels 
were seen on the 5th, 11th, 13th 
and 27th with late spotted 
Flycatcher (1st), redstart (7th) 
and whinchat (16th) adding 
interest. a Yellow-browed 
warbler was found on the 16th 
too along with the first of two 
short-eared Owls while water 
pipit (21st), Jack snipe (23rd), 
great white egret (9th and 24th) 

and 836 Fieldfare (27th) rounded 
off a superb month. other 
short-eared Owls were seen at 
sewardstone (3rd) and fairlop 
waters cP (27th), while garden 
skywatching produced two more 
over woodford green on 18th and 
26th with an Osprey over on the 
7th. a Black and red Kite double 
at dagnam Park on the 10th was a 
great patch day especially with the 
Yellow-browed warbler also seen 
there and another yBw was heard 
at fairlop waters on the 15th. 
Black redstarts were seen in west 
Thurrock and on the KgV reservoir 
where two bird put on a show and 
eight goosanders, two House 
Martin, ring Ouzel and Kittiwake 
made for an exceptional late 
autumn day there on the 28th. The 
only Bittern reported was from 
seventy acres lake while a great 
white egret was seen going west 
over the ingrebourne Valley (9th) 
and took just 22 minutes to get to 
wanstead. others were seen at 
Blackshots (5th) and coming out 
of warren gorge (19th) with both 
the rainham Cattle and Little 
egrets. a richard’s pipits headed 
over there during the same visual 

migration watch. ravens were 
seen around Kelvedon hatch with 
some regularity and another pair 
were at netherhall on the 13th. a 
few Brambling, siskin and 
Chaffinch were noted along with 
good numbers of early Fieldfare 
and redwings and Hawfinches 
were seen over upminster (three 

on 29th) and woodford green 
(19th). down on the Thames there 
were two Caspian gulls at the 
Thames Barrier Park on the 21st 
and gallions reach had some good 
bird days with Little gull (15th) 
and five goosander, goldeneye, 
Merganser and Arctic tern on the 
28th.

Gargany (Paul chaMBErlain)

Nuthatch (daVid halE)

north-east essex bysimon Cox

May 
The 1st was notable for a strong 
passage of both whimbrel and 
wheatear with 88 of the former 
and 29 of the latter at frinton 
whilst at The naze there 26 
wheatears, single spotted 
redshank, white wagtail, 
redstart and a smart male pied 
Flycatcher. holland haven 
chipped in with a Hobby, green 
sandpiper and another pied 
Flycatcher. seabirds seen passing 
frinton on the 2nd included six 
Fulmars, an Arctic skua and 78 
Arctic terns, and a ring Ouzel 
was present at wigboro wick, st 
osyth. at least 20 singing 
nightingales were at fingringhoe 
wick with single-figure numbers at 
several other sites and there were a 
few reports of turtle doves, 

notably at wrabness where 
breeding was later confirmed. Two 
drake garganey were on walton 
hall Marsh for several days with 
perhaps the same two later seen 
briefly at The hythe and four eider 
were off The naze.

an Osprey was seen at 
Manningtree on the 5th with the 
same or a different bird at 
cattawade on the 10th and there 
were a couple of lingering 
short-eared Owls in the area and 
several roaming red Kites. 
Bar-tailed godwit passage was 
apparent, notably 225 on the 7th 
passing frinton where four 
pomarine skuas and a good mix 
of terns were also recorded, and on 
the same day there were two 
wood sandpipers on walton hall 
Marsh, one of which had been 
ringed in norway, and both 

goshawk and Little gull were 
reported at fingringhoe wick, 
several more Hobbies were seen; 
also, a few Little ringed plovers 
of which some were paired.

a Kentish plover frequented the 
lagoons at stone Point, walton, on 
the 13th and 14th with both 
Curlew sandpiper and Little 
stint also present there and a few 
Common sandpipers were noted 
at typical locations. a Manx 
shearwater and 17 gannets 
passed frinton on the 16th, as did 
a late siskin, and several Arctic 
skuas moved up the coast over 
the next few days. at colne Point, a 
serin was an unexpected find on 
the 18th but it didn’t linger and on 
the same day an Osprey visited 
leez reservoir. Two different 
red-rumped swallows were seen 
at The naze between the 19th and 
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haven and spotted Flycatcher 
pairs at Terling, lamarsh, Belchamp 
water and Boxted. Migrating 
Honey Buzzards were reported at 
The naze on the 14th and over 
walton hall Marsh on the 21st. 
August
 The opening week saw an influx of 
pied Flycatchers with peak 
counts of seven at both The naze 
and holland haven on the 3rd. 
There were also a few elsewhere 
plus fresh arrivals at the two 
locations mentioned later in the 
month. single spotted 
Flycatchers and redstarts were 
also recorded at the usual coastal 
sites. wheatears and whinchats 
passed through in single-figure 
numbers but there was a notable 
count of 52 Yellow wagtails 
passing frinton on the 24th. a 
great white egret on the 1st and 
a treecreeper next day were of 
interest at holland haven and a 
white stork surprised a local 
farmer on the 4th whilst 
harvesting in st osyth. The 
following day it was seen 
intermittently between west 
clacton and seawick and there 
was an as yet unconfirmed report 
of it near Brightlingsea on the 7th. 
at colne Point two Arctic skuas 
on the 5th were followed by two 
Curlew sandpipers on the 6th 
and a red-backed shrike 
remained at Brightlingsea from the 
9th-13th. a Honey Buzzard was 
seen in hamford water on the 
11th and an Osprey at Bradfield 
on the 19th was followed by one 
passing frinton on the 24th and 
another that frequented the 
geedon saltings for at least a week 
from the 27th. There were several 

sightings of up to three Curlew 
sandpipers, 90 sanderlings at 
The naze, 21 whimbrels at 
alresford, 57 greenshanks at 
fingringhoe wick on the 15th - 
also 1,000 Black-tailed godwits 
in the colne Estuary--two purple 
sandpipers at holland haven on 
the 24th and both wood 
sandpiper and Little stint there 
on the 29th. single Yellow-legged 
gulls were identified at alresford 
and holland haven and at the 
latter site an Arctic skua and two 
Bonxies passed on the 26th. good 
finds at the close of the month 
were a Barred warbler on the 
28th and another red-backed 
shrike on the 29th, both at The 
naze, whilst a grasshopper 
warbler was ringed at holland 
haven on the 30th.
september
 on the 1st, a red-backed shrike 
was briefly present at colne Point 
and a wryneck was seen at 
wrabness. The latter was the first 
of three, the others being at 

on the 29th; other frinton 
sightings were three Crossbills on 
the 22nd and seven siskins next 
day. Perhaps the same great 
white egret was reported at 
Thorpe cross and The naze late in 
the month.
July
apart from a host of red Kite 
sightings, most of the reports 
referred to wader passage. holland 
haven began with a Little stint on 
the 1st and later there were up to 
five Little ringed plovers, six 
ruffs, three each of Common and 
green sandpiper and, on the 
27th, two Curlew sandpipers all 
at that site. There were also ten 
Curlew sandpipers at The naze 
on the 30th and three at 
fingringhoe wick the following 
day. six green sandpipers at 
langham on the 3rd were notable 
and at The hythe, peak counts 
were Little ringed plover 12, 
green sandpiper 12 and 
greenshank three. whimbrel 
passage so far was light but 
Black-tailed godwits were 
returning in good numbers with 
300+ in hamford water and 400 
in the colne for example. 
relatively few seabirds were 
reported but sightings from 
frinton included a Bonxie and 14 
Kittiwakes on the 10th, 12 
gannets on the 12th, an 
impressive 61 Mediterranean 
gulls on the 17th and a high 
count of 6,500 Black-headed 
gulls next day. roof nesting 
Herring gulls are now regular in 
the clacton area but a pair raised 
chicks in wivenhoe this year and 
additional breeding records were 
of a brood of shoveler at holland 

22nd, one having a broken tail 
streamer, and on the 23rd, three 
Manx shearwaters plus single 
great northern diver and Honey 
Buzzard were recorded at frinton. 
a party of 16 Black terns passed 
holland haven on the 24th, a 
Montagu’s Harrier toured 
hamford water on the 26th, and 
both red-backed shrike and 
whinchat were seen at The naze 
on the 30th. 
June
surveys of several parishes in 
north Essex located grey 
partridge, garden and willow 
warbler, Marsh tit, spotted 
Flycatcher, nuthatch and Corn 
Bunting, all now scarce species in 
the northeast of the county. The 
pair of peregrines that nested on 
colchester’s Jumbo Tower last year 
were back again and bred 
successfully though two of the 
chicks fell to the ground and spent 
a few days in care before being 
reunited with their parents! Little 
ringed plovers were noted with 
chicks at several gravel-pit sites 

and Little terns were present as 
usual in hamford water with a 
maximum count of 75 adults 
but only 15 nests were 
located and fledging success 
was low. at another site a 
single pair laid eggs but the 
nest 
disappeared 
after about a 
week. 
gadwall, shoveler and 
teal were all present in 
potential breeding habitat 
and Mandarins were reported 
to have bred at one site and 
were present at a second. a 
few pairs of 
Mediterranean gulls 
were present amongst 
the Black-headed gulls 
in hamford water and 
one clutch was known to 
have hatched, though the 
outcome is uncertain, and for the 
second, consecutive year a pair of 
ravens nested successfully at 
coggeshall. a rose-coloured 
starling joined a starling flock at 
colne Point on the 3rd and a male 

red-backed shrike was 
found at The naze on 
the 4th but 
comparable 
excitement was 

generated by the 
discovery of several 

norfolk Hawker 
dragonflies at holland 

haven, believed to be 
the first Essex 
records. red Kites 
were rumoured to 

be breeding in the north 
of the county and 

amongst the widespread 
reports elsewhere were five 

at wigboro wick on the 15th 
and six at little Bardfield on the 

27th. return wader passage 
commenced towards the month’s 
end with up to ten green 
sandpipers at The hythe and odd 
greenshank and ruff elsewhere 
and over 500 swifts were seen at 
frinton on a couple of days. 
seabirds noted there included an 
Arctic skua and 74 Common 
scoters on the 10th and an 
unseasonal red-throated diver 

Grey Plover and Dunlin (siMon cox)

Above left: Red-backed Shrike (PETEr hEaTh). Above right: Red-necked Grebe juv. (liZ huxlEy)

Mediterranean Gull adult (siMon cox)

Yellow-browed Warbler (chris Balchin
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gulls as well as six early pink-
footed geese. otherwise, a few 
Arctic skuas, Arctic terns, a 
Little gull and another Manx 
shearwater were seen on various 
dates. a greenland white-
fronted goose appeared at 
holland haven on the 25th, 
remaining in the area for several 
weeks, and a juvenile whooper 
swan was seen on the sea from 
there the same day. Ospreys were 
seen in the stour Estuary (two), 
hamford water, at frinton and in 
the colne Estuary and two 
spoonbills spent several days in 
the fingringhoe area. Then, on the 
22nd, parties of six and nine 
spoonbills followed each other 
down the coast, last to be seen at 
colne Point. Two great white 
egrets were at this location on the 
30th and amongst the many 
reports of Little egrets was a 
count of 63 at Mistley where a 
red-necked grebe was present 
on the 11th, also the regular 
Yellow-legged gull. wader 
records produced no real surprises 
but there were 48 greenshanks, 
three spotted redshanks and 
two Curlew sandpipers at 

holland haven and The naze a few 
days later.

There were regular reports of 1 
to 4 redstarts and the same 
number of spotted Flycatchers 
plus pied Flycatchers in ones and 
twos, mainly along the coastal 
belt, and for the second, 
consecutive autumn a red-
breasted Flycatcher was found, 
this time at The naze on the 6th. 
The previous day, there were 
combined totals from The naze to 
holland haven of at least 30 
whinchats and 45 wheatears. 
Meadow pipit passage peaked on 
22nd when over 1,500 moved 
south at frinton but tree pipits 
remain very scarce with just three 
singles identified. hirundine 
passage included 1,890 House 
Martins passing frinton on the 
23rd and finch passage included 
several counts of up to 60 siskins 
and a few Bramblings. it was a 
relatively quiet month for seabirds 
apart from on the 23rd when 
frinton totals included single 
Manx shearwater, Leach’s petrel 
and pomarine skua, 15 Bonxies, 
108 gannets, 179 sandwich 
terns and 46 Mediterranean 

egret near rat island on the 27th. 
The following day, however, saw 
no less than 47 identified at 
frinton, a few of which were seen 
from nearby vantage points. 
Presumably these head directly 
across towards Kent without 
coming any closer to the Essex 
coast. during this exceptional 
movement, one sooty and two 
Manx shearwaters, 74 gannets, 
five eider, one scaup, ten Little 
gulls, two Bonxies, four 
guillemots and single Little Auk, 
Arctic and Long-tailed skua were 
also added to the day’s list of 
sightings!

The month concluded with a 
Little Auk and a snow Bunting at 
holland haven and a scaup at 
Brightlingsea on the 29th, and a 
dusky warbler at The naze and a 
Lapland Bunting at langham on 
the 31st.

October
observers at The naze, frinton, 
holland haven, st osyth and 
colne Point all located Yellow-
browed warblers throughout the 
month. The exact number involved 
is hard to gauge but at least 20 
seems highly likely. finch 
movements included a large arrival 
of Chaffinches with the month 
total at frinton approaching 4,000. 
flocks of coasting goldfinches 
were noted as usual but numbers 
were less than in most recent 
autumns and Linnet numbers 
were noticeably low. several 
hundred siskins were identified 
but Lesser redpolls were also in 
short supply and there were a few 
small parties of Bramblings. 
starling immigration was 
especially obvious on the 28th 
with nearly 5,500 counted at 
frinton and there were some 
moderate arrivals of skylarks and 
winter thrushes but only a few 
ring Ouzels detected. influxes of 
robins and dunnocks were 
recorded but not in big numbers 
whilst goldcrests arrived in the 
latter part of the month but it 
wasn’t a bumper year for them. 
Firecrests were scarcer than of 
late and there were single reports 
of Black redstart and redstart. 
rarer passerines were represented 
by a fly-over but vocal Citrine 
wagtail at holland haven on the 
8th and the second red-breasted 
Flycatcher of the autumn at 
frinton on the following day. There 
was also a woodlark at The naze 
on the 18th and several Crossbills 
passed frinton. a late red-backed 
shrike at Brightlingsea on the 
24th was joined briefly on the 
third and final day of its stay by a 
great grey shrike. This, or more 
likely another, was seen at colne 
Point on the 28th. raptors 
included three separate Hen 
Harrier sightings, one Osprey, a 
Honey Buzzard at frinton on the 
20th and a rough-legged 
Buzzard near Brightlingsea on the 
28th. There were also 46 
Common Buzzards in the 
hamford water area on the 21st, 
surely a county record total in 
recent times. wader highlights 
were a Jack snipe on the 3rd at 
The naze, grey phalarope on the 

13th at holland haven where 
Common snipe peaked at 17, 
and a Black-winged stilt on the 
29th in hamford water with two 
ravens also recorded there that 
day. great white egret reports 
concerned three at landermere, 
six passing frinton and singles at 
wix and ardleigh reservoir and a 
spoonbill was seen on the 28th 
at Brightlingsea. single Black-
throated diver—one of several 
recorded this month—and Manx 
shearwater passed frinton on 
the 1st and there was a shag at 
Bradfield next day. The 14th was 
notable for a count of 64 
Mediterranean gulls passing 
frinton and a Long-tailed skua 
and four Bearded tits at holland 
haven. pomarine skuas started 
to feature with one on the 7th 
and five on the 26th off frinton 
and one feeding on a dead Little 

fingringhoe wick, a Little stint at 
holland haven and a single 
Curlew sandpiper at The naze 
during the month. other reports of 
interest included a short-eared 
Owl, several Merlins and three 
tree sparrows at frinton and at 
least four and possibly six 
Yellow-browed warblers at The 
naze in the final two days of the 
month. Cetti’s warblers were in 
song at several sites which was 
encouraging given that this species 
suffered more than many in last 
winter’s cold spell. an Alexandrine 
parakeet appeared at holland 
haven on the 29th and remained 
in the area for several weeks.

Sand Martin (ashlEy gooding)

Yellow-legged Gull (liZ huxlEy)
Mute Swan (EMMa roBinson)
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waders were largely confined 
to the Thames with two Knot 
(12th), Little stint (14th-17th) 
being the highlights although the 
pectoral sandpiper found with 
two ruff on the 23rd on the 
freshly wet Tringa Pool was 
popular until the 30th. wildfowl 
were scarce with a couple of 
pintail and wigeon arriving but 
six pink-feet high and west on 
the 23rd were a surprise. a young 
male Merlin was seen on the 8th 
with a female on the 17th and 
18th. Juvenile Hobby were seen 
till mid-month and likewise 
young peregrine Falcon were 
making more frequent visits. at 
least four Marsh Harriers were 
floating around including a 
norfolk wing-tagged youngster 
and an Osprey was seen on the 
22nd. Buzzard passage was 
noted on four days with 11 (1st), 
10 (6th), 16 (15th) and 26 (29th). 
The ravens started to visit again 
and the first short-eared Owl 
was seen on the 25th.
October 2018
october got off to a good start 
with a Cattle egret arriving on 
the 4th which was joined by a 
second from the 20th. a 
spoonbill was seen on the 11th 

just a couple of wheatears and a 
few Yellow wagtails moving, a 
couple of spotted Flycatchers 
and pied Flycatchers on the 3rd 
and 7th. tree pipits were seen on 
the 17th with two on the 18th 
and a few migrant willow 
warblers were noted.
september 2018
september was mostly about the 
Thames with the marsh itself still 
being incredibly dry. amongst the 
tern species Arctic tern was 
surprisingly the most numerous 
with at least 145 up river 
including high counts of 43 (21st) 
and 36 (22nd). Common terns 
were actually quite scarce and a 
handful of sandwich and singles 
of Black (4th) and roseate (23rd) 
made for some good days. There 
were several Mediterranean and 
Caspian gull sightings and a 
Little gull was seen on the 21st. 
an Arctic skua was seen on the 
5th and four lumbering Bonxies 
loafed on the river on the 23rd. 
The following day four juvenile 
gannets made their way up 
towards the city following the 
a13! great white egrets were 
seen on the 6th, 11th and 28th 
and another immature spoonbill 
was seen on the 25th. 

before heading downriver to rsPB 
cliffe Pools. This was the first on 
the site for 55 years. The 
grasshopper warblers went 
quiet again by the end of the first 
week and an early spotted 
Flycatcher was seen on the 5th. i 
am pleased to report that once 
again a pair of Marsh warblers 
was present during the breeding 
season (in an area with no public 
access) and both pairs of Marsh 
Harriers brought off three young 
apiece. a single red Kite was seen 
on the 14th and a raven was 
back on the 21st. several different 
Caspian gulls were noted along 
the Thames including the first 
2018 juveniles anywhere in the 
uK while Yellow-legged gulls 
peaked at 42 on the 18th along 
with several sightings of juvenile 
Mediterranean gulls. 
August 2018
waders were, as expected, an 
august mainstay although 
passage was light in the generally 
settled conditions. wood 
sandpipers were seen on the 1st 
and 31st and twos of Little stint 
(27th) and Curlew sandpiper 
(29th) and a single Knot (3rd) 
amongst a smattering of dunlin, 
ruff, greenshank and ringed 
plover. Black-tailed godwits 
peaked at 84 on the 30th. it was 
quiet for terns on the Thames 
with very few Common terns but 
several sandwich including five 
on the 25th and a high of 21 
Arctics in two groups on the 
15th. a single Black was seen on 
the 20th and the first autumn 
Little gull on the 25th. Yellow-
legged gulls peaked at 79 (9th) 
and four Caspian gulls were seen 
on the 13th with singles on 
several other dates while juvenile 
Mediterranean gulls were 
almost daily from mid-month. 
with the marsh largely dry our 
juvenile Marsh Harriers 
dispersed but the adults lingered 
and an Osprey was seen on the 
31st. duck numbers were low 
with just a single garganey 
(13th) of note. a glossy ibis was 
seen briefly on the 9th and a 
great white egret dropped in on 
the 12th. The first whinchats 
were seen on the 3rd and 
passerine passage was slow with 

unsurprisingly passage waders 
were a big feature of May with a 
smattering of sanderling, grey 
plovers, whimbrels, 
greenshank and ruff in the 
early days before the first of six 
wood sandpipers on the 10th 
and a smart Curlew sandpiper 
on the 18th. however, things got 
going from the 24th into early 
June when there was a late surge 
in northbound birds. an amazing 
187 ringed plover, 42 dunlin, 
34 sanderling, 37 grey plover, 
nine turnstone, two Bar-tailed 
godwits, two ruff and another 
Curlew sandpiper were counted. 
an immature spoonbill lingered 
from the 11th till 20th and an 
adult arrived on the 27th and 
stayed till 30th. The Thames was 
fairly quiet with the iceland and 
two Caspian gulls till 6th and a 
Common scoter on the 11th. a 
Black tern was seen on the 2nd 
and three Littles were noted on 
the 7th but it was the 21st that 

was memorable with 29 Black 
and two white-winged Black 
terns moving north. Three more 
Black terns were seen on the 
27th and two sandwich and the 
odd Arctic were seen. Marsh 
Harriers were looking settled 
and there was a peak of 18 
Hobby a long with a couple of 
red Kite sightings and a Honey 
Buzzard on the 22nd. The last 
whinchat was noted on the 4th 
and single wheatears were seen 
throughout the month and a 
spotted Flycatcher on the 25th 
was the last hoped-for arrival. 
Bearded tit broods were out and 
it feels like another good 
breeding season for Lapwing, 
redshank and wildfowl. drakes 
of pintail, wigeon and teal were 
noted but it was the Mandarin 
duck on the 28th which took the 
rarity podium being only the 
third record! a fly through turtle 
dove on the 31st was only the 
second this spring...

June 2018 
June is family time on the 
reserve and it looks like we have 
had another record-breaking 
breeding year for Lapwing and 
redshank and duck broods have 
also been phenomenal. There 
was some late ‘spring’ wader 
passage with Curlew sandpiper 
(1st), grey plover (5th) and 
turnstone and four dunlin (8th 
and by the 22nd the first snipe, 
green sandpiper and Black-
tailed godwit were already on 
their way back. Marsh Harriers 
are doing well and there were 
several red Kite sightings along 
with a couple of 1st summer 
Hobby. The Barn Owls came 
out to hunt on the ‘late night 
openings’ and two short-eared 
Owls on the 22nd were odd 
with no sightings prior or since. 
The odd Yellow-legged gull 
was seen on the river with an 
adult Mediterranean gull on 
the 18th and a pair of Common 
terns seem to be nesting. an 
adult spoonbill dropped in on 
the 14th before another full 
adult arrived on the 24th being 
joined from the 27th into July by 
an immature. a Bee-eater was 
heard on the 28th but 
unsurprisingly was not seen...
July 2018 
The adult and immature 
spoonbill from late June 
lingered into July with both birds 
until the 3rd and just the 
youngster till the 6th. amazingly 
a new immature arrived on the 
12th for two days. Little egrets 
peaked at 46 and a melanistic 
juvenile grey Heron turned a 
few heads. wader passage was 
confined to aveley Pool as the 
rest of the reserve was now dry 
and Black-tailed godwits 
steadily rose towards 60 along 
with two families of Little 
ringed plover, three ruff and a 
few tringas that included a 
wood sandpiper on the 22nd 
and 23rd and rarity of the year 
on the 27th when a juvenile 
Marsh sandpiper was found. it 
lingered until early on the 29th 

Caspian Gull (MaTT TurnEr)

Mediterranean Gull juv. (siMon cox)

rspB rainham Marshes by Howard Vaughan
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southend Area by paul Baker

May
The month began with an obvious 
arrival of wheatears on the 1st 
with at least ten at Bowers Marsh, 
three in gunners Park and one on 
Two Tree island. red Kites were 
noted on the 4th at canewdon and 
the 6th at Benfleet and Barling. 
also, at canvey wick on the 6th 
was the month’s only 
grasshopper warbler, a clear 
indication that they have had a 
poor year. The almost anticipated 
arrival of Black-winged stilts 
happened on the 7th when a pair 
arrived at Bowers Marsh. as is 
typical they roamed around a 
number of sites through to the 
19th before disappearing; we still 
eagerly await our first successful 
breeding. also, on Bowers Marsh on 
the 7th were a pair of Little 
ringed plovers and a wood 
sandpiper which remained until 
the 9th. wakering stairs continues 
to be the local stronghold for 
turtle doves so six there on the 
7th was a pleasing record, whilst 
the only other record this month 
was a pair at canewdon which 
were throughout. a pair of 
Yellowhammers was seen 
intermittently at Bowers Marsh 
from the 10th onwards. The fourth 

red Kite of the month was seen 
over Pitsea on the 14th with others 
later in the month over hockley 
and ashingdon. a Manx 
shearwater flying out of the 
Thames estuary past canvey on 
the 16th was unseasonal. The new 
lagoons at wallasea were proving 
popular with Little ringed plovers 
with six counted there on the 18th 
along with a single at west canvey 
Marshes. Both short-eared Owl 
and Long-eared Owl were seen 
this month with short-eared 

Owls at wakering stairs on the 
19th and wallasea on the 28th, 
and a Long-eared Owl at a 
traditional site in the south west. 
four wood sandpipers were at 
lower raypits on the 21st which 
included a pair in display flight and 
song! The first heath fritillary of 
the year was seen in hockley 
woods on the 24th where 
numbers quickly built to 16 by the 
end of the month. Fulmars are 
surprisingly scarce these days with 
one past shoebury on the 24th the 

occasionally visited Vange Marsh 
and wat Tyler cP. Bowers Marsh 
continued its good run of form 
when a glossy ibis visited there 
from the 9th to the 14th. The only 
great skua of the month was 
seen off canvey on the 9th along 
with another Arctic skua. a wood 
sandpiper at Bowers Marsh on the 
10th and 15th was the only 
autumn record and surprisingly no 
Little stints were recorded 
anywhere all autumn. an Osprey 
over rochford on the 12th was one 
of only three all year with none of 
them lingering. a Black-necked 
grebe visited Bowers Marsh again 
from the 13th to the 21st when 
garganey numbers began to build, 
with up to six at Vange Marsh and 
four at Bowers Marsh. a ring-
necked parakeet over rayleigh 
and a Barnacle goose on 
wallasea, both on the 13th were 
far from exciting but still fair game 
for the year-listers. a Merlin 
through lower raypits on the 19th 
was very early. The first redstarts 
of the year arrived on 22nd, with 
up to three in gunners Park, but 
after a single there on the 26th 
there were no more records from 
anywhere for the remainder of the 
year. a Fulmar off canvey on the 
23rd was followed by a peak 
monthly count of five Arctic 
skuas there the next day. a count 
of seven wheatears at fleet head 

following a nationwide influx of 
returning adult Curlew 
sandpipers wallasea got in on the 
action with a group of 15 on the 
30th which increased to 18 the 
following day. Early signs of 
passage continued with two 
garganey and ten spotted 
redshanks at Vange Marsh on the 
31st.
August
 The Curlew sandpiper flock at 
wallasea had reduced to five on 
the 1st and rather surprisingly 
constituted the last record of the 
year! return passerine migration 
began on the 1st with a wheatear 
in gunners Park followed by a pied 
Flycatcher there the next day 
with two pied Flycatchers there 
on the 4th and another at 
wakering. The first Arctic skua of 
the year was off canvey on the 4th 
along with 37 Black terns. The 
Marsh tit near canewdon was 
seen again on the 5th. Twenty 
years after the last local sighting, a 
stone Curlew was a much-
appreciated visitor to Bowers 
Marsh on the 6th, where it 
remained through to the 17th. The 
first whinchats were also seen at 
Bowers Marsh on the 6th where 
2-4 were present all month. a 
great white egret took up 
residence from the 7th on Bowers 
Marsh and remained in the area 
through to early october and 

only record in the first half of the 
year. Equally as scarce as fulmars 
are spotted Flycatchers on spring 
migration so one caught and 
ringed on Two Tree island on the 
25th was an excellent record. a 
Black-necked grebe raised hopes 
when it took up residence at 
Bowers Marsh from the 26th 
through to mid-June but it 
remained unpaired. The Marsh tit 
present in woodland near 
canewdon since last november 
was seen again this month on the 
27th. 
June
five nightingales were singing at 
canvey wick on the 1st; also 
singing on the 1st was a dunlin at 
lower raypits! a first-summer 
spoonbill visited Bowers Marsh 
then wallasea on the 3rd before 
departing early on the 4th when 
30 gannets and a pomarine skua 
passed canvey. all six red Kite 
records this month fell between 
the 4th and 13th. a drake 
garganey cut a lonely figure on 
Bowers Marsh from the 6th to the 
9th. The bird of the year was a 
superb adult rose-coloured 
starling in rayleigh which was 
initially found in the garden 
belonging to a former local birder’s 
parents on the 9th. not only a long 
overdue first for the recording 
area, but a fine adult as well! it was 
far from easy to connect with but 
with luck and patience most 
people saw it as it lingered around 
the housing estate until the 14th. 
nearby, for one lucky observer a 
flyover Crossbill was a surprise on 
the 10th. a drake red-crested 
pochard was present at Bowers 
Marsh for three days mid-month

JULY 2018
The pair of turtle doves at 

canewdon was joined by a third 
bird on the 5th, mid-summer 
records of Coal tit came from 
Belfairs woods, hockley woods, 
and coombe wood. a red Kite 
over nearby Benfleet on the 15th, 
one of only two sightings this 
month. an eclipse garganey at 
Bowers Marsh on the 23rd along 
with seven ruff and a Common 
sandpiper heralded the start of 
autumn migration. on the 27th, 
the first garden warbler of the 
year was noted in canewdon. Eider (liZ huxlEy)

Pochard and young (daVid halE)

and the Bittern returned for the 
winter on the 20th but was 
typically elusive. with 
predominately westerly winds it 
was quite hard work for finding 
diurnal migrants, but a few 
redwing, Fieldfare, starlings, 
skylarks and finches were noted 
as the month wore on. Lesser and 
Mealy redpolls were seen on the 
20th with woodlark the same 
day but the only ring Ouzel was 
on the 18th while tree sparrows 
coasted with two on 24th and 
three on 26th. rock and water 
pipits returned for the winter 
with at least seven of the latter 
from the 7th and a single Black 
redstart was seen briefly on the 
12th. Jackdaws were moving the 
next day with 306 west – a 

passage noted across london and 
the ravens made occasional 
visits. The Thames had some 
movement at last with late terns 
on the 6th when 46 Arctic terns, 
five Common and two Black 
were seen and 11 sandwich were 
seen the following day. a very late 
Arctic was noted on the 29th. a 
Bonxie was seen on the 7th and 
several Caspian gulls were seen 
along with a Little gull on the 
28th. This was a good day to be 
keeping an eye on the river with 
five goosander, goldeneye and 
a great northern diver all seen. 
Two Mergansers on the 11th and 
scoters on the 7th, 15th and 
17th added interest along with a 
gannet (10th) and the first three 
Brents (19th). however, it was 

raptors that stole the month 
from the Cattle egrets with a 
rough-legged Buzzard across 
the river on dartford Marsh on 
the 30th being visible from the 
centre and resulting in two 
juvenile Hen Harriers being 
watched moving across to our 
side. The following day the Kent 
rough-leg eventually moved off 
north over the reserve but not 
before a second bird had also 
gone through along with the two 
ringtails and a male Hen Harrier. 
add to that eight different  
Marsh Harriers, eight Buzzard, 
two peregrine, Merlin, five 
Kestrel, three sparrowhawks, 
short-eared and Barn Owl it 
was a raptor day to remember  
for the site.
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on the 25th was slightly surprising 
given that the four other records 
this month were all of singles. 
another Black-necked grebe was 
seen on the 29th, this time on the 
sea off canvey Point, and a 
spotted Flycatcher in Belfairs 
woods was the first of a poor 
autumn.
september
a red-necked phalarope arrived 
on Vange Marsh on the 1st where 
it entertained through to the 4th 
along with three garganey and a 
spotted Flycatcher. Two tree 
pipits flew over gunners Park on 
the 1st and were the only ones of 
the year. what could have been 
the bird of the year was a cracking 
icterine warbler photographed in 
a Benfleet garden on the 1st and 
only identified subsequently. Just 
like london buses, you wait twenty 
years for a local stone Curlew and 
then another one turns up! The 
second bird of the autumn took up 
an extended month long stay at 
lower raypits from the 2nd where 
a Merlin was seen again on the 
3rd. The month’s only red Kite 
passed low across rawreth on the 
2nd and the semi-resident great 
white egret favoured Vange 
Marsh from the 2nd to the 4th. 
seawatching on the 2nd at canvey 
was largely uneventful although 
there was a significant passage of 
120 Black terns, but surprisingly 

little else of note. on the 4th, a 
wryneck was photographed on a 
fencepost at wallasea but despite 
searching was not seen 
subsequently. Arctic skuas 
passed through on the 4th with an 
autumn peak of 39 off canvey, but 
little else was noted other than a 
puffin. The 5th however was an 
excellent day of seabird passage, 
both in terms of numbers and 
variety, with the highlights being a 
Fulmar, an Osprey, seven 
pomarine skuas, 49 gannets, 15 
Arctic skuas, 25 great skuas, 20 
Arctic terns, 20 Black terns, 
seven Porpoise, and best of all, a 
juvenile white-winged Black 
tern. a spotted Flycatcher was 
in gunners Park from the 7th to 
the 9th with it or another there on 
the 13th and 14th; two siskins 
there on the 9th were the first of 
the autumn and the only record 
this month. The last garganey of 
the year was present on Bowers 
on the 11th and was most likely 
the lingering individual there since 
the start of the month. The last 
turtle dove flew across lion 
creek to wallasea on the 13th. 
after a nationwide influx of 
Cattle egrets, two birds spent a 
few days on the ‘wrong’ side of the 
crouch at Blue house farm but 
with a decent ‘scope, no heat haze, 
and the high ground of ashingdon 
church they made a questionable 

entry onto the sog database on 
the 13th. a flock of eight 
spoonbills were photographed 
flying south over gunners Park on 
the 13th. not only were they the 
largest ever local flock but the 
same group was seen flying out to 
sea over dungeness several hours 
later. an Osprey drifted east along 
the Thames estuary on the 15th. 
The glossy ibis paid a return visit 
to Bowers Marsh on the 19th after 
going on a sojourn. a pectoral 
sandpiper was an excellent find 
at lower raypits on the 22nd and 
continues this site’s recent run of 
form. The pectoral sandpiper 
remained through to the 24th. 
optimum weather for 
seawatching on the 23rd yielded 
results off canvey with a Manx 
shearwater, 76 gannets, and 
impressive counts of 35 Arctic 
skuas and 55 great skuas, whilst 
on land a spotted Flycatcher was 
seen at shoebury East Beach. a 
purple sandpiper was reported 
from canvey Point on the 24th 
and 26th. seawatching from 
canvey on the 28th provided a 
few notable sightings including a 
fine adult pomarine skua, a Manx 
shearwater, two immature 
eiders and a Kittiwake. The first 
short-eared Owl of the autumn 
flew over the roach to wallasea 
on the 29th.
October
a purple sandpiper, presumably 
the canvey Point bird, roosted on 
the Pier on the 1st. a minimum of 
three great white egrets 
patrolled the south Essex Marshes 
on the 3rd with sightings coming 
from wat Tyler cP, Vange Marsh, 
and three together at Bowers 
Marsh. a shag frequented the 
crouch around wallasea from the 
2nd to the 6th with another at 
gunners Park on the 5th. a 
whinchat was at Bowers Marsh 
on the 4th and the first wintering 
short-eared Owl took up station 
on wallasea from the 5th where it 
remained all month. an impressive 
122 gannets were logged off 
gunners Park on the 6th along 
with two sandwich terns and 
two Kittiwakes. a drake 
Mandarin was reported at 
southchurch Park East on the 9th 
when there were two Common 

Stone Curlew (daVid halE)

May
Two Marsh Harriers (male and 
female) frequented the area all 
month, principally Vange Marsh, 
although the male appeared 
regularly at wat Tyler. waders 
noted from wat Tyler on the 2nd 
included Black-tailed godwit and 

wat tyler and Vange Marshes 
by Andrew Cox & southend rspB website (graham Mee)

whimbrel, with a Cuckoo and 
two singing nightingales here 
next day. The 4th saw at least 14 
Common terns and 280 
Black-headed gulls on and 
around the scrape. wildfowl 
counted at Vange on the 6th 
included 24 Mute swans, 26 

greylag geese and 15 shelducks. 
among the waders’ present were 
ten greenshanks, a spotted 
redshank and two Common 
sandpipers. Three Common terns 
had doubtless come across from 
wat Tyler; present all month the 
highest count being 30, reported 
on the 11th. Earlier, on the 8th, 12 
pochard and ten tufted ducks 
were on the scrape, with two 
Hobbies, three Cuckoos and at 
least four Bearded tits reported. 
Mute swans had increased to 29 
at Vange on the 9th. similar 
numbers stayed here all month. 
four Black-tailed godwits, three 
Oystercatchers, Cuckoo, Hobby 
and 11 swifts comprised the 
other records on this date. Two 
Hobby were at wat Tyler again on 
the 10th, with a peregrine here 
next day. up to three Cuckoos, 
two males and a female, were 
reported all month; often they 
could be seen close to the hide. 
Two Bearded tits were at Vange 
on the 12th, with three on the 
13th. also, on the latter date: two 
reed Buntings, three Garganey (siMon saTchEll)

sandpipers. a late Hobby was 
wheeling over hadleigh downs on 
the 13th. The flock of 14 egyptian 
geese on Bowers Marsh on the 
15th assumed the reluctant title of 
highest ever local count. Two 
whinchats at west canvey Marsh 
on the 17th were particularly late 
and unsurprisingly were the last of 
the year. The first of several decent 
seawatches this month was on the 
18th when all four skua species 
were logged off canvey, albeit all 
in very low numbers with two 
pomarine skuas, four Arctic 
skuas, one great skua and the 
year’s only Long-tailed skua. 
other highlights included a pair of 
Velvet scoters, a late wheatear 
on the seawall, and a remarkable 
observation of five short-eared 
Owls all coming in-off the sea 
separately. a calling Yellow-
browed warbler in gunners Park 

on the 19th proved frustratingly 
elusive. it was great to have 
wintering Hen Harriers back on 
wallasea with a ringtail there from 
the 21st increasing to two ringtails 
by the month’s end. with 
favourable weather conditions all 
eyes were focussed out to sea on 
the 28th. Totals off canvey were 
three Manx shearwaters, a 
Leach’s petrel, two drake eider, 
30 Common scoter, eight 
red-breasted Mergansers, a 
confiding purple sandpiper, eight 
pomarine skuas, nine great 
skuas, three Little gulls, 30 
Kittiwakes, four Arctic terns and 
a puffin, whilst gunners Park 
chipped in with three Velvet 
scoters and a guillemot. on the 
evening of the 28th some 
fascinating behaviour was 
witnessed on wallasea where the 
wintering Common Buzzard took 

umbrage to one of the two Barn 
Owls there and attacked it for 
some considerable amount of time 
before eventually decapitating it. 
another Yellow-browed warbler 
was found again in gunners Park 
on the 29th, initially elusive, it 
eventually gave itself up to the 
assembled crowd in the early 
afternoon. also, on the 29th, three 
great white egrets were reported 
at Vange Marsh. our local Brent 
goose enthusiast not only picked 
out a Black Brant at shoebury 
East Beach on the 31st but also 
found a Firecrest and a snow 
Bunting there too. The month 
ended well with a juvenile 
rough-legged Buzzard ghosting 
in to roost on wallasea in the 
fading light on the 31st where it 
remained, albeit intermittently, 
into early november.
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Oystercatchers and a 
greenshank. Thereafter wader 
passage at Vange seemed to be 
almost non-existent. round at wat 
Tyler were a Hobby and two 
water rails, with a water rail 
and two Avocets on the 17th, Two 
Hobby had been reported earlier 
in the day. The last waders 
reported from Vange came on the 
19th- four Avocets and three 
Black-tailed godwits. seven 
Common terns were also here 
joined by 11 swifts, three 
Cuckoos (presumably the wat 
Tyler birds) and five reed 
Buntings. next day at wat Tyler, 
reed Bunting, reed warbler and 
sedge warbler were all noted, as 
were a single singing nightingale. 
Many swifts and swallows 
hawked over Vange on the 22nd, 
with 19 pochard and nine 
shelduck on the flood. Two 
Mediterranean gulls dropped 
onto wat Tyler’s scrape on the 
24th. Three Bearded tits and eight 
goldfinches were here on the 
30th, while on the 31st, at wat 
Tyler, a Hobby flew across the 
scrape.

June
at least two Cuckoos frequented 
wat Tyler throughout the month, 
while both male and female Marsh 
Harriers could be seen at both 
sites. a Hobby was at wat Tyler on 
the 2nd, with 20 sand Martins 
noted from Vange on the 4th. 
Common terns continued to be 
present on wat Tyler’s scrape all 
month, numbers being difficult to 
judge between a closed hide and 
encroaching vegetation but looked 
to be into double figures. a 
Bearded tit was at wat Tyler on 
the 7th, with a Hobby and six 
pochards here next day. round at 
Vange on the 9th Mute swans 
numbered 29, gadwall 20-plus. 
also, here were a Cuckoo, seven 
shelduck, 15-plus House Martins, 
ten goldfinches and two reed 
Buntings. four Bearded tits on 
the 11th. Two Common 
redshanks were noted next day. 
The Mute swans at Vange has 
increased to 36 on the 15th, while 
gadwall numbered 30-plus. Three 
wigeon and 13 Lapwings were 
also here. counts on the 18th 
comprised 100-plus Coots, at 

least 50 gadwall and a pair of 
wigeon. four wigeon were 
present at Bowers Marsh on the 
15th, with 18 teal also here.  
a male red-crested pochard 
proved popular. other notable 
records included one or two 
Mediterranean gulls, Hobby, 
two Yellow wagtails, many  
reed Buntings and at least one 
Corn Bunting.
July
all subsequent records are from 
Vange: Marsh Harriers continued 
to frequent the area all month, 
with a male and female on the 
12th; and a maximum of four on 
the 19th – a male and three 
immatures. The herd of Mute 
swans peaked at 40, on the 26th 
and Common terns visited 
throughout: four on the 12th being 
the highest number reported. Two 
greenshanks on the 10th were 
joined by a spotted redshank, 
five Common redshanks and two 
Oystercatchers. Two days later 
there were at least three Bearded 
tits, two Yellow wagtails, four 
male reed Buntings, ten swifts 
and 20 swallows. in addition to 
the four Marsh Harriers 
mentioned, two sparrowhawks 
were present on the 19th, with 
124 Black-tailed godwits, 
60-plus Common redshanks, six 
spotted redshanks (including 
one fine summer plumaged bird) 
and a Common sandpiper. four 
whimbrels and a green 
sandpiper were reported on the 
20th. next day at least two 
Bearded tits were in addition to 
150-plus Black-tailed godwits, 
20-plus Common redshanks, five 
spotted redshanks, three 
greenshanks, at least 60 
Lapwings, 12 Curlews, four 
green sandpipers and singles of 
Common sandpiper and Little 
ringed plover.  Black-tailed 
godwits numbered just 12 on the 
26th, with three spotted 
redshanks and a single male ruff. 
nineteen Little egrets were 
counted. 
August
The 2nd saw a selection of waders 
at Vange- 25 Black-tailed 
godwits, 22 Curlews, five green 
sandpipers, two Common 

sandpipers and a ruff. a 
Mediterranean gull, two 
Common terns and at least two 
Bearded tits were also present. 
some other wader species had 
appeared on the 13th: 30 
Lapwings, six Common 
redshanks, two spotted 
redshanks, three greenshanks 
and two Common snipe. at least 
ten Common redshanks and 
three Common snipe were here 
on the 16th; as were a male Marsh 
Harrier, Hobby and two Kestrels. 
six garganeys were among the 
eclipsed wildfowl. next day 40 
Black-tailed godwits were 
present, with four ruff, three 
greenshanks and two spotted 
redshanks. spotted redshanks 
had increased to eight on the 18th, 
with 70 Lapwings and 32 
Black-tailed godwits. 15 
Black-tailed godwits were using 
wat Tyler’s scrape on this date. at 
least ten Common terns also 
remained. staying at wat Tyler, on 
the 23rd there were two Marsh 
Harriers, while the marina held 
five Black-tailed godwits, six 
Curlews, two greenshanks, two 
green sandpipers and a 
Common sandpiper.

a Marsh Harrier was at Vange 
on the 24th; three days later a 
Jack snipe was reported, along 
with 156 Lapwings, two ruff, 
three greenshanks, a spotted 
redshank and two 
Common snipe.
september
a whimbrel was at wat Tyler on 
the 4th. few reports were 
forthcoming again this month. 
round at Vange a red-necked 
phalarope had been discovered, 
proving popular. a great white 
egret was also here. There was a 
supporting cast of Kingfisher, 60 
teal, 20 swallows, two Bearded 
tits and Marsh Harrier; and a 
good selection of other waders: 41 
Black-tailed godwits, two ruff, 
three Common snipe, two 
spotted redshanks, six Curlews, 
a green sandpiper and 
interestingly, three golden 
plovers. The red-necked 
phalarope was still showing well 
two days later; but was not 
subsequently reported. also, on 

Oystercatcher (MaTT TurnEr)

the 6th were: two pintails among 
the throng of wildfowl, 12 
Curlews, six ruff, 50 Black-tailed 
godwits, two greenshanks, eight 
spotted redshanks and two 
green sandpipers. Black-tailed 
godwits numbered 100-plus on 
the 8th, with 164 Lapwings 
counted. at least five Common 
redshanks were in addition to 
four spotted redshanks, two 
greenshanks, seven ruff, at least 
eight Common snipe and three 
pintails. a female Marsh Harrier 
and a sparrowhawk were noted. a 
remarkable 50 golden plovers 
were reported on the 9th. a Marsh 
sandpiper on the 13th didn’t 
linger, unfortunately- it was seen 
standing next to a Common 
redshank and two greenshanks. 
seven-plus ruff, 11 Common 
snipe and five green sandpipers 
were among the other waders 
here. next day there were two 
Marsh Harriers, with a Kingfisher, 
Bearded tit and Common 
sandpiper present. Marsh Harrier 
and sparrowhawk were seen at 
wat Tyler on a very breezy 20th. 
seven Little egrets were also here. 
counts of waders at Vange on the 
22nd comprised 200-plus 
Black-tailed godwits, 100-plus 
Lapwings, nine spotted 
redshanks, 12 Common 

redshanks, 23 Curlews, four 
Common snipe, two 
greenshanks, at least six ruff and 
a Common sandpiper. a Jack 
snipe was reported. a Kingfisher 
was seen; as were at least 15 
Meadow pipits. around 500 
Black-tailed godwits on the 27th 
gradually dispersed as the tide 
ebbed. Three greenshanks and 
212 Lapwings were among the 
waders; at least five Bearded tits 
and four Cetti’s warblers were 
present.

October
Most records again came from 
Vange, commencing on the 2nd 
with 120 Lapwings, 90 Black-
tailed godwits, nine Common 
snipe, 11 Curlews, six ruff and 
two greenshanks. Two Common 
Buzzards and three Marsh Harriers 
were also here. The latter species 
featured regularly all month. Two 
days later two water rails, two 
Bearded tits and singles of 
Kingfisher and grey wagtail were 
noted. Black-tailed godwits 
numbered at least 200 on the 10th; 
other waders being 14 Common 
redshanks, two spotted 
redshanks, three green 
sandpipers and 11 Common 
snipe. Kingfisher and a single 
spotted redshank were here on 
the 16th. Two Kestrels on the 18th 
were joined by a pair of 
stonechats, 19 Curlews, 16 
Common snipe and seven ruff 
among the waders’ present. Two 
Kestrels were seen again on the 
20th. wildfowl present on this date 
included 95-plus wigeon, 80 teal, 
48 shoveler and 40 gadwall. at 
least three reed Buntings were 
seen. Kingfisher was again seen on 
the 25th, as were two grey 
wagtails, two Little grebes. Three 
or four water rails called from the 
reedbeds at the eastern end, where 
eight Marsh Harriers comprised an 
adult male, two adult females and 
five immatures. The 29th brought 
three great white egrets, along 
with five Little egrets. additionally, 
two male Marsh Harriers were 
recorded. a great white egret 
featured among the few reports 
from wat Tyler: seen on the scrape 
on the 20th (only viewable from 
the rsPB web cam). a visit on the 
28th saw five Little grebes, at least 
eight Little egrets, three Marsh 
Harriers (including a colourful male 
close to the holly cottage hide), an 
adult peregrine Falcon on the 
marina pylon, Common Buzzard, 
sparrowhawk and Kestrel. at least 
15 Black-tailed godwits were 
airborne; as were 100-plus 
Lapwings, flushed from the scrape 
by the male harrier. a couple of 
Common snipe and a few Curlews 
were seen from the marina/
saltmarsh/creek area; where 32 
teal and four wigeon were noted.

Whimbrel (sEan nixon)
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